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In this thesis, we mainly study the mechanical, electrical and electromechanical 
properties of low-dimensional structures of advanced materials, in particular two-dimensional 
(2D) materials and compound semiconductor (CS) structures and devices. Given the scarcity 
of methods for direct nano-mapping of physical properties of complex three-dimensional (3D) 
multilayer CS and 2D materials heterostructures, we adapted and developed suitable optical 
methods and functional scanning probe microscopies (SPM) approaches based in atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). These allowed us to successfully investigate the behaviour of one- and two-
dimensional (1D and 2D) free oscillating structures, such as AFM cantilevers, tuning forks (TF), 
Si3N4 membranes and graphene drums using the optical laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) and 
dynamic AFM modes, finding governing relations of the dynamic behaviour in real-life systems 
and comparing these with modelling. In addition to the existing ultrasonic SPM, such as force 
modulation and ultrasonic force microscopy (FMM and UFM), we developed a new method 
called modulation ultrasonic force microscopy (M-UFM), which allows for nonlinear local 
excitation and the probing of membrane vibrations. Furthermore, we probe mechanical, 
electrical and thermal properties of supported layers and heterostructures of diverse 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) and franckeite, understanding their intrinsic surface 
and subsurface nanostructure. In the final part of this thesis, we explored the feasibility of 
combining nano-sectioning via Beam Exit Cross-sectional Polishing (BEXP) and the material 
sensitive SPM analysis for the investigation of defects in CS structures, such as multiple 
quantum wells (MQW) and nanowires (NWs), and 2D material heterostructures. We applied 
this methodology to investigate the propagation of material defects, such as antiphase 
domains in CS, and their effects on the morphology, nanomechanics and electric properties in 
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Indeed, size matters 1. Since the famous speech of Richard Feynman, in which he said: 
“there’s plenty of room at the bottom” in 1959 2, nanoscience has become a recognised field 
of research for scientists with the curiosity to explore and exploit multiple phenomena at the 
nanoscale. The idea of miniaturisation of systems has opened a number of possibilities to solve 
today’s problems, such as in the fields of health and technology 3, 4. Small devices like the micro 
and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS) are present in many devices that we 
use on a daily basis, like smartphones, tablets and computers. Nevertheless, size reduction is 
not a straightforward task. The scaling down of devices results in a very challenging and 
exciting mission for scientists, in particular when new exotic material properties start to 
appear. Saying that, one cannot forget graphene, a single layer formed of carbon atoms, as 
the perfect example of a material with interesting emerging properties at the nanoscale. Since 
2004, when Geim and Novoselov first revealed the outstanding electrical properties of 
monolayer graphene 5, which was rewarded in 2010 with the Nobel prize in physics, an 
extraordinary family of novel nanomaterials, the so-called two-dimensional (2D) materials, 
have appeared and thrived. Multiple researchers in the field have demonstrated that these 
materials can be excellent candidates for the fabrication of nanoscale devices and can provide 
winning solutions for materials from energy storage to electronics 6, 7. One of the most 
remarkable characteristics of the 2D material's layers is that they can be easily stacked and 
combined, forming new material heterostructures with tailored properties. This is a direct 
consequence of the out-of-plane van der Waals interaction forces that hold the layers 
together. The flexibility of the design and fabrication of such heterostructures allows for the 
tuning of material characteristics, satisfying the complex multiparametric requirements for 
the development of new technologies and applications 8. 
Among all the 2D materials, graphene has been the most widely investigated for its 
electrical conductivity, mechanical, optical or thermal properties. Graphene has been awarded 
with the title of the “strongest material”, presenting an in-plane Young’s Modulus of 
approximately 1 TPa 9; a high optical transparency determined by fundamental constants 10, 
and an extremely high thermal conductivity 11, between 2000-5000 𝑊𝑚−1𝐾−1. In particular, 
the outstanding in-plane stiffness of graphene, together with the low mass of the monolayers, 




With all the advantages of graphene, the absence of an electron bandgap limits its 
suitability for electronic and optoelectronic applications. In order to fill this void, other 
materials from the 2D family have been extensively studied. The transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDCs), in particular MoS2, WS2 and WSe2 have gained a lot of attention due 
to their attractive semiconducting properties with direct bandgap in the visible range (~1-2 
eV) 12, 13 suggesting them as excellent candidates for optoelectronic applications. Nevertheless, 
the fabrication and manipulation of such materials is still very challenging. Thus, major 
improvements are still needed to achieve quality mass-production rates of the already existing 
semiconductors commonly used in mainstream microelectronics such as silicon (Si) or 
germanium. In addition to its semiconducting properties, its abundance and a well-debugged 
manufacturing process, have allowed Si to achieve one of the leading positions in the 
electronic and optoelectronic markets for the last three decades. However, compound 
semiconductors offer solutions beyond the capabilities of Si, in particular as light sources for 
data communications and lighting, and platforms for efficient high-frequency and -power 
electronics.14 Furthermore, the variety of compound semiconductor (CS) materials allows for 
the creation of complex structures with diverse compositions and dimensionality, from zero-
dimension (0D), such as quantum dots, to one-dimensional (1D) nanowires and 2D quantum 
wells, with their three dimensional (3D) bulk counterparts, expanding the possibilities for 
potential applications. 15 The integration of CS in Si technologies is a tempting solution, 
providing both the cost-efficiency of Si platform manufacturing and the unique functional 
capabilities of CS.16 Nevertheless, the implementation of these material hybrids presents 
serious challenges, especially for mass-production, including the defects originated at the 
interfaces of different materials, and their propagation in the bulk of CS heterostructures, the 
presence of inhomogeneous strain, and the need to match often-incompatible growth 
conditions of Si and CS materials. To overcome this, innovative investigation methods with the 
ability to map physical properties with nanoscale resolution across the 3D structure of CS and 
Si substrate are required. Currently, the most common methodology used to image these 
nanoscale defects is the Ga focused ion beam cross-sectioning and TEM analysis, which usually 
provides structural information of very localised areas of the sample. Whilst offering high-
resolution information on the morphology, TEM does not provide representative information 
of local defects across wide areas of the sample. Furthermore, TEM is not capable of 
measuring mechanical, thermal and electronic properties of the CS structures. To overcome 
these issues, the already existing microscopy technologies, such as scanning probe 
microscopies (SPM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), have been essential tools to 
push forward this development process. However, to successfully exploit these advanced 
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materials, i.e. 2D materials and CS, and extract all their potential, a full understanding of the 
physical properties at the nanoscale is required, with adequate techniques and matching 
sample preparation processes. 
One of the main goals of this thesis is to explore the feasibility of existing and novel SPM 
approaches to study diverse microscale and nanoscale structures of advanced materials. This 
has been used to allow the nanomechanical study of 1D and 2D oscillating structures; the 
investigation of physical properties in supported structures of 2D materials; and exploration 
of defects in CS structures. The composition of the thesis and the organisation of the chapters 
are discussed below: 
• Chapter 2 reviews the literature regarding the main concepts behind the topics 
relevant to this work, namely physical properties of representative materials, 
nanoscale characterisation methods and micro/nanoelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS/NEMS) devices.  
• Chapters 3 and 4 are dedicated to the materials and the measurement 
methodology. They contain detailed descriptions of materials, samples and 
devices studied in the experimental results in chapters 5 through 7; as well as 
the methods used in the preparation and the nanoscale characterisation of the 
samples, including newly developed techniques and processing. 
• In chapter 5, we develop a theoretical analysis in parallel with the experimental 
evidence, to report on the study of free resonating structures. The structures 
analysed include AFM cantilevers and tuning forks that effectively are 1D 
oscillating systems; followed by Si3N4 and graphene drums as 2D vibrating 
structures. These structures were investigated using laser Doppler vibrometry 
(LDV) and dynamic AFM modes, including a novel method called modulation 
ultrasonic force microscopy (M-UFM).  
• In chapter 6, through the use of ultrasonic microscopies, such as UFM and HFM, 
we were able to investigate subsurface defects in vertical heterostructures of 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) based on the variation of the 
mechanical stiffness. Furthermore, we explore 3D sections of 2D materials’ 
heterostructures, using the beam exit cross-sectional polishing (BEXP) 
technique, mapping directly the physical properties of the internal structure, 
using various SPM methods. In addition, we examined the variation of the 
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mechanical stiffness in lateral heterostructures of TMDCs with formed ripples 
at the heterostructure interfaces.  
• Using concepts and systems developed before, in chapter 7 we review the 
investigation of material defects in compound semiconductor structures using 
a combination of BEXP with the functional SPM analysis. The samples studied 
are layered structures such as multiple quantum wells (MQW) and vertical 
cavity-surface emitting-lasers (VCSELs). Another part of this chapter is 
dedicated to the electromechanical characterisation of the internal structure of 
1D GaN nanowires. The combined study shows great potential of these 
methods in advancing the understanding of intrinsic properties of complex CS 
nanostructures.  
• Finally, a summary of main conclusions and suggestions for further work is 





2. Literature review 
2.1. Introduction 
Over the past decades, the field of nanotechnology has been dedicated to the 
miniaturisation of systems of interest and the understanding of physical phenomena emerging 
at the nanoscale. The downscaling of devices offers multiple possibilities in the hunt for 
smaller and more efficient electronic devices. New challenges linked to size reduction, such as 
electromigration of materials or electron confinement, have motivated the exploration of new 
materials and structures. For example, since the discovery of graphene, two-dimensional (2D) 
materials have become promising for the fabrication of electronic and optoelectronic devices, 
due to their reduced size and the possibility of tuning their properties. In addition, enormous 
advances have been achieved in the nanotechnology field since the invention of adequate 
methods for characterisation and nanoscale studies of the physical properties and atomic 
manipulation, including scanning probe microscopies (SPM).  
This chapter outlines the theoretical foundations used to understand and explore the 
physical properties of materials and the behaviour of diverse micro- and nano-structures at 
the nanoscale. It has been divided into three parts, starting with the description of materials 
and their properties, followed by the existing tools for the functional probing of diverse 
physical phenomena at the nanoscale. The final section explores the background theory 
essential for the characterisation of micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and 




2.2.Physical properties and structure of solid state materials 
Quantum mechanics establishes that an isolated atom has discrete energy levels 
occupied by electrons. However, in a situation where multiple atoms form a solid, the discrete 
energy levels overlap and spread out, creating bands. In the case of a single crystal, the band 
structure is made by the valence band, the highest electron-occupied energy band at absolute 
zero temperature, and by the conduction band, the lowest unoccupied energy band. 17 In 
between the conduction and valence band is a forbidden region called the “band-gap”. The 
band structure determines the electrical conductivity of solids, being unique for each material. 
Therefore, solids can be categorised by their electrical conductivity in three groups: 
conductors, semiconductors and insulators. The conductor group is formed by metals and 
semimetals; their electronic bands, conduction and valence, are semi-occupied and overlap, 
letting the charges flow along the materials. When the electronic bands, up to the valence 
band, are fully occupied and the bandgap between the conduction and the valence band is 
large enough, the electrons are not able to jump from the valence band to the conduction 
band by thermal excitation. At this point the solid can be considered as an insulator. These 
two examples are the extreme conditions, whereas there is an intermediate situation in which 
the materials are not overlapping between the conduction and valence bands, but the 
 
Figure 2.1 Scheme of the different filling of the electronic states in various types of materials at 
equilibrium. Height is energy while width is the density of available states for a certain energy in 
the material listed. The shades follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution (dark purple means all states 
filled, white means no state filled). In metals and semimetals the Fermi level EF lies inside at least 
one band. In insulators and semiconductors the Fermi level is inside a band gap; however, in 
semiconductors the bands are near enough to the Fermi level to be thermally populated with 




bandgap is small enough to allow the charges to jump from the valence to the conduction 
band, and vice versa. These materials are called semiconductors. Owing to the vicinity of the 
bands, small quantities of energy, such as by thermal excitation or light absorption, are 
sufficient to allow the charges to change band. The pure semiconductor materials are formed 
from elements of column IV of the periodic table, such as Silicon (Si) and Germanium (Ge). 
However, the list of semiconductor materials is not limited to that group, as there are multiple 
combinations of semiconductors, so-called compound semiconductors (CS), formed by the 
combination of two or more elements, sometimes with variable quantities of the different 
species. This group of materials and their numerous applications will be examined in detail in 
the following sections and chapters.  
Semiconductors can be classified into two subgroups in terms of their bandgap type, 
either direct or indirect bandgap. Direct bandgap semiconductors have the minimal-energy 
state in the conduction band and the maximal-energy state of the valence band with the same 
momentum. Whereas, for indirect bandgap semiconductors, the valence band maximum 
differs in momentum from the conduction band minimum. Hence, in the electron-hole 
recombination processes of indirect bandgap semiconductors, additional momentum is 
required to conserve the total momentum.18 Therefore, in addition to the electrical properties, 
the band structure of semiconductors also determines their optical properties. 
 
The optical properties of a material are determined by the way light interacts with the 
solid. The wide range of optical phenomena observed in solids can be classified in four 
categories: reflection, transmission, emission and absorption. Linked to the propagation, other 
linear optical phenomena which can occur while light propagates through an optical medium 
are refraction, luminescence and scattering. In particular, the phenomenon used later in this 
report, luminescence, is the process of spontaneous emission of light by exciting atoms in a 
 




the medium Transmitted light 
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material or substance. 19 Sub-categories of the luminescence are photoluminescence (PL), 
which is the process in which a molecule or solid absorbs a photon, exciting an electron to a 
higher electronic state and, upon relaxing to the lower energy state, a second photon is 
radiated; and electroluminescence (EL), which is a combination of electrical and optical 
phenomena in which the material emits light in response to the passage of an electric current 
or a strong electric field.12 These phenomena are purely dependent on the band structure of 
the solid.  
Of the many physical properties of materials, the mechanical ones are of enormous 
importance since they regulate the material stability under acting forces. There is a vast list of 
mechanical properties, but the ones that are directly linked to the thesis topic are stiffness 
and elasticity. The stiffness can be explained as the ability of a material to resist deformation 
in response to an applied force and the elasticity is the ability of a solid to resist a distorting 
influence of stress and to return to its original size and shape when the stress is removed. 
There are several parameters which characterise the elasticity of a material, such as Young’s 
modulus, the shear modulus and the bulk modulus. The Young’s modulus, 𝐸, of a material 
describes the ratio between the stress, 𝜎, (force per unit area) and proportional deformation 
or strain, , (see eq. 1). Therefore, giving an uniaxial stress to the solid, in other words, applying 
tensile or compressive forces, the material deformation depends on the material stiffness (see 
Fig 2.3.a), and 
 𝐸 =
𝜎
 . (1) 
The shear modulus 𝐺 is described as the relationship between shear stress 𝜏𝑥𝑦 and the shear 




 . (2) 
This modulus is related to the deformation of the solids when bodies suffer antiparallel forces 
applied in opposite faces, see Fig. 2.3.b. 
The bulk modulus is the resistance of a substance to compression, its inverse being the 
compressibility. Therefore, the analytical expression of the bulk modulus 𝐵 relates the 
pressure 𝑃 with the volume 𝑉 by 
 𝐵 = −𝑉
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑉
 . (3) 
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The first two parameters, 𝐸 and 𝐺, may depend on the orientation of the material. Therefore, 
tensor representation is required to express the stress-strain relations using the elastic 
modulus tensor 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 or the elastic compliance tensor 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 as 
 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 𝑘𝑙 (4) 
 𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜎𝑘𝑙 (5) 
in the linear limit of low-stress values.20 
Isotropic materials, such as most metals and ceramics, have the same mechanical properties 
in all directions. On the contrary, mechanically, anisotropic materials work differently, 
depending on the direction of the applied forces. A clear example of highly anisotropic solids 
is the group of two-dimensional (2D) materials which are made by atoms that are covalently 
bonded in the plane, whilst the interlayers are linked via weak van der Waals forces. This 
difference in the atomic bonding causes enormous differences in the in-plane and out-of-plane 
mechanical properties. Probably, the best example of a mechanically anisotropic material is 
graphene, which is one of the strongest and stiffest materials with an in-plane Young’s 
modulus for a monolayer in the absence of defects. At the same time, the few-layer graphene 
Young’s modulus is 36 GPa 9, 21. Moreover, the weakness of the interlayer interactions allows 
easy exfoliation and layer sliding under low shear stress, producing lubricant effects. It is 
necessary to mention that the anisotropy not only affects the mechanical properties, it equally 
concerns the other physical properties of materials, such as thermal or electrical transport. In 
addition to the anisotropy, an essential factor in the physical properties of materials is the 
presence of defects. However, prior to considering the materials’ defects, it is convenient to 





Figure 2.3 a) Comparison of material deformation for soft (green) and a stiff (yellow) materials. 
b) Deformation of a solid under shear strain by a force, F. c) Uniform compression of a solid 
under pressure, P. d) Illustrates a unit cube of material with forces acting on it in three 
dimensions and the stress tensor, 𝜎𝑖𝑗. 
 
Piezoelectricity describes the ability of materials to develop an electric displacement 
that is directly proportional to an applied mechanical stress. The piezoelectric effect is a 
reversible process; it means it is possible to generate an internal mechanical strain from an 
applied electrical field and vice versa. This property appears in crystals, ceramics and biological 
matter, such as bones. In crystalline materials, piezoelectricity is limited to certain 












Figure 2.4 Illustration of the piezoelectricity concept. In piezoelectric crystals, the application of 
an expansive (pulling) or compressive (compressional) force results in a change of the 
distribution of dipole moments. This causes a change in the surface charge, which is proportional 
to the applied force 23. 
 
When a piezoelectric crystal is subjected to a mechanical stress (compression, pulling or 
torsion) the molecular dipole moments re-orient themselves, creating a variation in the 
surface charge density and, consequently, a voltage difference. Analogously, when the 
piezoelectric material is exposed to an electric field, the dipoles slightly change their shape, 
changing the dimensions of the material (see Fig. 2.4).  
Under small field conditions, the constitutive relations for piezoelectric materials can be 
written as  
 𝐷𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝐸𝑗 + 𝑑𝑖𝑚
𝑑 𝜎𝑚 (6) 
 𝑘 = 𝑑𝑗𝑘
𝑐 𝐸𝑗 + 𝑆𝑘𝑚𝜎𝑚 (7) 
where 𝐷𝑖 is the electric displacement, 𝑘 is the strain, 𝐸𝑗  is the applied electric field and 𝜎𝑚 is 
the stress. The piezoelectric constants are the dielectric permittivity 𝑒𝑖𝑗, 𝑆𝑘𝑚 the elastic 
compliance, 𝑑𝑖𝑚
𝑑  and  𝑑𝑗𝑘
𝑐  are the direct (d) and converse (c) piezoelectric coefficients, 
respectively.24 
The last physical properties we would like to describe are related to thermal transport. 
The thermal properties of solids depend on the ability of a material to transfer heat. Heat 
transfer is subject to energy transfer and can occur in many mechanisms, such as conduction, 
convection and radiation processes. In the case of macroscopic solids, heat transfer is 
attributed to energy conduction through phonons and electrons. Phonons are quantised 
modes of vibrations and, in the case of insulating or semiconducting crystals, the phonon-
transferred heat is transported through the atoms oscillating around the equilibrium position 
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in the lattice. Nevertheless, the miniaturisation of the systems requires the consideration of 
other heat transfer mechanisms, due to phonons behaving dissimilarly in the micro- and 
macro-scale. Diffusive heat transport has to be considered for macroscopic studies, with heat 
transfer governed by the Fourier equation 𝜙 = −𝑘∇𝑇, where 𝜙 is the flux, 𝑘  is the thermal 
conductivity and 𝑇 the temperature. In nanoscale heat transport, the phonons behave as 
particles and/or waves, involving ballistic propagation, scattering and interference events. 
Conversely, in metals, the main heat transfer is attributed to electrons instead of phonons. 
Equal to the rest of the physical properties, thermal phenomena are also highly dependent on 
the anisotropy of the material and the presence of defects. 
Crystalline solids present periodic structure; however, in most cases of real crystals, the 
structure contains a variety of defects, which determine the physical properties of the 
materials. These defects can be classified into four groups: 
• Point defects, such as interstitials, vacancies and antisites. 
• Line defects, described by the variety of dislocations. 
• Planar defects, such as grain boundaries, stacking faults and interfaces. 
• Volume defects – voids and precipitates. 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Schematic diagrams showing an edge dislocation (left) and a screw dislocation (right). 
The dislocation lines are highlighted with dashed thick black lines. The Burgers vectors are 
represented by a red and blue arrows, for the edge and the screw dislocations, respectively. 
  
As was previously mentioned, the modification of the crystalline structure due to the 
presence of defects defines the properties of the material. This modification can be accidental 
or voluntary, creating a new research field: defect engineering, in which defect control is 
essential for the mechanical, electrical, optical and thermal properties of the materials. 
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For linear defects, there are two major types: edge and screw dislocations. The edge 
dislocation is formed when an extra plane of atoms is intercalated in the crystal, distorting 
adjacent planes of atoms. The screw dislocation is formed by the atomic plane following a 
helical structure around the dislocation line. Schemes of both types of dislocations are 
presented in Fig. 2.5. The result of the combination of both dislocations, edge and screw, 
becomes the most typical linear defect in real solids, namely “mixed dislocations”. The 
distortions of the crystal lattice resulting from the dislocations are denoted by two properties 
- the dislocation line direction and the Burgers vector. In edge dislocations, the Burgers vector 
is perpendicular to the line direction, contrary to the screw dislocation in which the direction 
of the vector is parallel to the line direction. The resulting distortion of the lattice generates a 





2.3. Bulk semiconductors and insulators 
As explained in the previous section, the presence of a forbidden energy gap in the band 
structure is the key characteristic of the electronic configuration of semiconductors and 
insulators. This section will detail some of the physical properties of materials belonging to the 
semiconductor and insulator groups. 
2.3.1. Group IV – Silicon and silicon compounds. 
Silicon is a single element semiconductor material. It is the 14th element in the periodic 
table. Due to its electronic configuration, the hybridisation of 3s and 3p orbitals in 4 
tetrahedral 3sp orbitals is the most stable configuration. This results in a bulk crystal structure 
formed by covalent bonds between the Si atoms with the characteristic diamond cubic lattice. 
Silicon is extensively used by the electronic and photovoltaic industry due to the fact 
that it is one of the most abundant elements on Earth and can be produced in the 
monocrystalline silicon boules by Czochralski process. These two factors place Si as a material 
with reasonable performance for the required applications.  
Regarding the physical properties of silicon, we can highlight that, mechanically, it is a 
reasonably robust semiconductor, when compared with other species and their compounds. 
Si Young’s Modulus is defined by the crystallographic orientation, with E001=129.5 GPa, 
E110=168 GPa and E111=186 GPa. Its Poisson’s ratio is also dependent on the orientation, taking 
values from ν=0.22 to ν=0.28. 26 However, it is not its mechanical properties which makes 
silicon very attractive for electronic applications. Silicon has an indirect bandgap in the band 
structure, which means that a phonon is needed to emit a photon by transfer of the electron 
from the conduction to the valence band. The bandgap value of intrinsic Si is 1.1 eV at 273 K. 
To change the electrical properties of Si, its wafers are commonly doped with other elements, 
such as boron, aluminium, gallium and indium for the p-type doping and by phosphorus, 
arsenic, antimony, bismuth and lithium for the n-type. 
Silicon can also form compounds, such as silicon dioxide (SiO2), silicon nitride (Si3N4) and 
silicon carbide (SiC), offering completely different properties from the pure material. In the 
case of silicon dioxide, its physical properties vary considerably with the crystallinity. For 
example, one of the multiple crystalline forms of silica is the well-known quartz, α-quartz being 
the most stable configuration at room temperature, consisting of a three-dimensional network 
built by interconnected SiO4 tetrahedrons. This material is prized as a piezoelectric material 
for the fabrication of piezoelectric actuators, such as tuning forks (TF) and quartz crystal 
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microbalances (QCM). The electromechanical properties of quartz crystals can be 
characterised by its piezoelectric coefficient: e11=0.151 C m-2 and e14=-0.061 C m-2. 27 The 
nitride compound, Si3N4, is used in multiple sectors of the industry, such as the fabrication of 
engine parts, bearings, high-temperature applications, orthopaedic applications, metal 
working and cutting tools, electronics, and MEMS/NEMS fabrication of membranes and 
cantilevers. Similarly to the oxide, the Si3N4 can be synthesised in different crystallographic 
forms and phases, α and β being the easiest forms to make. The Young’s Modulus of Si3N4 is 
considerably higher than the pure silicon, varying from 166 – 297 GPa, equally dependent on 
the crystallographic orientation. Electrically, this material is categorised as an insulator, with 
a resistivity between 108 and 1013 Ω m, and its dielectric constant between 9.5 and 10.5. 28 
Si3N4 is characterised by its low thermal conductivity, with values in the range of 10 – 43 W m-1 
K-1. 
2.3.2. III-V Compound Semiconductors 
In the quest for new properties, novel materials and their compounds are investigated 
to accomplish demanding requirements. The family of compound semiconductors (CS) has 
demonstrated to offer promising candidates for multiple electronic and optoelectronic 
applications. These compounds are formed by the combination of elements from groups II and 
VI or III and V of the periodic table, in the case of the binary CS, or the CS alloys, like ternary, 
quaternary and quinary, multiple combinations of the groups II-VI and III-V, varying the 
concentration of the different species to tune the properties. Whilst the CS exhibit superior 
physical properties to silicon for optoelectronic devices, the complexity of the manufacturing 
and toxicity of some of these compounds have hindered their implementation in the 
fabrication of new electronic devices. Nevertheless, recent advances in this industry have 
made possible their implementation in the fabrication of some devices. The methodologies 
used in the growth of CS, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD), offer precise control in the thickness and purity of the materials, allowing the stacking 
of multiple layers to create complex device structures.  
One of the typical structures formed in the stacking of different layers is the p-n 
junction, where n-type and p-type semiconductors are in intimate contact. This contact 
creates an interface between the two sides of the junction, which allows free charge exchange 
across the boundary. When the p-n junction is being formed, charge diffusion occurs, with 
electrons diffusing from the n-type to the p-type region, and inversely, holes diffusing from p-
type to the n-type region. When equilibrium is attained, the Fermi level of both regions is 
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constant across the junction. It is necessary to highlight that far away from that interface, the 
properties of the semiconductors remain the same as in the case of isolated semiconductors. 
Near to the junction, no mobile carriers exist in the equilibrium, known as “depletion region”. 
Far from the junction, is the quasi-neutral region, where the carrier concentration is equal to 
the dopant concentration. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Scheme of a p-n junction in thermal equilibrium with zero-bias voltage applied, 
highlighting the area of the depletion region and the neutral regions. Under the scheme of the 
junction, plots of the charge density, the electric field and the voltage are presented. 
Light emitters, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers, are some of the main 
applications of III-V compound semiconductors. The integration of III-V on group IV substrates 
is a possible solution to achieve high-efficiency, low-cost devices using deposition methods for 
the III-V on Si, Ge or Ge/Si substrates. In the case of the III-V hybrids on Si substrates, the 
monolithic growth of III-V on Si presents a high density of dislocation due to the lattice 
mismatch between the Si and the III-V and, therefore, the poor performance of the systems. 
These hybrid structures are affected by diverse types of defects. One of the major issues 
produced in these structures is the formation of anti-phase domains (APD), showed 




















single atom steps in the substrate or the previous layer that creates a union between the 
atoms of the same species. Because these unions are not optimal, the material tends to create 
defects which will propagate producing severe changes in the properties of the materials, such 
as decreasing the mean free path of the electrons.  
 
Figure 2.7 Schemes of hybrid structures with binary CS grown on a Si substrate. The left side scheme 
presents a normal crystal free of defects. The right side scheme shows the antiphase domains and 
antiphase boundary produced at the monoatomic step of the Si substrate. 
Lattice mismatch, between the substrate and grown layers, is also a main concern in the 
epitaxially-grown films. This mismatch produces misfit dislocation networks at or near the 
interfaces, nucleating new dislocations. This internal-stress produced at the interfaces can be 
relaxed by diverse mechanisms, such as mechanical twinning. 25 
Discussing the III-V semiconductors, it is necessary to highlight the sub-group of the III-
nitrides, highly prized in the fabrication of electronics and optoelectronics devices, for 
example power and radio frequency (RF) transistors, due to their direct wide bandgaps 29. As 
light emitters, these semiconductors cover the whole optical spectrum, going from infrared to 
deep UV. A peculiar characteristic of the III-nitrides is their piezoelectric response, valuable for 
the fabrication of acoustic resonators or sensors 29, 30. Gallium nitride, GaN, is an example of 
III-nitride, which presents a large bandgap of 3.39 eV and thermal conductivity of 1.3 W∙cm-
1∙C-1. Its piezoelectric coefficients, e15=0.10 C m-2, e31=0.17 C m-2, and e33=0.29 C m-2, and 
elastic moduli, C11=359.4 GPa, C12=129.2 GPa, C13=92.0 GPa, C33=389.9 GPa and C44=98.0 GPa, 
predict GaN to be a great candidate for piezo-electric nanogenerators that convert mechanical 




2.4. Two-dimensional materials 
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are layered substances, which do not need a substrate 
to exist, meaning that they can be isolated as freestanding atomically thin films one or few 
atom-thick. The first material isolated in the 2D structure was graphene, in 2004. 32 
Afterwards, many other 2D crystals have been identified and studied. 
2.4.1. Graphene 
The electronic configuration of carbon allows the possibility of forming different 
allotropic species (see Fig.2.8), such as diamond, graphite, graphene, nanotubes and fullerene. 
In particular, graphene, which is probably the most promising allotrope due to its supreme 
physical properties, structurally forms a two-dimensional crystal with a honeycomb lattice, 
consequence of the sp2 orbital hybridisation, which forms three bonds in a plane, separated 
by angles of 120°. 33 
 
Figure 2.8 The carbon allotropes: graphite, graphene,  nanotube, fullerene and diamond. Graphene 
is a monolayer of graphite and a nanotube is a graphene sheet rolled up. 
 
Graphene has demonstrated an extensive number of outstanding properties, starting 
with the mechanical ones, mentioned before, where suspended graphene flakes have yielded 
an in-plane Young’s Modulus of 1 TPa with a strength of 130 GPa and a strain break of ~25%. 
Overall, these values establish graphene as the strongest material ever measured.9, 34 
Nevertheless, the anisotropy in the mechanical properties is a remarkable quality of graphene. 
For example, its out-of-plane elastic modulus has been reported 0.3–45.4 GPa, few orders of 
magnitude smaller than the in-plane value. The in-plane graphene thermal conductivity is also 
higher than in commonly used heat dissipation materials, with a value of  4840–5300 W m−1 
K−1. 35 In general, 2D materials are considered good candidates for the fabrication of 
transparent devices - transistors, however, in the case of graphene, the 2.3% of absorption is 
considerably high for a material that is only one atomic layer thick. 
The electrical properties of Graphene have been extensively probed with electron-
mobility of up to 230,000cm2⋅V−1⋅s−1 at a carrier density of 2 × 1011 cm−3 for suspended and 
Graphite Graphene Nanotube Diamond Fullerene 
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annealed samples. For samples on a substrate, mobility is typically an order of magnitude 
lower due to scattering from the substrate phonons. 5 
The main methods for graphene fabrication are mechanical exfoliation and chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD). The principal advantage of mechanical exfoliation is that it is the 
cheapest way to obtain high-quality graphene, needing only a graphite piece and Scotch Tape. 
Moreover, the quality of the crystals is usually high, with a small amount of defects and 
minimum dopants. However, by this method it is very difficult to obtain big flakes and 
generally the size is around ~30µm2. In the case of the CVD, it is possible to obtain big flakes, 
but their crystal quality is lower. Moreover, due to the etching process for the graphene 
release from the substrate, the physical properties of the graphene, especially the electrical 
ones, are affected. 
2.4.2. Transition Metal Dichalcogenides 
Graphene is an excellent material for multiple applications. However, the absence of a 
bandgap rules it out for applications in which semiconductor behaviour is required. For this 
reason, some members of the family of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are good 
alternatives to graphene. 
 
Figure 2.9 General scheme of Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDCs) monolayers.36 
 
TMDCs are formed by a sandwich structure composed by X-M-X where M represents 
the transition metal and X the chalcogen (see Fig.2.9). 6, 26 There are multiple combinations of 
TMDCs with stable configurations to form materials. However, not all of them can be included 
in the 2D materials group; for example, all the transition metals from the first row of the 
periodic table tend to form 3D crystals. Nevertheless, in the case of the heavier elements, van 
der Waals forces dominate the interaction between the adjacent layers, allowing easy 
exfoliation of the individual sheets. These can be considered as 2D materials, even if their 
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hexagonal structures are not atomically flat. Whilst all the TMDCs have a similar configuration, 
the differences in size and charge of the diverse elements cause considerable changes in the 
physical properties of the materials. For example, the heavier chalcogens show the higher 
electrical conductivity, which is an essential requirement for energy storage applications.  
 
Figure 2.10 Calculated band structure of bilayer MoS2, WS2 and WSe2. The bands forming the 
conduction band minimum and valence band are indicated in orange.37 
 
TMDCs, such as MoS2, WS2 and WSe2, have attracted enormous interest in the last 
decade for optoelectronic and energy storage applications due to their band structure. The 
monolayers of these materials are characterised by a direct bandgap, in contrast to the 
indirect bandgap of the multilayer structure or crystal bulk (see Table 1). Therefore, 
monolayers present different properties, such as high photoluminescence (PL) intensity and 
effective excitons.38, 39  In addition, the presence of defects, such as vacancies or dopants, 
produce a shift in the PL. 39,40  
 
Table 1 Bandgap multilayer and bilayer in MoS2, WS2 and WSe2. 
Material Bandgap monolayer Bandgap bilayer 
MoS2 1.9 eV 1.2 eV 
WS2 2 eV 1.4 eV 
WSe2 1.6 eV 1.1 eV 
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Besides their exceptional electric and optical properties, TMDCs have also been 
reported as exceptional candidates for the fabrication of flexible and stretchable 
optoelectronic devices due to their mechanical and elastic properties. For example, the 2D 
elastic modulus of MoS2, WS2 and WSe2 have been found to be approximately 170 Nm-1 
positioning both among the highest 2D elastic modulus materials, but still far from the 
graphene record.41, 42 The most common methods of TMDC monolayer fabrication are the 




2.5. Nanoscale measurements methodology 
2.5.1. Scanning probe microscopy 
Scanning probe microscopies (SPM) are a family of microscopies where images are 
obtained by recording the sample probe interactions when the probe is scanning the surface. 
This group of microscopies started in 1982 with the invention of the scanning tunneling 
microscope (STM), followed by the development of the atomic force microscope (AFM) in 
1986. 
At very short distances, the tip-sample interaction is mainly dominated by the Coulomb 
and van der Waals forces. The Coulombic interactions are strong, short-range repulsive forces 
which result from the electrostatic repulsion between the tip and sample electron clouds, 
being inversely proportional to the tip-sample distance. At the same time, the van der Waals 
interactions are weak and long-range attractive forces. Nevertheless, they are strong enough 
to affect the motion of the probe in the vicinity of the surface. 
 
Figure 2.11  Force vs distance plot. 
(https://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/afm/tip_surface_interaction.php) 
 
In a normal environment, such as in air, the surface of the sample is commonly covered 
by a thin water layer, which tends to create a water meniscus with the probe by capillary 
forces. This water layer affects the cantilever dynamics when it is pulling away from the 
surface, causing the probe to stick to the sample for longer.  
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As the tip-surface distance increases, long-range forces begin to dominate the 
interaction, such as magnetic ones, and the electrostatic forces resulting from the cantilever-
sample interaction. The exploration of these other interactions has resulted in the 
development of new techniques. 
 
Figure 2.12 a) MultiMode SPM. b) Quad photodetector arrangement. 43 
 
The basic operation modes for the AFM are contact, tapping and non-contact. The 
contact is a static mode in which the tip has permanent contact with the sample and the 
cantilever deflection is monitored to keep constant the setpoint tip-sample force in the 
repulsive regime. The sample is raised or lowered to compensate for the variations in the 
deflection from the setpoint value, providing the measure of the surface topography. A friction 
micrograph can also be generated by monitoring the torsional motion of the probe during the 
scanning. The tapping (TM-AFM) and the non-contact techniques are dynamic modes in which 
the cantilever vibrates and the amplitude, frequency and phase of the oscillation are 
monitored. The cantilever oscillation is driven near to its free resonance by a piezoelectric 
element. In tapping mode, the signal monitoring in the feedback loop is the amplitude of the 
oscillation, which decreases with contact, rather than deflection, as in the case of contact 
mode. Additional information can be also extracted by recording the phase lag, which is also 
affected by different material properties, such as elasticity, friction and adhesion. The non-
contact mode can be operated at frequency or amplitude modulation mode, in which 
frequency shift or amplitude changes are monitored respectively. 
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 For the monitoring of the deflection and tapping signals, necessary during the 
performance of sub-methods, one can use a “signal access” box, which allows us to monitor 
the signals via standard bayonet Neill–Concelman (BNC) connectors. 
2.5.2. Nano-mechanical measurements in SPM. 
Force Modulation Microscopy and Contact Resonance AFM 
Force modulation microscopy (FMM) is a non-destructive method for probing local 
stiffness in the sample surface and subsurface. It is based on contact AFM, vibrating the sample 
vertically at low frequency, i.e. a frequency below the free resonance of the cantilever (~2-
5kHz). The cantilever’s deflection depends on the tip-sample interaction, which is influenced 
by the sample deformation. Stiffer samples deform less, therefore the deflection response is 
more greatly affected. By recording the variation in the cantilever deflection it is possible to 
map the sample elasticity, 𝑘𝑠. 
44, 45 
Considering the sample and the cantilever’s behaviour like two springs, 𝑘𝑠 can be 






where ∆𝑧𝑚 is the sample motion, and ∆𝑧𝑑 is the cantilever’s deflection. 
46, 47 
 
Figure 2.13 Scheme of the springs model for the sample cantilever interaction. 
 
In this methodology, there are different parameters, which can be optimised to map 
the sample features. For example, increasing the excitation frequency up to the contact 
resonance of the cantilever allows for the evaluation of the near-surface mechanical 
properties at the nanoscale, via contact resonance atomic force microscopy (CR-AFM).48, 49 
Working at the resonance modes of the cantilever offers high sensitivity to the changes in the 
mechanical properties of the different structures. 50, 39, 51 
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Ultrasonic Force Microscopy 
FMM offers good results in a wide variety of samples. However, this method is 
inadequate for the mechanical mapping of very stiff samples as it is sensitive in a range close 
to the cantilever’s spring constant value 46. These difficulties can be solved by inserting a 
piezotransducer under the sample to oscillate it vertically at high ultrasonic frequencies (>2 
MHz) that are amplitude modulated at a few kHz (2-3 kHz). This method is called ultrasonic 
force microscopy (UFM) and was invented by Kolosov and Yamanaka.52 They evaluated the 
AFM cantilever response at low and high excitation frequencies of the sample vibrations and 
showed that, at low frequency, soft cantilevers cannot probe the elasticity of stiff samples. 53 
However, in the case of high-frequency excitation (well above of the resonance of the 
cantilever), the cantilever response becomes negligible, inertially increasing its spring constant 
and allowing the cyclical indentation of the tip into the sample.54 Whilst the tip is indenting 
into the sample, there is a damage reduction due to the tip-sample contact being broken 
during part of the cycle, removing the torsional forces on the cantilever and creating a 
lubricant effect between the tip and the surface. Nevertheless, the high speed hitting of the 
surface with the sample can also produce light sample wearing. 55, 56 
The normal force experienced by the cantilever in its interaction with the sample in UFM 
measurements can be defined as a function of the ultrasonic amplitude, 𝑎, and the initial 
indentation, ℎ,  
 𝐹𝑚(ℎ, 𝑎) =
1
𝑇𝑢𝑙𝑡




where 𝐹(𝑧) is the original force dependence of the indentation without ultrasonic vibration 





Figure 2.14 (a) For small ultrasonic amplitudes such as a0, the normal force averaged in time 
over one ultrasonic period is equal to the initial value F1 as the force curve is linear in the first 
approximation. For the threshold amplitude a1, the average normal force (averaged over the 
broken line) has a discontinuity that depends on the adhesion hysteresis. The contact is broken 
for part of the ultrasonic cycle. (b) Schematic normal deflection response induced by an out-of-
plane ultrasonic vibration of the sample. There is a variation of the normal deflection only for 
ultrasonic amplitudes higher than the threshold amplitude a1. At this amplitude value, a 
discontinuity in normal force and normal deflection occurs (force jump). 55  
 
When the amplitude of the vibration is modulated at low frequency, the cantilever 
experiences a characteristic ultrasonic force at the modulation frequency, which produces the 
UFM response. Ideally, this ultrasonic response is only dependent on mechanical properties, 
making UFM a material-sensitive method. Unfortunately, some other factors such as high 
frequency excitations in the cantilever or piezotransducer resonances make it difficult to 
universally distinguish between different materials. Nevertheless, Bosse et al. demonstrated 
that in a confined region, typically less than 10 x 10 µm2 for a 4 MHz piezotransducer, UFM 
allows for quantitative analysis with the ability to differentiate mechanical properties, 
between soft and stiff materials 58. 
A variant mode of UFM with reported analogous results in the probing of the elastic and 
viscoelastic properties is waveguide UFM (W-UFM), where the ultrasonic excitation is applied 




Heterodyne Force Microscopy 
Another methodology to explore nanomechanical properties using nonlinear detection 
of ultrasonic vibrations is heterodyne force microscopy (HFM). In this mode, analogously to 
UFM, ultrasonic sample vibrations are excited with a piezotransducer inserted under the 
sample and, in addition to that, tip vibrations are excited with another piezotransducer 
inserted in the base of the cantilever. Both piezotransducers are driven at adjacent ultrasonic 
frequencies. Since the sample is vibrating at a frequency 𝜔𝑠 and the tip at 𝜔𝑡, the maximum 
tip-surface distance is modulated at the beat frequency 𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝜔𝑡 − 𝜔𝑠. Therefore, the tip-
sample interaction force can be written, in the second-order approximation as  
 𝐹𝑡−𝑠 = 𝑘(𝑧𝑡 − 𝑧𝑠) − 𝜒(𝑧𝑡 − 𝑧𝑠)
2, (10) 
where 𝑧𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡 sin(𝜔𝑡𝑡) and 𝑧𝑠(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑠 sin(𝜔𝑠𝑡 + 𝜔𝑠𝜏) are the distances to the tip and 
the sample, respectively. The 𝜔𝑠𝜏 term denotes the phase attributed to the dynamic 
mechanical phenomena on the sample surface, with 𝜏 being the characteristic timescale of the 
phenomena such as the stress relaxation in a viscoelastic material. By doing corresponding 
algebraic manipulations and considering only the low-frequency terms acting on the 
cantilever’s response, the force experienced by the cantilever can be approximated as  





2) − 𝐴𝑠𝐴𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑡 − 𝜔𝑠𝜏)]. (11) 
This equation preserves the phase-dependence to the dynamic mechanical phenomena at 
high frequency, 𝜔𝑠𝜏. Therefore, the monitoring of the amplitude and the phase of the signal 
can be performed by a lock-in amplifier at the beat frequency, 𝜔𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓. The amplitude of the 
signal provides the elastic and/or adhesive properties of the sample, same as the UFM. The 
phase output stores the dynamic relaxation information of the sample with high time-




2.5.3. Electrical measurements in SPM. 
Electrostatic Force Microscopy 
The electrostatic force microscopies (EFM) are the SPM methods used to study the 
electrical properties, such as charge density, work function and surface potential benefiting of 
AFM nanoscale resolution.  
The principle of the EFM is monitoring tip-sample electrostatic interaction that can be 







 𝑉2, (12) 
where C is the capacitance, partially differentiated in the vertical direction z. 62 
For EFM measurements, the total voltage term, V, is composed of four different 
components, two of them intrinsic to the materials of the sample and the tip, namely the 
contact potential difference VCPD and the potential correspondence to the surface charges, 
𝑉𝑆𝐶.
63 The other two components correspond to the external driving signal for the electrical 
excitation of the tip-sample system, being the DC component VDC and the sinusoidal one VAC 






 (𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 + 𝑉𝑆𝐶 + 𝑉𝐷𝐶 + 𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡))
2 (13) 
and can be decomposed into three different terms depending on the frequency dependence, 















(𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 + 𝑉𝑆𝐶 + 𝑉𝐷𝐶)𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡), (15) 
and   












Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is a variation of EFM. This technique allows for 
the study of diverse material properties depending on the nature of the sample. For example, 
in the case of the metallic samples, the KPFM response is linked with the work function of the 
material surface. In the case of semiconductors, the band structure including the doping can 
be obtained from the KPFM response. 64  
The parameter measured by the KPFM is the contact potential difference (𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷) 





where the 𝜙𝑡𝑖𝑝 and the 𝜙𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 are the work functions of the tip and the sample, respectively, 
and e is the electronic charge. 65  
Therefore, the potential term of the electrostatic force of equation 13 can be expressed 
as 
 𝑉 = 𝑉𝐷𝐶 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 + 𝑉𝐴𝐶𝑠𝑖 𝑛(𝜔𝑡), (18) 
where 𝑉𝐷𝐶  and 𝑉𝐴𝐶sin (𝜔𝑡) are the DC and AC components of the potential applied to the 





[𝑉𝐷𝐶 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷]𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡). (19) 
Therefore, if 𝑉𝐷𝐶 is equal to 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷, the component of the force on the cantilever, 𝐹𝜔, is 
nullified. Then the 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 can be measured when a feedback loop is used to minimise the 
cantilever’s response at ω.  
KPFM simultaneously records 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 and the topography. There are two different 
operating modes of KPFM: frequency modulation (FM) mode, which works in semi-contact 
mode, and amplitude modulation (AM) mode, which works in non-contact mode and in ultra 
high vacuum (UHV) for high-resolution imaging. In both modes, the cantilever oscillates at or 
close to its resonance frequency. The changes in the distance between the tip and the sample 
alter the tip-sample interaction, creating changes in the amplitude and the resonance 
frequency, which are used as feedback signals to acquire the topography of the sample 
surface. 66, 67 
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The AM-KPFM mode uses the changes in the amplitude of the cantilever’s oscillation, 
which are directly dependent on the forces of the tip-sample interaction, as feedback. Thus, 
the direct force between the tip and the sample is represented in the AM measurements. In 
FM-KPFM mode, the feedback signal is the frequency shift produced by the electrostatic tip-
sample interaction. FM mode senses the force gradient between the tip and the sample rather 
than the force itself. The fact that the FM mode is sensitive to the electrical field gradient 
rather than the force results in the higher spatial resolution of FM, as the detection range of 
the gradient is short, sensitive mainly to the interaction of the very end of the tip with the 
sample. In the case of AM, the electrostatic force is influenced by the tip and the cantilever’s 
interaction with the sample, therefore the spatial resolution is reduced by an averaging effect 
of the tip and the cantilever.65  
Dielectric Electrostatic Force Microscopy 
Useful information can be also obtained by the measurement of the second harmonic 
term of the tip-sample electrostatic force, which is directly linked with the dielectric constant 
of the material under examination. This methodology is known as dielectric force microscopy 
(D-EFM) and allows for intrinsically mapping the electrical permittivity in a quasi-static regime, 
for low-frequency AC voltage 𝑉𝐴𝐶  measurements. 
68, 69 The interacting force between the 
sample and the cantilever can be modelled as a two-parallel-plates capacitor, with the 
interaction between the two plates described as 70 







Looking for the analogous term in the sample-cantilever interaction forces in the EFM 
measurements, it is possible to identify the terms dependent on 𝑉𝐴𝐶
2  for the frequency 
independent 𝐹𝐷𝐶  (Eq. 14) and the term dependent of the 2
nd harmonic 𝐹2𝜔 (Eq. 16). For the 
normal setup implemented in the EFM measurements it is necessary to find a term frequency-
dependent for the lock-in detection. Therefore, the dielectric properties of the material can 







2 , (21) 
where   
 






Piezoelectric Force Microscopy 
As mentioned above, some dielectric materials under an applied electric field will 
provide additional mechanical deformation for piezoelectric samples. This electromechanical 
response can be mapped by the method called piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM), where 
the local piezoelectric response is recorded due to a potential difference being created 
between the sample and the conductive probe.71 
Due to the nature of the setup, the total amplitude of the cantilever’s response in 
contact with the piezoelectric materials is formed by 
 𝐴 = 𝐴𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜 + 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝐴𝑛𝑙 , (23) 
where Apiezo represents the electromechanical response due to converse piezoelectric effect, 
Acap is the contribution due to the electrostatic force between the tip and the sample, and Anl 
is the contribution due to non-local electrostatic force between the cantilever and the sample. 











where Wcap is the total energy stored in the capacitor formed by the tip in the contact with the 
dielectric surface, V is the potential and z is the vertical distance. The total capacitance C can 
be written as the sum of the capacitance of the tip (Ctip) and the capacitance of the cantilever 
(Ccant). However, in many practical cases, the cantilever term can be considered negligible due 
to its small contribution, as it is described in the literature.72  
 Piezoelectric materials will present an additional response to an applied AC electric field 
due to the converse piezoelectric effect. The vertical displacement (in the z-direction) of a 
homogeneously polarized material can be expressed as follows:  




where V is the applied voltage, t is the sample thickness and d33 and M333 are the piezoelectric 
and electrostrictive constants. The electrostrictive term is usually much smaller than the first 
one in a polarized state. Applying an external voltage 𝑉 =  𝑉𝐷𝐶 + 𝑉𝜔 cos(𝜔𝑡) the surface 
displacement will have a DC component, which is not detectable by the lock-in amplifier, and 
the signal is in the first and second harmonics: 
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The electrostrictive effect does not depend on the polarization direction: it only causes 





2.6. Optical characterisation methods 
The study of ultrasonic vibration is a topic which has been intensively investigated for 
many years with different methodologies because of the importance of these vibrations in 
many industrial applications and biomedical diagnosis. The possibility of the study of ultrasonic 
vibrations with non-destructive measurements, such as optical methods, has attracted special 
interest in the fabrication of MEMS/NEMS for multiple applications.  
There are different modes for optical characterisation of ultrasonic vibrations and these 
methods can be split into two different groups: interferometric and non-interferometric 
techniques. Some examples of non-interferometric methods are the knife-edge and the 
surface-grating techniques, both limited by the finish of the sample surface, being only 
suitable for low roughness samples. The group of interferometric methods can be split into 
another three sub-groups; a) optical heterodyne, which uses the scattered wave of the surface 
interfering with a reference signal; b) differential interferometry, which creates an 
interference of two waves on the surface; and c) velocity or time-delay interferometry, which 
consists of the beating of the wave issued from the surface with the same wave delayed in 
time. 73, 74 
Here, we focus on the optical heterodyne method called laser Doppler vibrometry, 
which is based on the Michelson interferometer. 
2.6.1. Interferometric methods: laser Doppler vibrometry 
Laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) is based on the analysis of the Doppler effect on a 
reflected laser beam from a solid moving surface. The laser is focused onto the vibrating 
sample surface, which reflects the beam with a frequency shift ∆𝑓𝐷 proportional to the velocity 





where ν is the velocity of the sample and λ is the laser wavelength. 
The interferometric configuration implemented in the LDV is the Mach-Zehnder (see Fig 
2.15), in which the laser beam is split in two. One of them is focused on the vibrating surface 
(measuring beam), carrying the frequency shift information, and the other one is acting as 
reference (reference beam). Finally, both beams are combined on photodiodes detecting the 




Figure 2.15 Optical schematic of typical components of a single-point vibrometer (Mach-Zehnder). 
A laser beam is produced by the LDV is focused  on a vibrating surface and reflected from there. 
The Doppler shift in frequency of the reflected beam is used to find out frequency and amplitude 
of the vibrating target. 74 
 
The acquired signal will depend on the optical configuration - heterodyne or homodyne, 
depending if the Bragg cell is in the beam path or not. Moreover, the signal can be treated in 
a diverse manner depending on the information required. The frequency demodulation of the 
signal provides the instantaneous velocity and the displacement can be acquired by counting 
the number of fringes. 
The frequency demodulation of the signal in the heterodyne mode is realised by mixing 
the reference signal from the Bragg cell with the interference one. The Bragg cell is an acousto-
optic device employed to fix a frequency shift ∆𝑓𝐵𝐶 in the reference beam, which is also a 
method for distinguishing the direction in the velocity measurements. The total frequency 
shift in the beating of the two waves will be 
 ∆𝑓𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∆𝑓𝐷 + ∆𝑓𝐵𝐶 , (29) 
giving the possibility of eliminating the ambiguity of the velocity direction. 
In the measurement of the direct displacement, when the target surface moves a 
distance d, the variation of the interferometer path length is 2d, and the signal presents a 




= 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑁. (30) 




2.6.2. Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence 
The method known as Raman spectroscopy is an optical technique for the identification 
of molecules and solids by their unique vibrational modes as a consequence of their excitation 
with a laser beam. When a monochromatic light source, usually a laser, is focused on the 
sample, the light interacts with the sample’s electron cloud, exciting molecular vibrations, 
phonons or other excitations in the system, and resulting in a frequency shift due to the 
inelastic scattering of the photons. This is known as Raman scattering and is unique for each 
species, like a fingerprint. In Raman spectroscopy, the laser does not excite electronic 
transitions in the sample, therefore Raman scattering is not an emission phenomenon.  
Conversely, photoluminescence (PL) is an emission phenomenon. During this process, 
electrons from the electron cloud are photoexcited to higher energy levels, and in the 
relaxation process the sample re-emits the photons with a particular energy. In the case of 




2.7. 3D Sectioning and sample preparation for SPM 
SPM are high-resolution techniques. However, due to their nature, they can only image 
features on or immediately near to the surface. Consequently, sample preparation methods 
are required to access subsurface features. Historically, sample cleaving has been the 
methodology implemented for sectioning samples. However, this is very imprecise, especially 
when sectioning samples with a high density of defects, which will lead to material cleavage. 
Cross-sectional methods such as slow cut diamond saws have been also implemented in the 
sample preparation. An alternative and more precise method to diamond saws are focused 
ion beams (FIB), where ion beams are normally focused on the sample surface milling a small 
cavity. Alternatively, in Ar-ion cross-sectioning, part of the sample is covered with a mask and 
the un-protected area is milled by the focused beams. Both methods produce cuts that are 
difficult to access with the SPM probes, due to the geometry and dimensions of the resulting 
surface. FIB is also widely used in the preparation of samples for transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), where accelerated gallium ions are focussed onto the sample surface, 
milling it until it reaches the area of interest. The main disadvantages of this methodology are 
the gallium ion implantation, modifying the chemical properties, and the surface damage 
produced during the milling process. 
 
Figure 2.16  Preparation of organic solar cells cross sections by (a) FIB milling, (b) cleavage and 
(c) microtome cutting is depicted (view perpendicular to the exposed cross-section); SEM 




2.8. Micro and nanoscale MEMS and NEMS 
Micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) are new structures that 
result from the miniaturisation of devices to satisfy the needs of new advances in technology, 
which demand reduced size and weight, low power dissipation, improved speed and precision 
when compared with macroscopic counterparts. 76 These “micro- and nano-machines” play an 
important role in transportation, communication, environment monitoring, automated 
manufacturing, health care and development of future intelligent systems, to mention some 
applications. 
2.8.1. Mechanical resonators 
Nanomechanical resonators, one of the major practical implementations of MEMS and 
NEMS devices, can be modelled as harmonic oscillators. In the simplest example, a mass m is 
attached to a spring with spring constant k. Displacing the mass from its equilibrium position, 
the spring is exerting the restoring force 𝐹 = −𝑘𝑥 proportional to the displacement 𝑥 and the 
spring constant 𝑘. The periodical oscillating motion of the mass around the equilibrium 





+ 𝑥(𝑡) = 0. (31) 
However, this model does not represent a realistic situation due to it not considering 
any damping mechanism, which means the oscillation will continue forever. A more 
representative model of the motion of a mechanical resonator is the driven damped harmonic 


















2.8.2. Beams and tuning forks – fundamental principles 
In the particular case of AFM cantilevers or tuning forks, they dynamically behave as 
single-end clamped single or double beams (the tuning fork). They can be modelled by the 
Euler-Bernoulli equation (Eq. 33) describing the flexural motion of a beam with constant cross-







= 0. (33) 
The coordinate 𝑥 is the longitudinal direction of the beam and y is the deflection from 
the rest position of the length element at 𝑥. Both coordinates are represented in Fig. 2.17. 
 
Figure 2.17 Scheme of the single-end clamped beam.  
 
The flexural motion equation has a general solution of 





where 𝑘 = 2𝜋 𝜆⁄   is the wavenumber and 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency. Both values are 
obtained from the dispersion relation 
 𝐸𝐼𝑘4 − 𝜌𝐴𝜔2 = 0, (35) 
obtained by combining equations 34 and 33. 
Applying the corresponding boundary conditions (Eq. 36), for a beam of total length 𝐿 
and clamped at 𝑥 = 0, the deflection and the slope vanish at the clamped end and the terms 
of the moment and the shear force disappear in the free end 𝑥 = 𝐿. 

















By inserting the general equation 34 and its derivatives into equation 36 of the boundary 
conditions, the resulting four equations can be solved for the coefficients ai if the characteristic 
equation 37 is fulfilled. 77 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑘𝑛𝐿 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝑘𝑛𝐿 + 1 = 0 (37) 
 





















































Figure 2.18 Plot of 𝑓(𝑘𝑛𝐿) = cos(𝑘𝑛𝐿) cosh(𝑘𝑛𝐿) + 1, with the numerical solution 
superposition for 𝑓(𝑘𝑛𝐿) = 0. 
 
The solutions for this equation give the wave number kn of an infinite set of flexural 
vibration modes where n is the mode number. With the help of the dispersion equation 35, 
the flexural resonance frequency of the beam can be calculated by 




            𝑛 = 1, 2, …, (38) 




2.8.3. Membranes  
Membranes are another type of mechanical resonators. The motion of a rectangular 



























2            𝑚, 𝑛 = 1, 2, …, (40) 
where 𝑇 is the tension of the membrane, 𝜎 is the area density, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the in-plane 
membrane coordinates and 𝑧 the out-of-plane one. Solving this equation with corresponding 
boundary conditions, it is possible to determine the frequency for the different vibrational 
modes for a rectangular membrane of size 𝐿𝑥 by 𝐿𝑦. 
2.8.4. 2D materials drums 
The implementation of 2D materials in the fabrication of MEMS and NEMS is a new 
alternative to the Si and Si3N4. The main advantages of these materials are their small 
thickness, low mass and low mechanical losses.80 An example of a mechanical resonator made 
by 2D materials is the graphene drum. 81 
The dynamics of these resonators can be modelled as membranes, plates or a 
combination of both, depending on the relation of their bending rigidity and the pre-tension. 
In the limit of very thin layers (membranes), the bending rigidity is considered negligible in 








where 𝑅 is the radius, 𝑇 is the pre-tension, 𝜌 is the 3D mass density and 𝑡 is the thickness of 
the flake. 
In the extreme case when the bending rigidity dominates the resonator dynamics, the 












where 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus and 𝜈 is the Poisson’s Ratio. 
For intermediate thicknesses, the mechanical resonator dynamics are governed by both 
membrane and plate regimes with the effect of bending rigidity and the initial pre-tension 
being comparable. In this case, the resonance frequency can be approximated as 
 𝑓 ≈ √𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒
2 + 𝑓𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
2, (43) 
where the 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒   and 𝑓𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 are the given equations 41 and 42, respectively.
82 
2.9. Summary. 
This chapter provides the background information of physical properties of solids, and 
we focused on the properties of bulk semiconductors, piezoelectric solids and two-
dimensional materials. Furthermore, we reviewed various existing scanning probe methods 
and optical techniques, as well as sample preparation methods commonly used in the 
nanoscale characterisation of the mentioned materials. Finally, theoretical concepts of 
mechanical resonators, MEMS and NEMS have been introduced. All these concepts make a 
solid foundation for the study of the materials and samples discussed in the following chapter 




3. Target materials and sample preparation 
In the previous chapter, we presented the theoretical foundations of the most relevant 
concepts needed in this work. To continue, this chapter presents a condensed description of 
the materials, structures and fabrication methods implemented throughout the whole study. 
Preparation of substrates and the following graphene transfer were carried out at Lancaster 
University by the NowNANO PhD candidates, J. Wengraf, R. McNair, S. Shao and A. Peasey, 
and myself. The TMDCs heterostructures were grown at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
by Prof. S. Jin and Y. Zhao. The III-V semiconductor samples were grown in three different 
locations, MQW at University College London, by Prof. H. Liu, Dr M. Tang and Dr Y. Gong; 
VCSELs were fabricated at Cardiff University by Prof. P. Smowton and Dr S. Shutts. 
3.1.  2D materials – exfoliation, lifting and transfer 
In this work we used diverse 2D materials, synthesised in two different manners. This 
section details the synthesis processes and fabrication of the thin sheets, including chemical 
vapour deposition and mechanical exfoliation or etching etc. for each material. 
3.1.1. Graphene flakes 
Graphene flakes have been obtained by mechanical exfoliation and lifting of a chemical 
vapour deposited film onto a substrate. 
 
Figure 3.1 Exfoliated graphene transferred onto a Si substrate with top 290 nm SiO2 layer. 
Magnification x20. Thin multilayer graphene flakes present pink-like color. Thick flakes are 
displayed in yellow tones. 
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In the simplest case, graphene was obtained from the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG) bulk by mechanical exfoliation. This process has been carried out following the 
methods explained in literature83. Gel-Pak® tapes with different stickiness values have been 
tested, establishing Gel-Pak® 4 as the optimum tape. The tape has two polymeric layers 
protecting the sticky part. Once the soft protecting plastic sheet is removed, the tape is 
pressed onto the HOPG surface then peeled off in order to obtain some exfoliated graphite 
from the bulk. In order to obtain thin graphite or even graphene flakes, the peeling process 
has to be repeated 10 times, always exfoliating the latest peeled area with a fresh area of Gel-
Pak®  tape in order to not contaminate the newly exfoliated sample. The transfer of the flakes 
can be made using different methods; the simplest way is to directly press the tape onto the 
substrate or structure for 1 minute. This method is not very accurate for transferring flakes to 
a specific region of the sample. The second methodology requires a transfer station for the 
flake transfer. The transfer station consists of a system made by an optical microscope and 
two stages, one to control the sample position and orientation and another for a glass slide 
with the tape and attached exfoliated material (See Figure 3.2). 
 
Figure 3.2 2D materials transfer station. a) Front view of the transfer station, showing the setup 
with the optical microscope and the micro-positioners. b) Lateral view of the stage with a glass 
slide, where is placed the tape with 2D materials. In addition, the sample stage and its micro-
positioners, which allow the tilt and position control, are also shown. There is a Peltier stage on 
top of the sample stage, to heat up or cool down the sample, to easy the 2D-materials transfer. 
 
 This procedure consists of glueing the tape to the glass slide and observing it in the 




substrate with wax. The substrates are first cleaned via sonication with different solvents, 
firstly with acetone to remove organic material from the surface and then with isopropyl 
alcohol (IPA). The sample has to be dried with nitrogen to remove the solvent. Then, the 
sample is cleaned in Ar/O2 (2%) plasma process to remove any remaining contamination and 
to activate the surface to facilitate the flake transfer. 
For the optimal flake transfer, the sample surface and glass slide with flake attached 
have to be perfectly parallel. This alignment procedure involves illuminating the sample with 
a laser through the glass slide, analysing the reflected beam with two laser spots. In case the 
surfaces are not parallel, the substrate and flake stages allow the tilt manipulation to coincide 
the spots. The flake transfer can be also made with dissimilar 2D materials. 
 Whilst the mechanical exfoliation is a simple and cheap method to obtain high-quality 
graphene, the difficulty of fabricating large flakes is the foremost disadvantage of this 
methodology. An alternative method is to grow large films of graphene via chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) onto SiO2/Si substrates and then releasing the film by etching the substrate. 
In this work, we used thin films of graphene grown onto SiO2/Si substrates with a Ni interlayer, 
which is easy to etch with a FeCl3 solution, to release the graphene sheet (GRENADA project 
material). Prior to the etching, the process requires deposition of a layer of poly(methyl 
methacrylate)  (PMMA) with a thickness of 800 nm. The PMMA (950k) is spun in two steps at 
1000 rpm, followed by 3 min of annealing at 180 C. For the etching, the sample is dipped into 
the FeCl3 (27% w/v) solution for 2 or 3 hours, until the PMMA/graphene film floats in the 
solution. To remove the remaining etchant from the film, the PMMA/graphene sheet is 
transferred 5 times into clean glassware with fresh deionized (DI) water, until the FeCl3 is fully 
rinsed. Then, the graphene sheet can be transferred to the target sample by “fishing” the film. 
Subsequently, the graphene film is softly blown against the substrate with N2 to ensure the 
film is attached to the sample. Afterwards, the sample is heated up for 30 minutes at 180 C 
to remove any remaining water and enhance the adhesion between the graphene and the 
substrate. Finally, the PMMA is removed from the graphene, immersing the sample in pure 




3.1.2. Multilayer structures of transition metal dichalcogenides 
The supported 2D materials’ structures of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) 
have been directly grown via CVD onto Si substrates with native oxide. During the CVD process, 
precursors decompose/react and deposit on the exposed substrate at a relatively high 
temperature. The synthesis of mono- or few layers of TMDCs can be done via different routes; 
the samples studied in this thesis have been grown via inserting the precursor powder into an 
alumina boat in the centre of a quartz tube. The substrate is placed with the polished side 
facing down on top of the boat. The tube is purged with Ar and pressurised. The furnace is 
maintained at a high temperature (see Fig. 3.3) with constant Ar flow during the deposition 
process. Controlling the temperature of the synthesis allows the growth of different 
structures, such as “wedding cake” or “spiral” shape, and using diverse precursors and playing 




Figure 3.3 Controllable growth of “wedding cake” structure and spiral structure of WS2. (a) Illustration 
of the CVD experiment setup for TMDCs synthesis. (b) A schematic of nanoplates illustrate the 
distribution of wedding cake structures and spiral structures in different deposition regions. (c) 
Trends in the synthesis conditions for forming the wedding cake structures versus the spiral 
structures. Schematic illustrations of layer-by-layer (LBL) growth mechanism and (e) screw-





Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for WS2-MoS2 heterostructure growth 
by water-assisted chemical vapour transport. The MoS2 precursor was placed upstream of the WS2 
precursor. When MoS2  precursor was pushed into Zone 2, WS2  precursor would simultaneously be 
pushed into Zone 3, which is downstream of the substrate. (b-d) The growth pathways of WS2 and 
WS2-MoS2 heterostructures via lateral epitaxy leading to three common types of heterostructures. 
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The WS2+MoS2 lateral heterostructures are synthesised in a two-step process. Firstly, 
the WS2 plate  is grown and, in the second step, the MoS2 precursor is activated to grow 
laterally-epitaxy surrounding the WS2 layer (See Fig. 3.4).85 
 













3.2. Semiconductor nanostructures  
Quantum structures are structures of a size comparable with the de Broglie electron 
wavelength, which restricts the movement of the charge carriers, resulting in quantum 
confinement. These structures can be categorised by their dimensions, as 0D, 1D or 2D, 
corresponding to quantum dots (QD), quantum wires (QWi) and quantum wells (QW), 
respectively. The fabrication of these structures can be made by the combination of different 
compound semiconductors (CS), which are semiconductors composed by two or more 
elements, typical groups from the periodic table which form the CS are II-VI and III-V. 
3.2.1. III-V materials – growth 
The CS samples studied in this work have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 
which is a technique to obtain high-quality semiconductor crystals. Some of the structures 
have also been grown by molecular organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD). The 
description of both methods is detailed below. 
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) technique for producing 
high-quality semiconductor crystals. The growth process comprises of the sublimation or 
evaporation of materials in a Knudsen-cell, from solid or liquid sources, respectively, and their 
condensation on a heated crystalline substrate, which directs the thin film growth and 
determines the structure. Due to the UHV in the chamber (typically 10-10 mbar), the beams of 
molecules oncoming from different Knudsen-cell have long mean-free-paths (of the order of 
tens of metres) avoiding their interaction until they reach the sample. 
Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) 
Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) differs from the MBE growth in 
that MOCVD is not a physical deposition and requires the chemical reaction of the precursors. 
The basic principle consists of the injection of gaseous reagents into the reactor chamber. 
These precursors are organic molecules, carrying the required elements (e.g. 
trimethylgallium), which chemically react between each other on the substrate, forming the 
epitaxial crystals. The thickness and the composition of the epitaxial layers can be precisely 




3.2.2. Heterostructures – MQW, QD and VCSEL 
Both methodologies, MBE and MOCVD, permit control of the thickness and composition 
of the growth, allowing for the growth of very complex structures. In this section, we detail 
the studied heterostructures formed by the stack of multiple layers, such as multiple quantum 




Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of MQW structure scheme grown on Si substrate with the top layer of 
uncapped InAs QDs, followed: by 2 nm InGaAs, 50 nm GaAs, 100 nm AlGaAs, 5 periods of 
GaAs/InGaAs/InAs QDs/ InGaAs, 50 nm GaAs, 100 nm AlGaAs, 300 nm, 2 sets of 5 periods of 





Multiple quantum wells  
The QWs are formed by growing different materials on top of each other, embedding 
thin layers with narrow bandgaps between areas of wider bandgap material. When the narrow 
bandgap material layer is sufficiently thin then the charge carriers will be confined in this 
region and the areas with wide bandgap material act as barriers to charge carriers. The stack 
of several QWs is known as a MQW. Additional to the quantum confinement, MQWs may also 
suffer from the strain effect in the thin lattice-mismatched layers.  
Quantum dots 
QD are typically grown by the Stranski-Krastanov method, in which the strain is released 
by the island formation above the critical thickness of the layer. Due to the small size of the 
islands, the charge carriers are confined in all three dimensions. 
The structures of the samples studied in this work, see Fig. 3.6, were grown on silicon 
substrates (001), alternating layers of AlGaAs/GaAs, with different thicknesses. Then, there is 
a layer of GaAs of 1 µm thick, followed by two sets of defect filter layers (DFL) of 5 periods of 
InAlAs/AlAs (10 and 12 nm thick, respectively) separated by 300 nm GaAs. Afterwards, 100 nm 
of AlGaAs and 50 nm of GaAs were grown, sandwiching five layers of InAs/GaAs dot-in-the-
well (DWELL). Each layer of DWELL has three monolayers of InAs deposited on 2 nm of 
In0.15Ga0.85As and capped with 6 nm of In0.15Ga0.85As. The DWELL structure is sandwiched 
between a 50 nm GaAs and 100 nm Al0.4Ga0.6As layer. InAs QD layers were also grown in the 
top surface.  
Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers  
Semiconductor lasers can be categorised into two groups: conventional edge-emitting 
where the light is emitted from the cleaved facets of the semiconductor; and surface-emitting 
lasers, which emit from the top of the structure. 
The surface-emitting structures known as vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers 
(VCSELs) contain an active region sandwiched between two distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) 
mirrors. The wavelength of the laser is determined by the thickness of the cavity within with 
the MQW or QD of the active region located. The DBR mirrors comprise of a large number of 
pairs of layers of two different semiconductors with different refractive indices, with a period 





Figure 3.7 Scheme of a lateral view of a VCSEL device. 
 
VCSEL structures have a diverse range of applications, including optical fibre data 
transmission, display and illumination purposes, biological tissue analysis and sensing 
applications. 
The two VCSEL samples studied in this work comprise of a triple GaAs or InGaAs QW in 
the active region. In both cases, the top DBR mirror had 20 periods of AlGaAs layers with 
alternating composition and the bottom mirror was formed by 34 periods of the same 
structure as the top one. 14, 86  
3.2.3. III-nitrides -  GaN nanowires 
III-nitrides are excellent candidates for optoelectronic applications, such as solid-state 
lighting, full-colour displays, laser printers and high-density information storage, due to their 
wide variable bandgaps which cover a wide range of the spectrum, from the deep UV to the 
infrared. In the particular case of GaN, it shows a bandgap value of 3.39 eV, 1245 cm2 V-1 s-1 in 




Figure 3.8 (a) Crystallography and c-axis orientation for the growth of GaN layers. Grey scheme 
shows polar growth with c-axis normal to the layer surface; the growth plane is the (00-01). Red 
and blue schemes show non-polar growth with c-axis parallel to the layer surface; the growth 
planes are m-plane (10-10) and a-plane (11-20) respectively. Green, purple and yellow schemes 
show semi-polar growth with the c-axis incluned with respect to the layer surface; these present 
the growth planes: (20-11), (10-11) and (11-22), respectively. (b) Wurtzite structure of GaN. 87 
 
Two different crystal structures are possible in the III-nitrides, named wurtzite and zinc-
blende. The GaN samples studied in this work show the wurtzite structure, which is the most 
thermodynamically stable. The GaN wurtzite cell structure has each nitrogen atom connected 
to four Ga atoms, forming a hexagonal close-packed configuration, see Fig. 3.8b. This unit cell 
is characterised by the in-plane 𝑎=3.19 Å and out-of-plane 𝑐=5.189 Å lattice parameters. The 
GaN wurtzite crystals are non-centrosymmetric structures, having two possible polar 
orientations, denoted by Bravais-Miller indices [0001] and [000-1]. The [0001] direction 
represents the Ga-face plane, meaning the surface is terminated by Ga atoms, while the N-
face is labelled by [000-1]. The polarity plays an important role in the epitaxial growth, which 
usually determines its direction, as well as in the material properties, such as thermal and 





Figure 3.9 SEM image of GaN NWs onto Si substrate. 
 
The samples studied in this work were GaN nanowires grown on (111) Si substrates 
employing the Thomas Swan close-coupled showerhead reactor using MOCVD. 
Trimethylaluminum (TMAl), trimethylgallium (TMGa), and ammonia (NH3) were employed as 
precursors with H2 used as the carrier gas for each. Initially, the Si substrate was annealed in 
an H2 ambient at 1110 °C for 600 s to remove the natural oxide layer on the surface. Then, 2.7 
μmol/min of TMAl was flowed at 1145 °C for 72 s. Preflowing TMAl on the Si substrate 
generated Al or Al−Si alloy nanodots, which served as nucleation sites for subsequent GaN 
nanowire growth performed at 866 °C with 6.2 μmol/min of TMGa and 20 mmol/min of NH3 
for 3800 s. The pressures used during the flow of TMAl and the GaN nanowire growth were 65 





3.3. MEMS devices - mechanical resonators 
Microelectromechanical systems and their scaled-down siblings, nanomechanical 
systems, MEMS and NEMS respectively, are micro- or nano-scale vibrating structures, which 
can take different shapes as cantilevers, double clamped beams, plates, membranes and 
tuning forks, to mention some of them. The scaling of these structures to the micro or nano 
size allows for the tuning of their properties due to their low size, including high frequency 
and fast time response, and lower power dissipation.  
Here we present three types of MEMS and NEMS structures, which have been studied 
and implemented during the course of this thesis. 
3.3.1. Silicon nitride membranes 
Commercial silicon nitride (Si3N4) membranes, Agar scientific S171-6 with a square 
window of 500x500µm2 and thickness of 200nm, have been used as a test sample for the study 
of the distribution of the vibrational mode via laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) and scanning 
probe microscopy (SPM).  
 






3.3.2. Tuning forks and cantilevers 
Important devices for this work have been tuning forks and AFM cantilevers, which have 
been treated both as samples and measurements tools. Therefore, they have been extensively 
studied, theoretically and experimentally, to understand their response during the 
measurements. 
Tuning forks 
Tuning forks (TF) are MEMS widely implemented in a different kind of microscopy, such 
as scanning near-field acoustic microscopy (SNAM), scanning near-field optical microscopy 
(SNOM) and non-contact AFM (nc-AFM), in particular with the TF derived qPlus sensor. 90 
Moreover, due to the high precision that these devices offer, they have also been used as a 
time reference, viscosity sensors and detectors of quantum vortexes in superfluids. 91, 92 The 
materials used in the fabrication of the tuning forks have to be piezoelectric, providing the 
electrical detection of the mechanical displacement or response to an electrical excitation. In 
this work, two different types of TF have been used, with different geometry and materials, 
namely, quartz and LiNbO3. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) SEM images of a 76 kHz, 393 kHz, multimode quartz TF, showing the two 
tines in detail. (c) LiNbO3 TF scheme, showing the electrodes shape and location in detail. 93 
 
The quartz tuning forks used in this work were manufactured by Micro Crystal AG. The 
TF prongs were designed to have a width of 𝑇 = 2.23 × 10−4 𝑚, a thickness of 𝑊 = 1.43 ×
10−4 𝑚 and a length of 𝐿 = 1.61 × 10−3 𝑚. This characteristic geometry and the quartz 






precisely define the resonance frequency of the system. The fundamental resonance 










 𝑘 = 𝐸 𝑊 𝑇3 4𝐿3⁄  (45) 
is the spring constant of the system95, and 𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective mass defined by 
 𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐶𝑂𝜌𝐿𝑇𝑊, (46) 
with 𝐶0 = 0.25 as the constant determined by the Bradley et al. 
96 model, 𝜌 is the density, and 
𝐿, 𝑇 and 𝑊 are the length, thickness and width, respectively.  
Equally, the resonance frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥−𝐿𝑖𝑁𝑏𝑂3 = 25.26𝑘𝐻𝑧 of the LiNbO3 TF was 
determined, using the measured geometrical parameters: 𝑊 = 1.12 × 10−3 𝑚, 𝑇 =
9.6 × 10−4 𝑚 and 𝐿 = 6.05 × 10−3 𝑚; and the density and Young’s Modulus99 from the 
literature 𝜌 = 4643 𝑘𝑔 𝑚−3  and 𝐸 = 170 𝐺𝑃𝑎. 97 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Schemes of the top view of the TF with the representation of the electric field in the 
LiNbO3 TF (a) bare and (b) with Au coating, respectively.  
 
The LiNbO3 TF, contrary to the quartz ones, have electrodes sandwiched between two 
plates of LiNbO3 98. This allows the devices to normally operate in different environmental 
conditions, such as immersed in a conductive fluid, without shorting the circuit. In addition, 
the LiNbO3 TF were coated with Au to create the third electrode for the ground. In this way, 
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the electrical response of the TF is much higher than the uncoated quartz TF because the 
“orthogonal” component of the electric field is considerably increased due to the third 
electrode (See Fig. 3.12). 
Cantilevers 
An AFM cantilever’s behaviour is determined by the geometry and the material used. 
The length and thickness of the beam are the most relevant terms to determine the resonance 
frequency of the cantilever. Depending on the physical properties to be probed, such as 
mechanical, electrical, piezoelectric or thermal ones, the cantilever has to be made of a 
different material or with a different coating. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 SEM image of a typical contact mode cantilever from Budget Sensors (ContAl-G 
13kHz). 
 
In this work, we have used silicon cantilevers for the study of the sample morphology 
and mechanical sensing of the samples. The aluminium coating on the backside of the 
cantilever increases the reflection of the laser, for a better sensitivity. The cantilevers we used 
have three different lengths and therefore different resonance frequencies: low frequency - 
13kHz (ContAl-G, Budget Sensors) for contact mode and soft samples, 75kHz (Multi75, Budget 
Sensors) for contact mode and stiff samples or soft tapping and 300kHz (Tap300Al-G, Budget 
Sensors) for the true tapping mode. 
For the electrical or piezoelectrical measurements, we have used Si cantilevers with PtSi 
or doped-diamond coating. In the case of non-contact electrical measurements such as KPFM, 
the ideal cantilever was 75kHz with PtSi coating, which can work in tapping or contact mode 




imaging. For the piezoelectric probing, a softer conductive probe was needed, and 15kHz 
diamond-coated cantilever was used, which was more robust coating than PtSi. 
3.4. Sample preparation 
Some of the samples required prior sample processing to allow the probing method to 
access to the area of interest. In particular, in the 3D study of complex structures, the samples 
were sectioned with the novel methodology developed and patented by Kolosov and Grishin 
at Lancaster, beam exit cross-sectional polishing (BEXP).99 For the sectioning of geometrically 
complex samples, such as with nanowires, this also required additional steps, such as coating 
with spin-on glass (SOG), which is detailed below. In this section, we also describe the 
fabrication of graphene nanodrums on silicon patterned substrates, including an explanation 
of the processing used in the fabrication of cavities. 
3.4.1. Beam exit cross-sectional polishing (BEXP) 
BEXP consists of a methodology for the sectioning of the samples with a small angle 
from the top surface via argon ion (Ar+) beams. BEXP uses a modified Leica Microsystems EM-
TIC020 or EM-TIC 3X, with three independently controlled Ar+ guns with accelerating voltage 
between 1 – 8 kV. Each ion gun is composed of a front and a rear cathode assembled with two 
Wehnelt cylinders, which are isolated from the central anode by ceramic cylinders, see Fig. 
3.15. 
 
Figure 3.14 Images of the EM-TIC020 or EM-TIC 3X. https://www.leica-
microsystems.com/products/sample-preparation-for-electron-microscopy/p/leica-em-tic-3x/) 
 
Plasma ignition is produced via Ar ionisation from an electric field between the cathode 
and the anode. The argon gas is pressurised to the gun at 500 mbar, the Ar cations are 
accelerated towards the cathodes, generating electrons. The electrons will be accelerated 
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towards the anode, generating new ions due to the collisions with Ar atoms on their way. One 
of the beams is blocked by the (blind) rear side cathode, and the other beam is lead through 
the beam exit at front side cathode. 
 
 
Figure 3.15. Parts of the ion source cartridge. Scheme of the three guns with the focused beams 




In a conventional cross-sectioning system, the sample is mounted in a holder 
perpendicular to the ion beams.  Inside the system, the sample is mainly covered by a mask, 
which is protecting most of the surface from the beams and only exposing the interesting area 
to be milled. In the BEXP configuration, the sample holder has been modified to insert an 
angled stage. The tilt of the stage is between 0.5 and 30 degrees. The sample is glued to the 
stage with wax (see Fig. 3.16). Before ion polishing, the sample is mechanically polished with 
diamond lapping papers of decreasing roughness, to modify its geometry to ensure a perfect 
perpendicular surface to the beams and parallel to the mask. The sample is placed in the Leica 
system and aligned to expose 20 – 40 µm of the material above the mask. Once the system is 
closed, the pump evacuates the chamber. When the vacuum reaches approximately 2∙10-5 
mbar, the Argon lines are purged 3 times to ensure a clean environment. In the EM-TIC020 
system, the warm-up process has to be manually operated, starting with a warm-up process 
for 10 min at 3kV, before being increased to 5-7 kV. In the EM-TIC 3X, the warm-up process is 
automatically done by the system. The majority of sample cuts were done at 7 kV. The system 
is left until beam-exit occurs and the milled area is as wide as approximately a few hundreds 
of um, which is detected using the stereo microscope mounted on top of the system. Then the 
accelerating voltage is reduced to 1 kV for 10 min to gently polish the surface at a low energy 





Figure 3.16 Scheme of the sample mounted on the holder in the mask-beam configuration. 
Real image of the three beams focused on the sample. 
 
As the beam-exit has to be observed by the eye, it can be difficult to precisely determine 
when the cut is finished. It the cut is not finished a “tooth” of material can be left behind, 
making the study of the near-surface layers difficult or even impossible. 
3.4.2. Nanowires processing with spin-on glass (SOG) 
Non-uniform 3D structures, such as nanowires on the surface difficult the cross-section 
to good-quality. This type of sample was embedded in spin-on glass (SOG) to create a “uniform 
bulk” sample. SOG is a silicate-based solution with organic solvents commonly used in the 
semiconductor industry. The low viscosity of this substance allows for coating the samples 
with a thin film which becomes solid after the evaporation of the solvents. The processing 
requires the deposition of a drop of SOG on the sample and spinning it at 4000 rpm for 20 
seconds to obtain a uniform film with adequate thickness (around 700nm). Afterwards, the 
sample has to be baked at 150°C for 10 minutes to solidify the SOG. Slow cool down of the 





Figure 3.17 Spin-on-glass (SOG) processing. A drop of SOG is deposited using a pipet. Then, the 
sample is spun to create a uniform thin film. Finally, the sample is baked to remove the solvent 





3.5. Fabrication of graphene nanodrums on patterned Si 
substrates 
In the quest to prove the predicted high performance of 2D materials in the fabrication 
of mechanical resonators, graphene nanodrums were fabricated on patterned silicon 
substrates. 
The silicon substrate patterning was carried out in the Lancaster Quantum Technology 
Centre (QTC) facilities at Lancaster University. The processing procedure is explained below. 
The graphene exfoliation and subsequent transfer was performed following the protocol 
detailed in section 3.1. HOPG graphite was exfoliated with Gel-Pak® 4 and directly transferred 
onto the patterned substrate. 
 
Figure 3.18 SEM image of a hole patterned in the SiO2/Si substrate by photolithography. 
 
During substrate preparation, holes of 1.5 µm diameter were etched in the silicon 
wafers in a layer of 300 nm of silicon oxide. The processing used for the hole fabrication is 
commonly known as photolithography. The silicon wafer was cut in squares of 1x1 inch, 
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone and IPA, respectively, for 10 minutes, and dried 
with nitrogen. Oxygen plasma cleaning for 3 minutes was also performed to remove any 
remaining organic residue. The sample was spin-coated with resist S1813 and baked for 1 
minute at 115°C. The UV exposure of the sample was made using hard contact for 20 seconds 
in the SUSS MicroTec MJB4 Mask Aligner system. A new bake step was performed, for 1 minute 
at 115°C. The resist developer used was MF319 for 90 seconds. The etching process in the 
Oxford Instruments reactive ion etcher (RIE) system requires cleaning and pre-conditioning of 
the chamber prior to inserting the sample: cleaning with 2 minutes of O2 and pre-conditioning 




sccm, 30 mTorr and 150 W in the chamber. For the last sample cleaning, 2 minutes of oxygen 
plasma in RIE and then acetone and IPA to remove the remaining resist, and drying with N2. 
3.6. Summary 
This chapter reviews the materials, the preparation of the samples and the devices 
investigated throughout this thesis. First, we explained 2D material sample preparation 
including exfoliation, lifting and transfer of the flakes, as well as chemical vapour deposited 
plates and heterostructures. Then, we reviewed the methods for the synthesis of compound 
semiconductor samples, including MBE and MOCVD, and the different types of compound 
semiconductor structures, including the multiple quantum wells, the VECSELs and the GaN 
nanowires, which are studied in the final experimental chapter. We also introduced the 
sample preparation methodology using the BEXP. Furthermore, in this section we first 
reported the processing used for the embedding of 3D structures, such as nanowires, using 
spin-on-glass. Finally, we reviewed the mechanical resonating devices examined in the next 
experimental chapter, including AFM cantilevers, tuning forks, Si3N4 membranes and graphene 




4. Nanoscale physical property measurements – 
methods development 
4.1. Introduction 
Since the invention of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), it has become a fundamental 
tool in the investigation of nanoscience and nanotechnology, thanks to its atomic-scale spatial 
resolution and sensitivity to a wide diversity of physical properties. In particular, atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and all its derived methods for the mapping of mechanical, electrical and 
thermal properties have enabled measurements of stiffness, electrical and heat transport, 
respectively.  
Historically, the study of vibrational modes in mechanical resonators has been 
performed by diverse optical methodologies, such as the knife-edge method, interferometric 
systems, etc. However, the down-scaling of devices, such as micro/nano-electromechanical 
systems MEMS/NEMS, requires characterisation methods with nanoscale spatial resolution, 
and while optical methods can be very sensitive to vertical displacement, they are limited in 
spatial resolution by the light wavelength.  
4.2. AFM as a platform for nanoscale properties mapping 
Throughout this research, all SPM measurements were carried out using a Bruker 
MultiMode AFM (MM-SPM) with NanoScope controllers IV and V. The MM-SPM comprises of 
the base unit, the scanner tube and the SPM head. The base unit contains the SPM electronics, 
the signal displays and the switches for the mode selection (STM, AFM & LFM and TM-AFM) 
and the motor control for the motion in the z-direction. A support ring holds the scanner tube 
and the retaining springs to hold the head in place. The scanner tubes are interchangeable and 
the longer scanner allows for a large scan size. However, shorter scanners are less sensitive to 
noise for small scan sizes than longer ones, being more appropriate for atomic-scale imaging. 
The SPM heads contain the optical setup, including the laser, mirror and photodiode array, 
and the corresponding screws for the laser alignment and cantilever positioning. The 
photodiode array is divided into four elements and the combination of the information of the 
four sections provides different information depending on the operating mode. Inside the 
head, there is also a mounting in which to place the tip holder and clamp it. The sample and 




4.3. SPM - Electrical measurements 
For SPM measurements sensitive to the electrostatic probe-sample interaction, it is 
necessary to electrically contact the sample, to excite or ground it. The contact with the 
sample can be made by a conductive epoxy or paint, such as silver paint. The standard 
experimental setup requires a signal generator to apply the AC+DC bias, a lock-in amplifier 
(Stanford Research System SR830) for the signal monitoring, a conductive probe and a special 
probe holder adequately modified for the electrical driving or readout (See Fig. 4.1).  
 
Figure 4.1 Probe-holder for electric measurements. With BNC cable for the active drive or 
detection. An additional connection to the ground. 
 
However, in some cases, electrical driving is through the sample, and the tip has to be 
conductive and grounded. In this case, a normal cantilever holder is suitable for the 
measurements because all the standard holders generally ground the connection with the tip. 
In any case, a ground connection has to be extracted from the holder to ground the whole 
system at the same potential. This connection can be seen in Fig. 4.1. 
4.3.1. Kelvin probe force microscopy 
The Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) mode implemented in the measurements of 
this thesis is the FM-KPFM. In this case, the magnitude used in the detection is the force 
gradient between the tip and sample, which affects the effective spring constant of the 
cantilever. The total effective constant can be modelled as two springs in parallel, being the 
sum of the natural spring constant 𝑘𝑐 of the cantilever and the electric field gradient 𝜕𝐹𝑒𝑙 𝜕𝑧⁄  




Therefore, the resonance frequency will change, being approximately 















Hence, modulating the gradient force via an AC bias, the resonance frequency of the cantilever 
will be also modulated. The cantilever oscillation will have a component corresponding to the 
mechanical oscillation of the tapping 𝑓 = 𝜔 2𝜋⁄ , with the two sidebands of the AC modulation 
of the electric field ±𝑓𝑚 = ±1 𝑘𝐻𝑧. The amplitude of the sidebands is used in the KPFM 
feedback, as this amplitude measures the resonance frequency modulation amplitude. 
Adjusting the DC bias such that the sidebands disappear leads to the point 𝑉𝐷𝐶 = 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷. 
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The FM-KPFM measurements are made in tapping mode. The tapping signal is picked 
through the break-out box to trigger the excitation signal of the signal generator. The 
excitation and detection are made by the zi-HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments, 
Switzerland). The driving signal is a mixture of AC+DC. The AC signal is made by a sine wave 
with the frequency of the tapping signal frequency, modulated at 1kHz to create the sidebands 
for the measurement. The sidebands are close to the resonance frequency to provide a high 
cantilever response and enhance the cantilever sensitivity. Nevertheless, they have to be far 
enough to not create crosstalk between the mechanical and the electrical response. The DC 
component is controlled by the proportional, integral and derivative (PID) feedback, trying to 
nullify the electrostatic force between tip and sample, this magnitude is directly linked with 
the surface potential. The potential difference between the tip and the sample is nullified 
when the surface potential of the tip is equal to the sample one. Therefore, the sample work 
function is estimated by the potential applied to the sample/tip to compensate for the 
difference between their surface potentials. The tip work function has to be determined in a 




Figure 4.2 General setup for electrostatic SPM measurements. KPFM, D-EFM and SSRM setups 
are included in the scheme. The electrical excitation applied to the sample is represented by an 
orange cable, which connect the lock-in output to the sample. This is used all the setups. KPFM 
and D-EFM setups use the tapping (blue cable) and deflection (red cable) outputs from the 
breaking box, to trigger the signal and monitoring of the cantilever response, respectively. In 
addition, KPFM uses the purple cable connecting an auxiliary output of the lock-in, which 
provides the DC voltage to nullify the tip-sample electrostatic force, to the add input of the 
driving output. SSRM setup is represented with the green cable, which connects the cantilever 
(by the electric holder) with the I-V converter scheme. 
 
In order to determine the CPD with accurate precision, closed loop KPFM 
measurements were performed using the following protocol. Firstly, it is necessary to 
synchronise the oscillation of the probe with the signal monitoring in the lock-in amplifier (LIA). 
This is done by tracking the phase of the tapping signal with the phase lock loop (PLL) in the 
LIA. The tapping signal is directly extracted from the breaking-box and fed into the LIA, being 
monitored at the tapping frequency by one of the demodulators. The resonance frequencies 
for the tapping mode of soft-tapping / force modulation cantilevers are usually around 70 kHz. 
Once the tip is approached, it is necessary to lift it by 50 nm above the surface so it is only 
sensitive to electrostatic interactions. The CPD is manually determined by shifting the DC bias 
voltage applied to the sample using one of the auxiliary channels as a “manual” offset until 
the electrostatic force is nullified. This minimum value will be used as a reference in the 
following steps. In order to be more sensitive to the electrostatic forces, initially, the bias offset 
is selected far from the CPD value. To follow, an AC modulation is added to the bias voltage. 
This modulation results with two sideband peaks on each side of the resonance (see Fig. 4.3). 
Since the X-component of the sidebands (i.e. the X-component of the measured signal that is 
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in phase with the reference signal) is the magnitude of interest, it is necessary to minimise the 
Y-component to optimise the phase of the signal (obtaining maximum X-component with 180 
difference between the sidebands). To perform the close loop measurements, the DC 
component of the bias is monitored in the PID feedback loop. It is recommended to start with 
a moderate value for the Integral-gain (I), such as 10kV/Vrms, and gradually increase the 
Proportional-gain (P) until reaching the desired noise level, but below feedback oscillation. 
 
Figure 4.3 Frequency spectrum from a fast Furier transform (FFT). The central peak (indicated by 
the yellow arrow) displays the tapping frequency. The red arrows point to the sidebands’ peaks of 
the modulation frequency. 
 
4.3.2. Dielectric electrostatic force microscopy 
Dielectric electrostatic force microscopy (D-EFM) requires the standard setup for EFM 
measurements. In the measurements carried out in this thesis, the signal generation and 
monitoring were made by the zi-HF2LI as in the KPFM setup. In the D-EFM the AFM system 
works in tapping mode, using as tapping frequency the free resonance frequency of the 
cantilever. For the electrical excitation, the frequency selected corresponds to 1/2 of the first 
overtone of flexural free resonance frequency, which is approximately 6.25 times higher than 
the free resonance. The value of the force depending on the dielectric properties corresponds 
with the second harmonic. Therefore, to have D-EFM detection, the driving frequency is 
selected at half of the contact resonance frequency, in order to monitor the signal in the 2nd 




4.4. Nanomechanical measurements 
In addition to electrical properties, the study of sample morphology and mechanical 
properties has also been critical in the development and optimisation of novel materials and 
structures. Since the AFM’s invention, many dynamic AFM modes have been developed, 
exciting cantilever or sample vibrations to probe the sample mechanical properties with 
nanoscale resolution.  
4.4.1. Ultrasonic excitation 
The experimental setups for the nanomechanical mapping with the techniques used in 
this thesis require high-frequency piezotransducers to excite the mechanical vibrations either 
in the sample, in the cantilever, or in both (See Fig. 4.4). 
 
Figure 4.4 Scheme of the AFM setup with the additional piezotransducer under the sample for the 
excitation of ultrasonic vertical vibrations. The ultrasonic excitation applied to the piezotransducer 
is driven by a wave generator, which is also triggering the lock-in amplifier for the deflection signal 
monitoring. The lock-in is fed by the cantilever deflection signal, extracted using a breaking box. 
The outputs of the lock-in are recorded using two of the auxiliary inputs of the AFM controller. 
 
For sample vibration, we used modified lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezotransducer 
discs, with wrap-around electrodes from PI Ceramic (PIC 151 Material). The resonance 
frequencies of the implemented actuators are 2, 4 and 6-8 MHz. The piezo-stages were built 
with a standard sample AFM metal disc, with a ceramic piece glued on top to electrically 
insulate the piezotransducer from the microscope. The piezo transducer is mounted on the 
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stage with the grounded electrode facing the sample, to avoid the crosstalk in case of electrical 
excitation of the sample. In some cases, an additional cover-slip is glued between the piezo 
and the sample to ensure the electrical insulation. However, this additional interface can make 
the ultrasonic propagation from the piezo to the sample difficult (See Fig. 4.5). 
The excitation of the cantilever vibrations for the HF measurements, such in w-UFM or 
HFM,  requires a special probe holder as the resonance frequency of the piezo of the standard 
tapping holder is not high enough. This non-conventional holder has additional space to insert 
an HF piezotransducer. Fig. 4.5 shows the home-made probe holder with cantilever attached 
to the piezotransducer with salol. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 a) Metal discs (I), ceramic pieces (II) and piezotransducers (III). b) Piezo-stage for 
ultrasonic excitation – 4 MHz. c) Home-made heterodyne force microscopy (HFM) probe 
holder with BNC connector. 
  









4.4.2. Force modulation microscopy and contact resonance AFM 
Force modulation microscopy (FMM) uses the standard AFM setup, with a piezo 
transducer inserted under the sample to create a vertical displacement of the sample at low 
frequency. It operates below the resonance frequency of the cantilever and the 
piezotransducer, we generally used a sinusoidal wave at 2.7 kHz. The amplitude of the vertical 
displacement of the piezo is significantly smaller at low-frequency driving, compared with the 
amplitude experienced at the resonance frequency of the piezotransducers. 
 Furthermore, the driving frequency is below the cantilever resonance. Therefore, the 
cantilever can react to the extra vertical movement of the piezo and keep contact with the 
sample. Consequently, the tip-sample interaction is produced in the linear regime of the 
contact. The cantilever deflection is sensitive to the sample’s stiffness: soft materials produce 
low amplitude in the deflection, which corresponds with dark contrast in the FMM images. An 
important factor for the nanomechanical maps is the ratio between the cantilever’s and 
sample’s stiffness. If the sample’s stiffness is much greater than the cantilever’s, the cantilever 
will not be sensitive to the sample’s elastic moduli. 
An alternative to FMM is contact resonance AFM (CR-AFM), which differs in the 
frequency of the excitation of the piezotransducer. In this case, the frequency selected for the 
driving of the piezo is equal to the contact resonance of the cantilever. This frequency is known 
as the first overtone of the fundamental frequency and it is around 6.5 times higher than the 
cantilever’s free resonance. The main benefit of this method is that it can be more sensitive 
to materials’ features due to the high sensitivity of the cantilever at resonance and higher 
dynamic stiffness at high frequency102. However, small changes in the tip, such as material 
adhesion, can significantly change the resonance frequency and the phase, creating artefacts 
in the image. 
To experimentally determine the contact resonance of the cantilever, frequency sweeps 
were performed. Once the tip is in contact and the scan size is reduced to 0 nm, the piezo’s 
driving frequency is shifted to obtain the maximum cantilever response. 
4.4.3. Ultrasonic force microscopy and waveguide-UFM 
An alternative technique to FMM or CR-AFM for the nanomechanical probing of stiff 
samples is ultrasonic force microscopy (UFM). This method is a quasi-contact technique in 
which the sample or the cantilever, for the waveguide UFM (w-UFM) mode, vibrates at 
ultrasonic frequencies (4-10 MHz) with low-frequency amplitude modulation (2.7kHz). 
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As with previous methods, the experimental setup requires a wave generator for the 
piezoelectric excitation. Unlike FMM or CR-AFM, in UFM, the high-frequency sinusoidal signal 
is amplitude modulated with an arbitrary function with a characteristic diamond shape to 
enhance the ultrasonic response. The deflection signal is extracted from the breakout box and 
monitored by a lock-in amplifier, this last one triggered by the low-frequency signal. The 
amplitude of the low-frequency ultrasonic force signal is measured by the LIA and is recorded 
by one of the auxiliary inputs of the AFM controller. The cantilever’s free resonance frequency 
is important in the ultrasonic response, with contact cantilever or soft tapping ones (13 and 
75 kHz free resonance, respectively) being the optimal probes. 
4.4.4. Heterodyne force microscopy 
Another dynamic AFM mode for the study of mechanical properties is the heterodyne 
force microscopy (HFM). In HFM, both UFM and w-UFM are combined to provide information 
about the viscoelastic properties of the sample’s surface. This method requires the ultrasonic 
excitation of the tip and the sample at adjacent frequencies, ft=ωt/2π and fs=ωs/2π, 
respectively. 
In HFM, the sample and the tip are excited at two ultrasonic frequencies (4-5MHz) with 
a small difference between them of a few kHz. This frequency difference is Δf and is the 
beating frequency used for nonlinear signal detection of the ultrasonic vibrations. 
The experimental setup requires a function generator with two outputs or two 
generators with trigger input to sync the signals. The amplitude and the phase of the signal 
offer relevant information about the nanomechanics of the sample: the amplitude shows the 
adhesion and deformation and the phase shows information about the dynamic relaxation of 
the material (time resolve).  
4.4.5. Modulation ultrasonic force microscopy 
The vibrational modes’ local probing of MEMS/NEMS at the nanoscale is a problem that 
is not yet solved. In this thesis, we propose a new methodology for simultaneous sample 
excitation and probing of the vibrations. Using SPM methods as instrumentation, the 
methodology benefits from the high spatial resolution.  
This methodology requires prior knowledge of the natural resonance frequency of the 
MEMS/NEMS to be studied. In addition, it is also necessary to know the contact resonance of 
the probe to discard these resonances in the results and to avoid crosstalk.  
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The experimental setup is similar to the UFM one, using the MultiMode microscope in 
contact mode. The ultrasonic excitation of the sample is induced by a piezotransducer inserted 
under the sample. The driving signal and its detection can be carried out with two different 
setups. The simplest one is performed by the Zurich Instruments lock-in amplifier (zi-HFLIA2), 
which allows the driving and demodulation of up to 6 different frequencies. In the M-UFM 
measurements, 3 demodulators are required, with two of them used in the signal generation 
for the driving of the piezo and the third one used for the detection at the difference in 
frequency between the other two. In the other possible setup, one can use a signal mixer, a 
double-channel wave generator for driving, another wave generator for the synchronisation 
of the lock-in and a high-frequency lock-in. Both setup schematics can be found in Fig. 4.6 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Experimental setups of M-UFM. The simplest setup, using the zi-HF2LI is represented 
with the wires with dashed lines. The setup with the wave generators, the mixer and lock-in are 




4.4.6. Piezoelectric properties measurements – piezoelectric force 
microscopy 
Piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) is a contact method in which the sample is 
electrically excited with an AC voltage. Via the scanning of the tip, which is grounded, the 
sample experiences mechanical expansion or contraction, depending on the crystallographic 
domain, see Fig. 4.7 . The sample’s expansion (contraction) is detected via the cantilever’s 
deflection. Working at the resonance frequency of the cantilever greatly increases the 
sensitivity. However, piezoelectric maps can be convoluted with the mechanical resonance of 
the cantilever. 
 
Figure 4.7 Principle of piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM). a) Electric field aligned parallel to 
the spontaneous polarisation leads to a lifting of the cantilever due to the d33 effect (out-of-
plane signal). It causes additional lateral contraction of the ferroelectric via the d31 piezoelectric 
coefficient. b) The antiparallel alignment of the electric field and the spontaneous polarisation 
leads to a vertical contraction and a horizontal expansion of the ferroelectric. c) and d) Electric 
field applied orthogonal to the polarisation results in a shear movement due to the d15 
coefficient. This movement causes a torsional deformation of the cantilever forcing the laser 




PFM images are obtained by monitoring the cantilever’s deflection signal in contact 
mode, which exhibits the additional cantilever displacement 𝑑 = 𝑑0 + 𝐴 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) 
resulting from the piezoelectric response of the tested material. Information on the 
polarisation direction of the sample is yielded from the phase 𝜑 of the signal. 103 
The vertical response is obtained by monitoring the deflection signal at the contact 
resonance frequency of the cantilever; this mode is called vertical piezoelectric force 
microscopy (VPFM). The vertical displacement will respond to the following equation: 
 ∆𝑍 = ∆𝑍0𝑐𝑜 𝑠(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑), (49) 
where ∆𝑍0 = 𝑑𝑣𝑉0 is the vibration amplitude, 𝑑𝑣 is the effective piezoelectric constant, 
𝑉0 is the applied potential and 𝜑 is the phase. This phase term is the phase difference between 
the imaging voltage and the piezoresponse, containing information on the polarization 
direction. The domains will vibrate in-phase 𝜑(+) = 0° or anti-phase 𝜑(−) = 180° 
depending on the orientation of the domains with respect to the normal of the tip 104. 
In the lateral piezoelectric force microscopy (LPFM), the signal monitored corresponds 
with the lateral deflection or friction. Modulating the voltage at the resonance frequency of 
the torsional mode across the sample, surface lateral vibration is detectable, being translated 
via frictional forces to the torsional movements of the cantilever. 
In the simplest case of vertical displacement, the effective piezoelectric constant can be 
assumed as 𝑑𝑣 ≈ 𝑑33 for a uniform electric field. However, for the LPFM measurements of 
lateral domains, this assumption is not as straightforward as with VPFM, due to the sensitivity 
of the system being dependent onthe domain’s orientation with respect to the scan direction. 
Nevertheless, for a simple approximation, we can consider that the in-plane piezoelectric 
response is proportional to the piezoelectric constant 𝑑34 and 𝑑35.
105, 106 
Resonance frequency determination for PFM measurements 
In order to benefit of the enhancement produced in the cantilever response while 
working at its resonance frequencies, we used the following procedure to determine the 
flexural and torsional contact resonances of the cantilevers used in PFM measurements.  
Firstly, we bring the tip to contact in the desired area and reduce the scan size to 0 nm 
to obtain a more smooth resonance curve. Then, the sample is electrically excited, while 
sweeping the frequency. For the signal monitoring with the zi-HFLIA, we use the vertical and 




When the conductive probe is grounded and contacts the electrically excited sample, it 
produces a local potential difference which results in a mechanical contraction or expansion 
at the probed point of the piezoelectric sample. The mechanical response depends on the 
orientation of the piezoelectric domain. To quantify the angle of the orientation of the 
domains, we investigated the sample, simultaneously monitoring the vertical and lateral 




4.5. Optical methods 
4.5.1. Laser Doppler vibrometry 
Laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) is an interferometric technique, which uses the physical 
principle of the Doppler Effect for the sensing of small amplitude mechanical vibrations. The 
laser beam is focussed onto the oscillating sample and, by comparing the frequency shift 
between the reference and the reflected beams, it is possible to infer the velocity of the 
vibrations and the displacement.  
 
Figure 4.8 Schematic Polytec Laser Doppler Vibrometer. 
 
As can be observed in the scheme in Fig. 2.15, in this heterodyne method the incident 
beam, with frequency 𝑓0, is divided with a beamsplitter (BS I) into a reference beam and a 
measurement beam. After passing through a second beam splitter (BS II) the measurement 
beam is directed to the oscillating target, which reflects it. As a consequence of the sample 
vibrations, the reflected beam has been frequency modulated with a Doppler shift equal to    
 𝑓𝑑 = 2𝑣(𝑡) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 𝜆⁄ , (50) 
where 𝑣(𝑡) is the time-dependent velocity of the sample, 𝛼 is the angle between the laser 
beam and the velocity vector, and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the laser. Then, the backscattered 
beam is deflected downwards by the BS II and is then merged with the reference beam onto 
the detector. 
 
Beamsplitter I (BS I) 
Beamsplitter II (BS II) 









The sample moving away from the interferometer generates the same modulation 
frequencies as a sample moving towards the interferometer. This set-up alone cannot 
unambiguously determine the direction the object is moving in. For this and for comparison 
purposes, the reference beam is passed through a Bragg cell to shift the light 
frequency (𝑓0 ≈ 10
14 𝐻𝑧) by typically 𝑓𝑏 = 4 ∙ 10
7 𝐻𝑧.  This generates an interference 
pattern modulation frequency of 40 MHz when the sample is at a standstill. If the object then 
moves towards the interferometer, this modulation frequency is increased, and if it moves 
away from the interferometer, the detector receives a frequency less than 40 MHz. This means 
that it is now possible to not only clearly detect the path length but also the direction of 
movement too. 
 
Figure 4.9 Laser Doppler vibrometer images a) Setup for OFV-2500 and OFV-2750 controllers. b) 
Setup of UHF-120. (Polytec, Germany) 
 
During this work, we used three different LDV systems. For the low and medium 
frequency detection, we used the Polytec OFV-534 head with OFV-2500 and OFV-2570 
controllers, respectively. The OFV-2500 works in the frequency range 0 - 350 kHz and the OFV-
2570 is capable of working from 10 kHz to 10 MHz. The last, very powerful system, the UHF-
120, also from Polytec, allows works in a bigger range, from 0 to 1.2 GHz. 
4.5.2. Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence 
The Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence measurements were carried out 
on a Horiba Lab Raman Spectrometer with an electron-multiplying (EM) cooled Synapse 
camera (Horiba, Japan). For taking spectra, a 100x, 0.90 numerical aperture (NA) 
microscope objective was used. The system is equipped with red (633 nm) and green (532 





This chapter has reviewed the experimental techniques used throughout the work 
covered in this thesis. The covered techniques are the functional scanning probe methods 
used for nanoscale characterisation of mechanical, electric and piezoelectric properties. They 
have been summarised in Table 2. Furthermore, optical methods, including laser Doppler 
vibrometry, Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence, have been also reviewed. 
 
Table 2 Scanning probe methods summary. 
Method Contact Excitation Modulation Frequency Detection 
Detection 
freq. 
AFM Yes No   Deflection  
Tapping Semi Mechanical No  Deflection Free res. 
EFM No Electrical No  Deflection AC freq. 












PFM Yes Electrical No CR cantilever Deflection CR 
FMM Yes Mechanical No 2.7 kHz Deflection 2.7 kHz 
UFM Yes Mechanical 2.7kHz 4-5 MHz Deflection 2.7 kHz 
HFM Yes Mechanical No 
4-5 MHz & 4-
5 MHz + Δf  
Deflection Δf 





5. Free oscillating structures MEMS/NEMS 
The mapping of the vibrational modes of micro- and nano-electromechanical systems 
(MEMS and NEMS) with nano-scale resolution is a significant problem, which needs to be 
addressed for the development of new resonating devices technologies. Here, we present the 
study of the vibrational modes of four different free oscillating structures, which can be 
categorised as MEMS or NEMS. 
The first part of this chapter is dedicated to one-dimensional (1D) resonating systems, 
such as the AFM cantilevers, which have been characterised and studied to understand their 
interaction with the sample during SPM measurements. Here, we should note that 1D refers 
to the geometry of the resonator, while it does move in three-dimensions (3D) with some 
modes (e.g. pure flexural modes), two-dimensional (2D) movement analysis is sufficient. The 
second variety of vibrating 1D structures studied here are piezoelectric tuning forks (TF). These 
kind of devices have been historically implemented in many scientific investigations of 
different physical phenomena, such as quantum turbulence and acoustic sound emission 
probing in superfluid 4He. Moreover, owing to their high sensitivity to liquid viscosity, TF have 
demonstrated their potential in industrial applications, especially in fluid engineering. 
Throughout this work, we used two different types of TF made of different materials, quartz 
and lithium niobate (LiNbO3), and with different designs.  
The last part of this experimental chapter is devoted to 2D resonating systems. Firstly, 
a commercial Si3N4 membrane is used as a test sample for proving the novel ultrasonic SPM 
method, called Modulation-UFM (M-UFM), used for the local probing of vibrational modes in 
high-frequency 2D resonating structures. Then we present the experimental results and the 
modelling to understand the changes in the stiffness distribution of a suspended few-layer 




5.1.  AFM cantilevers: analytical model and optical 
characterization 
AFM cantilevers have been intensely studied since the invention of the AFM, being one 
of the fundamental pieces of the AFM system. Many dynamic SPM modes use cantilevers as 
the resonating system to enhance the system sensitivity by the excitation or detection of 
different vibrational modes of the cantilever. In this section, we initially present a common 
model for describing the AFM flexural bending and then some of the experimental results of 
the study of cantilevers. 
5.1.1.  AFM cantilever modelling 
Using the cantilever’s theory described in the literature review of this thesis, section 
2.8.2, we calculated the free resonances and different overtones of contact mode and force 
modulation AFM cantilevers. The geometric values of the cantilevers used for the calculations 
were obtained from the manufacturing supplier datasheet, information also detailed in Table 
3. Due to these standard cantilever are made of Si, we used density 𝜌 = 2330 𝑘𝑔 𝑚−3 and 
Young’s Modulus of Si in the <110> direction  𝐸 = 1.69 ∙ 1011 𝑁 𝑚2, as values of the material 
properties for the calculations. The values obtained of the fundamental resonance frequencies 
of these cantilevers match with the provided for the manufacturer. 
Table 3 Cantilever data used in the SPM measurements 
 Contact mode Force modulation 
Resonance frequency 13 kHz 75 kHz 
Force Constant 0.2 N m-1 3 N m-1 
Cantilever length 450 µm 225 µm 
Mean width 50 µm 28 µm 
Thickness 2 µm 3 µm 
Tip height 17 µm 17 µm 
Tip set back 15 µm 15 µm 
Tip radius <10 nm <10 nm 
Coating none none 
Half cone angle 20° - 25° along cantilever axis 
25° - 30° from side 
10° at the apex 
20° - 25° along cantilever axis 
25° - 30° from side 
10° at the apex 
 
5.1.2. Optical characterization of AFM cantilevers 
The resonance frequency values obtained in the previous section 5.1.1 were 
experimentally validated by laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) measurements. This 
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interferometric method allowed us to record the cantilever displacement distribution for the 
different frequencies and under diverse conditions. In a preliminary study, ContAl-G and 
Multi75 (Budget Sensors, Bulgaria) cantilevers were measured by the LDV OFV-2500 (Polytec, 
Germany). Discrete point measurements were recorded in three different points along the 
cantilevers to see the maximum and minimum displacement values for the fundamental mode 
(𝑓1) and the first overtone (𝑓2), as they are represented in Fig. 5.1. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 a) Optical image of a force modulation cantilever (Multi75, Budget Sensors) with the point 
measurements superposed. Magnification x20. b) Schematic of the free resonance (f1) and the first 
overtone (f2) of a cantilever. c)  Plot of the displacement of the cantilever in the centre and at the 
end, while sweeping in frequency the driving of a piezotransducer inserted under the cantilevers. 
 
The high sensitivity of the LDV allowed us to study the free vibration of the cantilever 
as a consequence of thermal excitation. The experimental setup requires use of a spectrum 
analyser for signal monitoring or, in the absence of this system, signal monitoring can be 
performed by a lock-in amplifier detecting in “noise” mode, controlled by adequate software. 
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An example of the LabVIEW software for the data acquisition using a SR830 lock-in amplifier 
can be found in Annex I. Furthermore, the cantilever can be studied under external ultrasonic 
excitation, inserting a piezotransducer under the cantilever and sweeping the frequency of the 
driving signal to find the maximum response for the different vibrational modes. An example 
of the cantilever displacement measurements while driving the piezo can be found in Fig. 5.1.c. 
The plot shows the displacement with the laser spot localised in the centre of the cantilever 
and at the end. 
Complementary to the single spot measurements, the cantilevers were studied by the 
LDV Polytec UHF-120. With this system, it is possible to define a mesh with an arbitrary shape 
and automatically map the area. The sensitivity in the displacement of this system is in the 
range of 10 femtometre, potentially offering a wide range of possibilities to characterise 
quantum electromechanical devices. In the presented cases in Fig. 5.2, standard rectangular 
shapes were used. The images of the fundamental overtone show the maximum displacement 
at the free end of the cantilever. Conversely, the 1st overtone images shows higher amplitude 
closer to the fixed end to the chip. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 LDV displacement maps of a Multi75 cantilever at the fundamental (f0=84 kHz)  and 
first overtone (f1=425 kHz) frequencies. Vibrations excited via an externally driven 
piezotransducer, inserted under the cantilever chip. Colour scale indicate maximum positive 
desplacement in the out-of-plane direction with dark blue and maximum in the negative 
direction with dark red. 
These measurements were fundamental to understanding the cantilever’s behaviour 











5.2. Tuning forks 
In addition to the AFM cantilevers, we also investigated the tuning forks (TF) as 
alternative resonating systems/probes often used in SPM. The high stiffness of TF makes them 
stable, avoiding jump into contact, and capable of oscillating with small amplitudes, allowing 
for very accurate control of the oscillation frequency. TF have the advantage of being self-
actuating and self-sensing devices, i.e., external detection systems are not necessary for their 
operation 107, 108. 
5.2.1. Quartz tuning forks 
The quartz TF used in this work were described in the Materials chapter 3. These devices 
were used extensively in the flexural mode in low-temperature experiments with quantum 
fluids, using the antiphase inward and outward movement of the tines in the turbulence 
generation 95, 109. The TF flexural motion displaces the surrounding fluid generating normal and 
shear stress in the medium. In this work, we investigated for the first time the torsional mode 
of the TF operation in quantum fluid, when the TF tines twist in the opposite direction, creating 
mainly shear stress at the moving interface. 
A clear advantage of these kinds of resonators is that an individual device can 
simultaneously perform as actuator and detector of quantum turbulence. This fact offers the 
possibility of measuring the vortices in the same location, where they have been created, 
without needing to study their propagation. The main disadvantage presented by this 
methodology is that the measurement is a convolution of the generation and detection 
phenomena. Reference vacuum measurements are also generally required to deconvolute the 
results of the interaction with the media from other effects. 
In this work, the possibility of creating turbulences in 4He by a flexural mode of the TF 
and detecting the fluid turbulences in the torsional mode has been proposed. This method 
does not require vacuum calibration because it directly measures the absolute damping due 
to the turbulence. These measurements were performed in an immersion cryostat. The TF is 
driven using an AC voltage supplied by the output of two network analysers (NA). The output 
current of the TF is passed through an I-V converter with 103 V A-1 gain and then monitored 
for turbulence detection. This current can be linked with the mechanical actuation of the TF 
by the calibration method presented in this work. This methodology employs the 
interferometric method laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) for the study of the mechanical 
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displacement or velocity of the TF tines in the flexural and torsional vibration and is directly 
linked with the electrical response of the tuning fork. 
First, the resonance frequencies of the flexural and torsional modes of the TF were 
estimated. For the flexural frequency, the same Euler-Bernouilli formulation was used, as 
previously explained for the cantilevers. For the calculation of the torsional resonance, the 
model for torsional modes found elsewhere was used 105, 110, 111, in which the fundamental 










where 𝐿 = 1.61 × 10−3 𝑚 , 𝑇 = 2.23 × 10−4 𝑚 and 𝑊 = 1.43 × 10−4 𝑚 are the beam 
dimensions: length, thickness and width; 𝐺 = 3.11 × 1010 𝑁 𝑚−2 and  = 2650 𝑘𝑔 𝑚−3 are 
the shear modulus and the density of the quartz, respectively;  𝛽 is the dimensionless 
coefficient dependent on the ratio of w/h, which can be found in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 ß coefficients for various values of the ratio w/h. 
w/h 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6 10 ∞ 
β 0.141 0.196 0.229 0.249 0.263 0.281 0.291 0.299 0.312 0.333 
 
Electromechanical characterisation of vibrational modes quartz TF via laser Doppler 
vibrometry and electrical readout 
The characterisation of the tine displacement and velocity were performed with the 
high-frequency laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV), with the Polytec Vibrometer Controller OFV-
2570. This system works in the range from 10 kHz to 10 MHz. The experimental setup is 
detailed in the scheme in Fig. 5.3. The TF are driven by the output channel of the Network 
Analyser (NA) (4395A, Agilent Technologies, USA). This instrument allows for driving the 
excitation and for detection of the response at the same frequency. The NA covers the range 
from 0 to 500 MHz. An amplifier was inserted between the NA and the TF for the high-power 
driving of the TF. Furthermore, for monitoring the electrical TF response, the current output 
from the TF was transformed with an I-V converter before being fed into the NA. The second 
channel of the NA was recorded the LDV output, therefore allowing one to record both the 




Figure 5.3 Experimental setup of the LDV for TF characterisation. 
 
To achieve a good signal in the optical measurements, the TF were measured focusing 
the laser spot on the gold-coated area to benefit from the high reflectivity of gold compared 
with the weak one of quartz. As can be seen in the SEM images of the TF presented in the 
Materials Chapter 3, the gold coating does not cover the whole side of the tuning fork. We 
then determined, using an optical microscope image, the position of the coated region of the 
TF, where we measured the velocity, to a total length of the fork, obtaining a ratio of 𝛿 =
9.5/5.5 = 1.73. This value was used as a correction factor for the calculation of the velocity 
of the tuning fork tip during oscillations. Due to the geometry of the electrodes with respect 
to the orientation of the quartz crystal, the TF used in these experiments were able to perform 
in either bending, torsional, or simultaneously in both, modes. During the measurements in 
torsional mode, the location of the laser spot on the cantilever required critical attention, 
because to record the maximum displacement of the tine, the laser beam had to be focussed 
at the very end of the gold-coated section of the region and very close to one of the lateral 
edges of the tine as the displacement in the normal direction of the central part of the tine 




Figure 5.4 a) Schematic of a quart TF side view. The laser spot indicates the place where the 
LDV laser was focused on the measurements. b) Top view of the TF tine with the velocity 
vectors of the rotational modes displayed. 
 
The angular velocity of the torsional mode was inferred from the LDV measurements, 
which are sensitive to the normal component velocity (𝑣𝑥) in respect to the TF surface. The 
total velocity, including the geometrical factor and corresponding with the effective radius (d), 
























Table 5 Voltage and current outputs for flexural and torsional modes of TF. 
Frequency (kHz) Power input (dBm) Vpp output (mV) Current (µA) 
76 0 670 1.75 









































The electrical response was calibrated by substituting the TF by a 38.2k Ω reference 
resistor, which has an approximately similar resistance value to the intrinsic TF resistance. We 
established the reference “zero value” by driving the resistor with 0 dBm (0 dBm corresponds 
to a power of 1 mW at 50  lead) power output from the NA. Using an oscilloscope to probe 
the output value of the calibration setup, we recorded the voltage output for the bending and 
torsional resonance frequencies. The obtained calibration values can be found in Table 5. 
In Fig. 5.5 we present the velocity/current output vs driving voltage for the flexural 
(76 kHz) and torsional (393 kHz) modes. This data was used to correlate the electrical and the 
mechanical response, to be applied to the experimental results of using the TF in the probing 
of turbulences in 4He. The low-temperature experiments were carried out by our collaborators 
from the Ultra-Low Temperatures group at Lancaster University 92. In these experiments, the 
TF is used simultaneously as a sensor and turbulence generator. This research demonstrated 
the possibility of exciting turbulence in the 4He with the flexural mode and detecting the 
damping produced by the turbulence in the torsional mode of the tuning fork. Also noted was 
the difficulty to excite turbulences via the torsional mode as these phenomena start to occur 
after a determined critical velocity, and the higher acoustic damping of the torsional mode 





Figure 5.5 Velocity and current plots as a function of the driving voltage. The linear dependence 


















Flexural mode: Velocity & Current
Equation y = a + b*x
Plot Velocity
Intercept -0.40871 ± 0.00307












Equation y = a + b*x
Plot Current
Intercept -5.6574 ± 0.00567
Slope 1.02075 ± 0.00651














Equation y = a + b*x
Plot Velocity
Intercept 0.24338 ± 0.01206





Torsional mode: Velocity & Current 
 Current







Equation y = a + b*x
Plot Current
Intercept -4.93433 ± 0.01222
Slope 1.01938 ± 0.00985
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5.2.2. Lithium niobate tuning forks 
The physical properties of lithium niobate (LiNbO3), such as piezoelectricity and high 
electromechanical coupling, make LiNbO3 an exceptional candidate for the fabrication of 
tuning forks with extraordinary sensitivity to the viscosity changes in media. 
The TF used in this work were fabricated using two LiNbO3 wafers with the antiparallel 
domains. One of the particular characteristics of this kind of TF is that electrodes are 
sandwiched between the two LiNbO3 wafers. This specific morphology makes these TF perfect 
devices for liquid immersed investigations 98. Moreover, as was explained in the Materials 
Chapter 3, some of the LiNbo3 TF used in this research were additionally coated with a gold 
film, creating an external third electrode and allowing us to ground the system to avoid 
electrostatic crosstalk between the TF and the environment. In the experiments performed 
with the coated TF, it was demonstrated how the third electrode produces a significant 
enhancement of the electrical response and, therefore, a considerable improvement of the 
system sensitivity. In Fig. 5.6, the resonance curves of a coated and a bare LiNbO3 TFs are 
plotted, presenting evident differences in the size of the resonance peak. It is also necessary 
to note that, due to the extra mass added to the TF due to the Au coating, there is a down 
frequency shift, compared with the bare TF. 
 
  
Figure 5.6 Electrical response of the flexural and torsional modes. Comparison between the 
response of the bare TF and the Au-coated ones. 
 
The gold coated LiNbO3 TF have been used to measure samples in an aqueous 
environment, in a like qPlus setup, demonstrating high sensitivity as SPM probe. Initially, the 
TF were characterised in the same way to quartz TF via LDV and electrical response 
measurements to understand the electromechanical coupling. The characterisation of the 
displacement and electrical response allowed us to establish the sensitivity of these resonating 
systems. The setup used for the electrical characterisation is slightly different from the one 
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used with the quartz TF, due to the fact we did not use the Network Analyser (NA) for the 
signal driving and detection. The NA was substituted by the HF2LI Zurich Instruments, which 
allowed us to drive the sample and detect simultaneously. The I-V converter was also used for 
the current conversion. The amplifier was not necessary for the explained research. The 
performed frequency sweeps were used to identify the resonances of the TF. Furthermore, 
amplitude sweeps at the resonance frequency were also made to see the linear dependence 
between the electrical response and the displacement, such as in the plotted graph in Fig. 5.7. 






















Figure 5.7 Plot of the TF displacement vs current. The plot indicates an almost perfect linear 
dependence. 
 
To create the SPM images with the TF, a small Au wire (diameter 0.025mm and length: 
0.5 mm) was attached to the very end of the TF to act as a tip. The wire was glued with a 
conductive epoxy to provide electrical contact to the external TF electrode. The additional 
mass resulting from the glued wire to the fork produces a frequency shift of the system 
resonance as well as a substantial decrease of the amplitude of the response. The plot from 
Fig. 5.8 shows both effects; it is important to highlight the different vertical scales for both 
data lines, presenting a difference of two orders of magnitude between the two responses. 
This drop in the response is attributed to the unbalance produced in the TF tine resonances 
when the tip is attached to the prong 112. 
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Figure 5.8 A comparison of the resonance curves from the TF response, with and without the 
tip attached to the end of the TF. The results show the shift in frequency and the significant 
drop in the amplitude of the response, around two orders of magnitude. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Experimental setup for the immersed measurements using the MultiMode scanner 
and the LiNbO3 TF as a piezoelectric probe. 
 
The experimental setup for the SPM imaging is shown in Fig. 5.9. It was composed by a 
Bruker scanner from the MultiMode IV and the head of the microscope was removed to allow 
for placement of the TF holder. The feedback for the measurements was made by the PID of 
the HF2LI, using the deflection from the breaking box as the signal for the feedback loop. The 








Figure 5.10 Electrical response of the LiNbO3 TF in air (red) and water (blue). 
 
The method used for detection consisted of driving the bending mode of the TF to work 
in semi-contact mode. The electrical response of the TF was monitored to control the 
feedback. It was necessary to make a frequency sweep before the measurements to identify 
the resonance frequency and the phase offset of the TF resonance. The PLL was used to track 
the phase of the signal. In the PID, the magnitude input is the amplitude of the signal; the 
setpoint value selected was close to the value of the resonance. The PID values were adjusted 
to obtain the best resolution. The images recorded by the methodology described above are 
shown in Fig. 5.11. Both topography images, either in air or in water, show fine structure with 
topography features below 12 nm, corresponding with the standard roughness from 
commercial indium tin oxide (ITO) samples 113. The drive amplitude images present a contrast 
corresponding with the topographical features. Conversely, the images showing the shift in 
the frequency (δf) do not show any contrast, as the feedback was well adjusted to reduce the 
error to the minimum. 
These results have demonstrated the feasibility of this methodology to study samples 
either in air or in water, without crosstalk between the electric driving of the probe and the 
environment. This methodology has enormous potential for the investigation of the 
morphology of samples which require liquid environment, like biological materials or living 
cells 114. Moreover, it is a promising technique for the investigation of samples immersed in 
high conductive liquids, such as the liquid electrolytes present in some batteries. 115 For high-




Figure 5.11 Topography, PID drive voltage and δf maps of an ITO sample made the TF probe 
method. Images of the top row were made in air and the images of the bottom were made in 
water. Imaging parameters: TF drive VAC=10mV and phase offset φ=-130. 
  
Topography f Drive amplitude 
Air Air Air 
H2O H2O H2O 
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5.3. Silicon nitride membranes 
In addition to the one-dimensional resonating systems, we also studied 2D vibrating 
structures. Initially, we performed some investigations in commercial silicon nitride (Si3N4) 
membranes. These samples were measured with Laser Doppler vibrometry to identify the free 
vibrational modes. To follow, they were also investigated via diverse dynamic AFM methods, 
such as FMM, UFM and Modulation-UFM, comparing the experimental results with theoretical 
modellings of these systems.  
The main motivation was to locally study the distribution of the vibrational modes in 
MEMS and NEMS with nanoscale resolution. Optical methods have demonstrated themselves 
to be very efficient for measuring the vibrating devices, reaching picometer resolution for 
vertical displacement. However, due to the laser wavelength, they are limited in spatial 
resolution to um length scale. To address this problem, we developed a new methodology 
based on the AFM. This novel method is called modulation ultrasonic force microscopy (M-
UFM) and allows for the mapping of vibrational modes with frequencies much higher than is 
typically achievable via function generator AM modulation and the required nanoscale spatial 
resolution. The principles of this method are based in UFM theory, using non-linear interaction 
of the tip with the sample for detection. M-UFM requires a high-frequency detection setup for 
the study of high-frequency resonating systems. Prior to the experiments, we had to estimate 
the resonance frequencies of the sample, providing a more accurate study. 
To approach the M-UFM development, we performed separate modelling of the 
cantilever and membrane dynamics. As it was explained in literature review, the contact 
resonance of the cantilever can be theoretically determined by the geometry and the material 













2 , (53) 
where  is the pre-tension of the membrane, 𝜎 is the 2D membrane density, 𝑖 and 𝑗 are the 
indexes of the vibrational modes, and 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 are the length of the membrane for the 𝑥 and 
𝑦 axis, respectively. In the case of our study, the membrane had a square window, therefore, 
𝐿𝑥 = 𝐿𝑦 = 500 𝜇𝑚. The value of the pre-tension of the membrane was calculated from the 
value of the residual stress found in literature116  and determined for the particular case of the 
200 nm thickness Si3N4 membrane (S171-6, Agar scientific), obtaining, = 24 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑠−2. The 
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2D-density is also inferred by the 3D value found in literature and multiplied by the thickness, 
𝜎 = 6.34 ∙ 10−4 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚−2. Therefore, the first resonance frequency of the membrane was 
found to be equal to 𝑓11 = 275 𝑘𝐻𝑧.  
This membrane was first examined with the LDV (Polytec UHF-120, Germany). The 
vibrations were mechanically excited using a piezotransducer inserted under the membrane. 
Fig. 5.12 shows the spectrum of resonances obtained from the measurements. We can identify 
the fundamental resonance frequency in 𝑓11 = 315 𝑘𝐻𝑧, with additional peaks appearing 
at 𝑓22 = 630 𝑘𝐻𝑧, corresponding to the second harmonic of the fundamental frequency that 
we treated as spurious LDV signal. The maps of the vibration’s amplitude obtained via UHF 
LDV for each of the mentioned overtones are superposed to the corresponding resonance 
peaks in the spectrum in Fig. 5.12. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Plot of two resonance peaks of the Si3N4 membrane measured via LDV. The peak at 
315 kHz correspond with the fundamental mode of the membrane shown in the inset above 
the peak. The peak at 630 kHz correspond with the second harmonic also shown in the inset 
above the peak. 
 
In the first attempt at the nanoscale mapping of the vibrational modes via SPM modes, 
we created UFM images in the corner of the membrane, recording the topography and the 
nanomechanical images simultaneously. These results are displayed in Fig. 5.13., where we 
see that the topography shows negligible contrast between the suspended and supported 
areas, suggesting membrane under high tension. Nonetheless, in the UFM image the 
suspended area is clearly visible, presenting dark contrast. This dark contrast represents the 
low UFM response, corresponding to the low mechanical stiffness in the suspended areas. One 
can observe that both images present triangles on the membrane inhomogeneities. During 
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the experiments in the Si3N4 membranes, we realised that the tips were degrading very quickly 
during the scanning of these particular samples. 
 
In order to establish a comparison between the diverse ultrasonic existing methods and 
the novel technique, the same region of the Si3N4 membrane was examined using FMM, UFM 
and M-UFM modes. The images created using the three different methods are presented in 
Fig. 5.14. Across the three images of the panel, the suspended and supported areas are 
delimited with a dashed white line. Meanwhile, the UFM shows valuable information to 
accurately localise the boundary between the supported and suspended regions of the 
membrane; this method does not offer much information about the distribution of the 
vibrational modes. This is a consequence of the ultrasonic excitation used, which is in the range 
of 4-5 MHz, being at least one order of magnitude higher than the free resonance frequency 
of the membrane. 
The FMM image in Fig. 5.14 was measured using 350 kHz as the excitation frequency, 
which is close to the free resonance of the membrane. In this image, we can identify an area 
with a higher response located in the suspended region. Conversely to the UFM, the FMM 
image does not show the contrast between the suspended and supported areas in the vicinity 
of the membrane edge. The third map, presented in Fig. 5.14, corresponds to the M-UFM 
method, which allows non-linear excitation and probing of the sample vibrational modes 
simultaneously. This image was made using 340 kHz as the modulation frequency for 4.41 MHz 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Topography and UFM images of a corner of a  Si3N4 membrane. The topography 
image shows neglegible contrast between the suspended and the suported regions of the 
membrane. Conversely, the UFM image presents clean contrast between the two areas. The 
dark contrast indicates low UFM response, due to the poor propagation of ultrasounds, and 
corresponds with the suspended region.  
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of the carrier signal. The M-UFM image shows a different contrast between the suspended 
and supported area, as in the UFM, and it also shows that the high-response in the suspended 
region is corresponding with the excitation of the vibration of the membrane. Furthermore, 
M-UFM benefits from being a method in which the force at the modulation frequency is only 
produced at the probing point, allowing for local excitation of vibrations. 
 
Figure 5.14 Comparison of UFM, FMM and M-UFM results for the same area. The dashed lines 
represent the boundary between the supported and the suspended areas. 
 
The image a) in Fig. 5.15. shows the reconstruction of one-dimensional scans across the 
membrane boundary whilst changing the frequency from 280 to 380 kHz, displaying the map 
of the vibrational mode distribution near the edge. Correspondingly, Fig. 5.15.b shows an M-
UFM scan made using 330, 340, 350 and 360 kHz at the modulation frequency (from top to 
bottom). Both FMM and M-UFM images show that the local maximum in the response of the 
suspended area shifts in distance from the membrane boundary for different frequency 
values. Therefore, we are simultaneously exciting and mapping the vibrational modes of the 
membrane in contact. In the case of the excitation of the fundamental mode, the maximum 
displacement (and response) should be placed in the centre of the membrane. Nevertheless, 
in the presented case, the probing of the vibrational modes is made in contact, making it 
necessary to consider the ratio between the effective mass of the cantilever and the 
membrane. When the effective mass of the cantilever is dominant in the interaction, the 
excitation of the resonance becomes extremely difficult, losing sensitivity in the probing. 
a.u. 





Figure 5.15 a) Image of 1D scans across the membrane while sweeping frequency, from 280 to 
380 kHz using FMM setup. b) Image of M-UFM scans using 330, 340, 350 and 360 kHz at the 
modulation frequency. 
 
For a better understanding of these SPM experimental results, the cantilever-
membrane system was theoretically modelled. We have approximated the cantilever and the 
membrane as massless springs individually attached to a mass. This mass represents the 
cantilever and membrane’s masses, being denoted by 𝑚𝑐
∗ and 𝑚𝑚
∗ , respectively. By effective 
mass, we refer to the fraction of mass, which is contributing to the motion under the 
experimented forces. The dynamics of the membrane under the cantilever probe was 
modelled as a rod with negligible mass and length L, which has attached to one of its ends the 
membrane mass point, and to another point has the cantilever mass point. This last position 
is not fixed, due to it representing the position (l) of the cantilever during the scan. The rod is 
supported to a pivoting point, which allows it to hinge when the cantilever is moving along the 
rod. 
 
Figure 5.16 Schematics of the probing of the cantilever across the membrane. The cantilever 
behaviour is approximated to a spring attached to a mass point. The membrane dynamics are 























∗ 𝐿2. (54) 
Considering the small angle (θ) approximation tan 𝜃 ≈ 𝜃 , the torque created in the 
pivoting rod is equal to 
 𝜏 = −𝑘𝑐𝑙𝜃𝐿 − 𝑘𝑚 𝐿 𝜃. (55) 
The angular acceleration of the system, =
𝑑2𝜃
𝑑𝑡2
 , links both magnitudes, moment of 
inertia and torque, as is described by 
 𝐼𝛼 = 𝜏. (56) 




= −𝑘𝑐𝑙𝐿𝜃 − 𝑘𝑚 𝐿
2 𝜃. (57) 
Transforming the above equation from the angular to the vertical coordinate, with the 








+ (𝑘𝑐𝑙 + 𝑘𝑚𝐿)𝑦 = 0. (58) 
Therefore, the natural frequency of the system is described by 














With MATLAB simulations made using the above described model, we calculated a 
resonance frequency distribution that is dependent on the change of the cantilever position 
along the membrane. For both systems, cantilever and membrane, we assumed in the 
calculations that their effective mass was a quarter of the total mass, for the natural frequency 
oscillation of the systems. The shape of the membrane was approximated to a circular 
membrane in order to simplify the calculations of its resonance frequency. The value of the 
membrane stiffness 𝑘𝑚 = 121.83 𝑁 ∙ 𝑚
−1 was inferred from the LDV experimental values of 
its resonance frequency 𝑓𝑚 = 315 𝑘𝐻𝑧 and the effective mass 𝑚𝑚
∗ = 3.11 ∙ 10−11𝑘𝑔. The 
stiffness of the cantilever was taken from the values offered by the cantilever manufacturer 
𝑘𝑐 = 3 𝑁 ∙ 𝑚
−1 and the effective mass of the cantilever 𝑚𝑐
∗ = 1.10 ∙ 10−11𝑘𝑔 was 
determined by its geometry and its density. The plot of the total system’s resonance frequency 
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for the different cantilever position along the membrane shows that the maximum resonance 











l = 8.75x10-6 m
ft = 3.15x10
5 Hz 























Figure 5.17 Plot of the resonance frequency as a function of the distance from the edge. The 
plot of the bottom is the first derivative of the top plot. 
The MATLAB programme can be found in Annex II. The results obtained from this model 
are a simple first approximation to explain the experimental results. More accurate results, 





5.4. Graphene nanodrums 
5.4.1. Experimental measurements. 
Upon studying the dynamics of commercial Si3N4 membrane, we decided to fabricate 
and characterise other mechanical resonators that could potentially have very high resonance 
frequencies. The reasonable approach would be to use 2D materials, such as graphene, which 
has high stiffness and lower area mass to achieve very high frequency resonating devices. In 
this section, I describe the study of a mechanical resonator made by a suspended graphene 
flake on top of a hole, as it is shown in optical images in Fig. 5.18. The fabrication of the 
graphene drum was carried out following the procedure detailed in the Materials Chapter 3, 
including the substrate patterning, graphene exfoliation and transfer. The resonator was 
characterised using various ultrasonic SPM methods, including UFM and contact resonance 
AFM (CR-AFM). We also elaborated on the complementary modelling of the systems, for a 
better understanding and interpretation of the experimental results. 
 
Figure 5.18 Optical images of the patterned substrate with the transfer of multiple multi-layer 
graphene (MLG) flakes. 
 
It has been demonstrated that the combination of AFM with higher excitation 
frequencies increases the sensitivity in probing of the mechanical properties and realises 
nanoscale spatial resolution in a non-destructive approach. These dynamic AFM modes 
include the detection of the cantilever displacement at the probing point, whereas the sample 
oscillates vertically with the corresponding excitation waveform. In the case of low frequency 
excitation, in the range of the contact resonance frequency of the cantilever, the method is 
called CR-AFM as described in Chapter 4. CR-AFM benefits from the high sensitivity of the 
cantilever at the resonance frequency for the nanomechanical probing. Using higher excitation 
frequencies and detecting the tip-sample interaction in the non-linear regime, UFM and M-




Figure 5.19 a) AFM topography. b) UFM. c) and d) CR-AFM amplitude and phase respectively at 
30.8 kHz. e) and f) CR-AFM amplitude and phase respectively at 57 kHz. g) and h) CR-AFM 











































In Fig.5.19.a-b, we can see, respectively, the topography and the UFM images 
simultaneously recorded a few-layer graphene (FLG) flake covering one of the patterned holes 
in the substrate. The topography image allows us to precisely determine the thickness of the 
flake (t=12nm). Nevertheless, in this image, a smooth depression is barely observed in the area 
of the hole (arrow on the image). At the same time, the UFM image presents a clear contrast 
between the suspended and supported regions of the flake, allowing us to determine the exact 
radius of the hole, R=940± 5 nm. In the vicinity of the hole, this nanomechanical map also 
shows dark contrast, revealing weak interaction of the FLG flake with the substrate and 
interfacial defects. Whereas the UFM results are very sensitive to the subsurface defects in 
the supported region of the FLG flake, the UFM contrast in the suspended regions shows poor 
sensitivity to the subsurface features 117.  
Fig. 5.19 c-h shows amplitude and phase images of the CR-AFM images at different 
sample excitation frequencies. We can see that, depending on the frequency used, there are 
considerable variations in the contrast, shape and dimensions of the drum. Comparing panels 
c and d from Fig. 5.19, both made at fdr=30.8 kHz, a frequency that is considerably lower than 
the resonance frequency of the cantilever in contact, fCR-R=64.6 kHz, the amplitude image 
shows the hole as a bright halo. Whereas, the phase poorly present contrast in the hole. 
Nevertheless, both images reveal the internal structure of the membrane not visualised in the 
topography, UFM or CR-AFM at other frequencies. This particular contrast is interpreted as an 
internal crack in the FLG flake, which induces a change in the stiffness without altering the 
topography. Conversely to the fdr=30.8 kHz images, both amplitude and phase CR-AFM maps 
made at fCR=57.0 kHz, from Fig. 5.19 e-f, show a donut-shaped hole with a smaller diameter. 
Furthermore, an additional subsurface feature is revealed in both images (bright in the 
amplitude and dark in the phase image) is presented as a contrast segment at 45 across the 
hole. Ultimately, CR-AFM images made at fCR=66.6 kHz are shown at the bottom of the panel. 
The amplitude image shows a consistently dark contrast in the hole whilst the phase map 
shows a bright halo surrounding the darker hole. 
Therefore, CR-AFM demonstrates the ability to reveal the material defects hidden under 
the surface of the suspended material. Nevertheless, the strong frequency dependence of the 
contrast demanded comprehensive theoretical and experimental studies. In the quest for 
understanding the frequency-dependent response of CR-AFM, we carried out one-
dimensional scans across the hole, whilst changing the frequency in 1kHz from 50 to 69 kHz 
and simultaneously recording amplitude and phase. The collected data is shown in Fig. 5.20, 
displayed as 2D maps of amplitude or phase, where the vertical axis is the driving frequency 
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fdr and the horizontal axis is the position of the probe across the hole, r. The resulting images 
show the apparent variation of the hole diameter, from the smaller diameter at lower driving 
frequencies to the largest at the contact resonance 𝑓𝑑𝑟 = 𝑓𝐶𝑅−𝑅. Furthermore, in the central 
region of the hole, at driving frequencies lower than the contact resonance, a second 
maximum appears (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5.20.a). This phenomenon is attributed to 
the change in the contact stiffness of the tip-membrane, being lower in the centre of the 
membrane and increasing when approaching the supported region, where the stiffness can 
be considered “infinite”. It is known that the resonance frequency of the cantilever-tip in 
contact with the membrane decreases as its stiffness also decreases. Therefore, the condition 
for the resonance for the decreased driving frequency fCR is satisfied in the more central area 
of the membrane away from its border, resulting in the smaller diameter of the membrane 
creating a bright ring at the position where the resonance occurs. 
 
 
Figure 5.20 Plot of the CR-AFM response as the function of the position r across the hole 
(horizontal axis, r) and frequency (vertical axis, fdr) with (a) amplitude A as the function of A(r,fdr) 
and (b) 𝜙(r,fdr) phase profile at driving frequency fdr changing from 50 to 69 kHz in 1 kHz steps. 
 
To fully understand these observed phenomena, we analytically and numerically 




















5.4.2. Analytical modelling for the cantilever behaviour in a FLG drum 
As was previously explained, in general the resonance frequency of mechanical 
resonators is mainly dependent on the physical properties and geometry of the system. For 
the particular cases of 2D resonators made by 2D materials, the initial condition of the pre-
tension ( ) and the thickness of the film play fundamental roles in the resonance frequency. 
For example, in the ideal case of a mechanical resonator made by a tensioned monolayer of 
graphene, the dynamic behaviour of such a system is described as membrane, where the 
bending rigidity is negligible compared with the pre-tension term. Nevertheless, for non-ideal 
resonators, such as the free suspended FLG flake studied in this work, its dynamics are 
dominated by a circular-plate-like behaviour. The resonance frequency of the plate can be 
calculated with the equation 42 from the literature review (chapter 2). 
 
 
Figure 5.21 Resonant frequencies of the cantilever for the first contact resonance mode (n=1)  
for the different values of the sample stiffness. 
 
For the FLG flake with the dimensions previously presented, the fundamental resonance 
frequency is fplate = 138.34MHz. Due to fplate being several orders of magnitude higher than the 
driving frequencies used in UFM and CR-AFM experiments, we cannot excite the vibrational 
modes of the plate itself. This condition allowed us to use the point-mass model reported 
elsewhere 118 to describe the dynamics of the tip-membrane system. This approximation 
considers the GR membrane as a negligible mass-spring with ks stiffness, attached at the free 
end of the cantilever (see the schematic of the inset in Fig. 5.21). The flexural motion of the 

























cantilever was modelled as was previously detailed in the literature review chapter, section 
2.8.2, using Eq.33. We used the silicon density and Young’s modulus values found in the 
literature. The length and width of the cantilever can be easily determined by an optical 
microscope image. However, with this method, the thickness can not be determined with 
accurate precision. We used the “Sader” model to find the experimental cantilever stiffness 
119, kc = 0.184±0.008 N m-1. That allowed us to estimated the thickness of the cantilever 
h = 5.86 10-7 m. 
To study the higher-order modes of cantilever resonances, we used the theoretical 
model developed by Yamanaka K. et al. 120, where they assumed that the solution of the 
equation of 2D deflection vibrations (Eq. 33) takes the form of 
 𝑧 = 𝐶 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿)𝛷(𝑥), (60) 
with  
 















where ω is the angular frequency, L is the length of the cantilever and the constant 







relates the cantilever parameters with the resonance frequency. This constant was obtained 
from the boundary conditions. Furthermore, considering that the sample behaves like a linear 
spring and making the corresponding analytical changes described in the paper, the motion 




𝛼3𝑃(𝛼) = 𝑄(𝛼), (63) 
where P(α) and Q(α) are defined as  
 𝑃(𝛼) = 1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝛼, (64) 
and   
 𝑄(𝛼) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 𝛼 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝛼. (65) 
Solving numerically equations 64 and 65, for the boundary conditions below of the 
relation between the stiffness of the sample and the cantilever, we calculated the value of α 
= 3.92. 
 𝑘𝑠 ≪ 𝑘𝑐 ⇒ 𝑃(𝛼) → 0 (66) 
 𝑘𝑐 ≪ 𝑘𝑠 ⇒ 𝑄(𝛼) → 0 (67) 
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In the first case, the ratio between the stiffness of the sample and the cantilever 
corresponds experimentally with free cantilever, ks→0, with resonance frequency: ffree-cantilever 
= 13.8kHz. And the second one corresponds with the probing point in the supported FLG 
ks→∞, fsubstrate = 64.6kHz. By these equations, we obtained the resonant frequency curve, 
plotted in Fig. 5.21,  which relates the resonant frequency of the cantilever with the stiffness 
of the sample for the first overtone of the cantilever in contact. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 Two typical boundary conditions for the plate suspended over a circular hole. (a) 
simply supported edges and (b) clamped edges. 
 
In the case of a sample such as FLG drum, the stiffness of the sample is dependent on 
the probing distance from the centre of the drum. This stiffness distribution can be modelled 
considering different boundary conditions of the supported flake. For example, it can be 
assumed that the FLG flake is a plate supported on top of the substrate and clamped in the 
edges, see Fig. 5.22.b. In this case, the stiffness distribution, as a function of the probing point 





















where Es is the Young’s modulus, νs is the Poisson’s ration and ts is the thickness of the sample. 
Thus 
 𝑘𝑠(𝑟 = 0) =
16𝜋𝐷
𝑅𝑠
2 . (70) 
By substituting the parameters of the flake into Eq. 70 and using the in-plane Young’s modulus 
of graphene of 1 TPa 121, we obtain the calculated value of the stiffness in the centre of the 
plate of ks = 5.94 N m-1, which is more than twice the experimental one, ks = 2.15±0.008 N m-1. 
By changing the assumption of the clamped edges of the plate to the FLG flake simply 
supported onto the substrate with non-clamped edges, see Fig. 5.22.a, the distribution of the 
drum stiffness is given by 


























Simplifying these equations to obtain the stiffness in the centre of the plate, they can 
be expressed as 











Once again, comparing the experimental value of the stiffness in the centre of the drum 
ks = 2.15±0.008 N m-1, with the calculated ks(r=0) = 2.35 N m-1 via the latest formulation, we 
can confirm that the simply supported model better predicts the experimental results. 
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We then can use the equations for stiffness distribution in a simply supported plate 
together with the cantilever-sample relation obtained in Fig. 5.21 to calculate the location of 
the maximum amplitude with respect to the edge of the membrane. We further extended the 
analysis by considering the amplitude and phase of a cantilever as a driven damped simple 















and   
 






) , (78) 
 
where A0 is the maxima amplitude, ωCR(r)=2πfCR(r)) is the resonance frequency of the 
cantilever in contact that depends on the position r, ωdr=2πfdr  is the driven frequency and Q 
is the quality factor of the cantilever in contact.  
 
 
Figure 5.23 CR-AFM at 62 kHz, amplitude and phase, respectively. 
 
Using this formalism, we simulated the amplitude dependence of the CR-AFM A(r,fdr) 
displayed in Fig. 5.20.a. The simulation and experimental results are presented in Fig. 5.24(a-
b), showing an exceptional agreement. In Fig. 5.24.c, we have the superposition of the 




the cantilever in the supported region fCR-R= 64.4 kHz. In this image, we can see the low 
response in the suspended region, whereas close to the edge we can observe the higher 
response corresponding with the bright ring shown in Fig.5.23. We observe that a positive 
correlation between the model and the experiment is also shown in the comparison of the 
profiles at fdr= 65kHz, close to the contact resonance of the supported flake. Finally, the plot 
in Fig. 5.24.e shows the experimental measurement of CR-AFM response in the centre of the 
drum vs the supported FLG plate; the frequency shift allows for precise determination of the 






Figure 5.24 (a) Matlab modelling of the amplitude response A(r,fdr) of the CR-AFM as the function of 
the radius from the centre of the plate and the driving frequency fdr for the 50 to 69 kHz frequency 
range, (b) experimental CR-AFM data of the A(r,fdr) response for the same frequency range. (c, d) 
comparison of the simulated and measured one-dimensional profiles A(r) at the frequencies below 
and above contact resonance frequency for the solid contact. (e) Experimentally measured CR-AFM 
response in the centre of the MLG plate vs supported graphene, the frequency shift allows for precise 
determination of the stiffness of the GR membrane. 
 
  












































































It is interesting to apply the interpretation of the sample stiffness in a simple, suspended 
graphene layer on a round shape hole to a more complex system of a quasi-suspended 
structure produced in a lateral heterostructure of MoS2 and WS2, which was qualitatively 
described in Chapter 3 in (Fig. 3.4).  The suspended region here is the result of the ripples 
formed to release the strain cause because the lattices mismatch between the two materials. 
The results of the one-dimensional scan while changing the frequency from 60 to 68 kHz across 
the ripples are displayed in Fig. 5.25. The figure shows topography and the CR-AFM amplitude 
and phase maps. In the CR-AFM images, the response observed in the ripples is analogous to 
that experienced in the graphene drum, where the apparent variation of the ripple diameter 
is dependent on the frequency of the excitation.  More details about these structures can be 
found in the next experimental chapter dedicated to the supported structures of 2D materials. 

















To address the necessity of new technique for the exploration of vibrational modes with 
nanoscale resolution in MEMS and NEMS, in this chapter, we presented the study of the 
mechanics of four different resonating devices.  
Initially, we optically investigated AFM cantilevers, which are the already existing 
resonating devices implemented in the state-of-the-art SPM. The laser Doppler vibrometry 
(LDV) measurements of the AFM cantilevers allowed us to identify the free vibrational modes 
of such systems, being an essential result for the understanding of the cantilever’s behaviour 
in the non-contact SPM modes. 
To follow with the 1D- resonators, the LDV and electrical readout results obtained on 
the quartz and LiNbO3 tuning fork characterisation allowed us to elaborate the calibration of 
the mechanical and electrical response of such devices and confirmed the possibility of 
simultaneous excitation and detection of quantum turbulence in 4He using flexural and 
torsional vibrational modes of quartz TF at the same time. Moreover, we also proved which 
LiNbO3 TF can be used as piezoelectric sensors for measurements in a liquid environment. The 
absence of electric crosstalk shown between the electric driving of the probe and the 
environment make these devices promising probes for the biological investigations as well as 
for battery technologies studies. 
For the investigation of the local distribution of vibrational modes in 2D-resonators, we 
developed the novel method called modulation ultrasonic force microscopy (M-UFM). It is 
worth noting that our study of the vibrational modes in Si3N4 verified that the M-UFM allows 
local excitation and simultaneous mapping of vibrational modes in 2D resonators. 
Finally, pushing the limit of 2D-resonators using 2D materials, we established that high-
frequency UFM mapping allows for precise determination of the geometry of the suspended 
region, even for the relatively thick plate, as well as observation of the faults at the FLG-
substrate interface. Furthermore, the excellent agreement between the modelling and CR-
AFM experimental data revealed the possibility of performing absolute measurements of the 
mechanical stiffness of 2D material nanostructures, opening many opportunities to investigate 




6. Supported Layered Structures 
Two-dimensional (2D) material nanostructures exhibit interesting behaviour as a  
consequence of their low dimensionality. The understanding of nanoscale physical properties 
in such systems is fundamental for their application, requiring nanoscale measurement 
capabilities.  In this chapter, we used ultrasonic, electrostatic and thermal scanning probe 
microscopies to map such properties of 2D supported heterostructures. Part of this chapter is 
dedicated to the results of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) heterostructures grown 
by our collaborators Dr Melinda Shearer, Yuzhou Zhao and Prof. Jin Song from Wisconsin-
Madison University. Firstly, we report the results of non-destructive measurements of 
inhomogeneities in the material stiffness of vertical chemically vapour deposited 
heterostructures of WS2 in the presence of buried defects. Then, we present the 
nanomechanical measurements of BEXP sectioned structures of WS2. In this section, the 
nanomechanical and thermal measurements of WS2 and MoS2 lateral heterostructures are 
also reported. The final section of the chapter is dedicated to the nanomechanical 
characterisation of natural heterostructure Franckeite. This latest sample was prepared by Dr 
Aday Molina-Mendoza and Assoc. Prof. Thomas Mueller from the Institute of Photonics, TU 
Wien. 
6.1. Synthetic structures – introduction 
Heterostructures of various low-dimensional materials, in particular layered species 
with van der Waals (vdW) interlayer bonding forces, have been observed to exhibit novel 
properties compared to the bulk. For example, encapsulated MoS2 among BN dielectric layers 
increases electron mobility. 122 The stacking of different materials permits the engineering of 
new materials, whereas control of the layers makes the tuning of the physical properties 
possible. In the quest for the tailoring of physical properties, different methodologies have 
been developed for the sample fabrication. For example, “scotch-tape” mechanical exfoliation 
and transfer. This procedure is a cheap method commonly used in the preparation of vertical 
heterostructures and has been fundamental in proving multiple new physical phenomena. 
However, this technique presents some disadvantages, such as polymeric residues stuck to 
the interfaces and the difficulty of mass-production of heterostructures. Alternatively, a 
potential route for the fabrication of van der Waals heterostructures is chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) growth, which allows for the synthesis of structures in an ultra-clean 
environment, guaranteeing no-glue residuals at the interfaces with the prospect of scalability 
for mass-production. Nevertheless, the mechanisms inducing the nucleation of CVD multi-
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layers stacks are still not fully understood. The possibility of solving this enigma for the precise 
control of synthesis of these structures was very motivating in our research. We decided to 
study CVD grown multi-layered plates of WS2 (see Fig. 6.1), using diverse methods sensitive to 
surface and subsurface defects. These heterostructures have demonstrated themselves to be 
excellent candidates for flexible optoelectronic device fabrication thanks to the 
photosensitivity of WS2 and the exhibited flexibility of thin films.12 
  
Figure 6.1 Triangular islands of WS2. Magnification x20. (False colour scale) 
 
6.1.1. Nanomechanical probing of subsurface defects in synthetic 
layered vertical heterostructures 
The ability of ultrasonic force microscopy (UFM) to detect subsurface structures under 
a few-layer graphene flake was demonstrated in the previous chapter. This is of major 
importance as many devices fabricated from 2D materials consist of many layers and one 
would like to be able to test the mechanical integrity of such devices. In this section, we are 
particularly interested in observing beneath defects in CVD grown WS2 vertical 
heterostructures. While topography and friction of WS2 nanosheets and structures have been 
investigated 123, 124, nanomechanical maps of such structures have not been reported in the 
literature. To get a first impression of the possible mechanical inhomogeneities in the WS2 
pyramids, we first produced UFM and HFM maps. These images show essentially qualitative 




We used UFM and HFM methods, described in Chapter 4, operating with a 75 kHz Si 
cantilever, to map the sample stiffness (see Fig. 6.2). The mapped area evidences, as observed 
in the optical images (see Fig. 6.1), the presence of a continuous layer all over the substrate 
and pyramidal heterostructures with a relative thickness of ~22 nm, which are non-uniformly 
distributed. As the UFM and HFM amplitudes increase with the local sample stiffness, we 
conclude that the sample stiffness can be seen decreasing as the pyramid thickness increases. 
However, this behaviour is not consistent throughout the map. Such response is expected in 
the presence of sub-surface defects, which disrupts the homogeneous layers. Additionally, 
both HFM images, amplitude and phase (Fig. 6.2.c-d), show similar information as the UFM 




Figure 6.2 Image in a) shows the topography of a WS2 pyramidal heterostructure over a 
continuous layer of the same material. Image b) shows the UFM image of the region in a) clearly 
displaying low stiffness (dark contrast) in the centre of the structure. Image c) and d) are the 
amplitude and phase of HFM images of the same region, respectively.  
 
In order to obtain a qualitative analysis of the mechanical inhomogeneities in the 
sample, we performed traces in the topography and UFM images in the equivalent areas. Fig. 
6.3 compares three possible different scenarios of topography vs UFM profiles. Firstly, the 
mechanical stiffness is dependent of the topography. It is shown that the thicker layer stacks 
TOPO UFM 






exhibit higher stiffness. This result is displayed in graph 1. The second observation illustrated 
in Fig. 6.2 was the unexpected variation of the local stiffness in the absence of any topography 
feature; this could be attributed to a missing interlayer within the stack. The missing plane 
produces negligible variation in the surface topography if it happens deep enough. However, 
the UFM measurements are sensitive to this singularity due to the disruption of the ultrasound 
propagation in a non-compact material. The third illustration, Fig. 6.3.e, was also dedicated to 
the case where the material stiffness changed without full topography correlation. A possible 
interpretation of this result is that the changes in the mechanical stiffness could be a 
consequence of misorientation of the crystallographic axis of the layers stacking. Twisted 
stacked layers should not create changes in the surface morphology, whereas they produce 





Figure 6.3 Image a) shows the topography of multiple WS2 vertical heterostructures where the whole 
region of the map is fully covered by a continuous layer of the same material. Image b) shows the 
nanomechanical map made by UFM of the same region shown in a). In images a) and b) the dashed lines 
are superposed, where the profiles show in the plots c), d) and d) were extracted. Plot c) presents profile 
#1, where the step in the topography corresponds with the change in contrast. Plot d) shows profile #2 
where UFM contrast is produced without apparent topographical feature. Plot e) displays profile #3 
where mechanical change is produced with no direct topography link, presenting a possible change in 




6.1.2. 3D nanomechanical mapping of synthetic WS2 heterostructures 
In this section, we report the first beam exit cross-sectional polishing (BEXP) of 3D van 
der Waals structures of 2D materials. We demonstrate that the combination of the unique 
BEXP tool and functional SPM analysis provides many advantages for the investigation of 
buried defects in TMDCs vertical heterostructures with nanoscale resolution. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Image a) is a 3D render of the topography with superposed UFM contrast of the 
sectionioned WS2 heterostructure. The thickness of the layers with different UFM contrast are 
also superposed on the map. Image b) shows the UFM image of the sectioned WS2 vertical 
heterostructure. The image has superposed the labels, I, II, III, IV and V, which are used to identify 
the areas with different UFM response. Plot c) and d) present the profiles of the topography and 
UFM response, respectively, extracted in the same region. 
 
In the quest for accessing sub-surface defects with SPM probes, adequate conditions 
have to be considered to dive into the area of interest, with an easily accessible surface being 
recommended. We cut the sample at a shallow angle using the BEXP method described in 
Chapter 4, using an in-house modified cross-section polisher (Leica EM TIC 3X, Germany), 
which provides optimal geometry for the SPM studies of the cross-section. To achieve a final 
polished angle of approximately 8° from the surface normal, the surface of each sample was 
mechanically lapped to ensure adequate contact with the mask. The ion-polisher cutting 
voltage was set to 7 kV until the cross-section was completed. The cutting voltage was then 
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lowered to 1 kV for 10 minutes to finely polish the section. As seen below, this method is 
suitable for studies of van der Waals heterostructures in UFM that, when the Si probe scan 
across the sectioned heterostructure is vertically ultrasonic excited, the cantilever deflection 
is affected by the non-linear interaction of the tip-sample, providing mapping of local 
mechanical moduli of the 3D structure of 2D material samples. 
In Fig. 6.4.c-d, one can see the profiles of the topography and the UFM responses of a 
cross-sectioned WS2 heterostructure. In the nanomechanical map (Fig. 6.4.a-b) and the 
corresponding extracted profile (Fig. 6.4.d), the five regions with different contrast are clearly 
evident. The substrate region (I) with a higher stiffness, is followed by the native SiO2 layer (II) 
of approximately 10 nm thick. The next region, correspond to the first layer of WS2 (III), which 
shows low contact stiffness, and  a fine structure corresponding to possible inhomogeneities 
in the material. Finally, the topmost part of the slope (IV) corresponds to another phase of 
WS2. We believe that the III-phase is less stiff as this region is more amorphous, being formed 
at the beginning of the growth, covering the most of the substrate surface. Then, over this 
semi-amorphous layer (III), the phase (IV), presents higher crystallinity, exhibiting higher 
stiffness. It is also worth pointing out the contrast of the top surface (V), which is significantly 
darker, representing substantially less stiffness. This behaviour is a predictable consequence 
of the strong anisotropy presented by WS2. The elastic modulus in the c-axis is one order of 
magnitude smaller than in the a-axis for this material. In addition, a fine structure is also 
observed on the top surface as an effect of a possible minor re-deposition of material 
produced during the BEXP nano-sectioning process. 
In order to perform more accurate and quantitative analysis of the morphology and 
relative stiffness of the substrate and WS2 heterostructure, the RMS variation of the UFM 
signal was normalised and presented in Fig. 6.5. According to the ultrasonic response, the Si 
substrate was found to be the strongest, followed by the SiO2, and then the diverse phases of 
WS2. This is consistent with the ranking shown in Table 6 of the calculated local effective 













where Etip=169 GPa and νtip=0.17 are respectively the Young’s Modulus and Poisson Ratio of Si 
used in the calculations. The values of Young’s Moduli of the sample materials, Esample, were 
obtained from the moduli values found in the literature for each material 25, 125, 126 and the 
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corresponding corrections considering the angle of the slope, extracted from the topography 
profiles. 
 
Table 6 Values of the angle formed between the sectioned area and the top surface, Young’s Modulus with the angle 





Figure 6.5 Plot of the normalised values of Young’s Modulus to the Si for the UFM response 
and the theoretical values inferred from the material Young’s Modulus and experimental 
conditions. 
  
Angle () Esample (GPa) E* (GPa)
Si 8.06 186.55 192.10
SiO2 7.05 157.83 162.52
WS2 - phase (III) 7.13 91.06 94.08
WS2 - phase (IV) 8.63 97.86 101.10
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6.1.3. 3D dielectric mapping of vertical WS2 heterostructures 
In an attempt to understand the nature of the difference between layers of 2DM’s we 
studied the electrical properties of the sectioned structures using the method sensitive to the 
dielectric properties, namely, dielectric electrostatic force microscopy (D-EFM) 101. We used 
the experimental setup described in Chapter 4, which allowed us to simultaneously record the 
topography, as well as the amplitude and phase of the D-EFM response. The obtained 
experimental results are displayed in Fig. 6.6.a-c. The topography shows the intact morphology 
of the TMDCs heterostructure of a low angle triangular pyramid and the clear BEXP section. 
The topography of the sectioned part does not show morphological features as can be 
observed in the profile displayed in the plot in Fig. 6.6.d. Conversely, the dielectric maps 
present an abrupt change, corresponding with the boundary between the substrate and the 
WS2 heterostructure. Both amplitude and phase signals were sensitive to the dielectric 
change. In the profiles extracted from the maps and plotted in Fig. 6.6.d, one can observe a 
rapid change in dielectric properties in the absence of any particular morphological feature of 
the sectioned area. It is worth noting that, conversely to the UFM maps, there is no contrast 
change in the sectioned region of the pyramid, which could indicate the presence of another 
material in the heterostructure. Therefore, the D-EFM results support the explanation 
presented in the analysis of the UFM maps, where we have hypothesized that the UFM 
contrast may be attributed to a change in the crystallinity of the WS2 layers. 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Images a), b) and c) show the topography, D-EFM amplitude and phase maps, 
respectively. Plot d) shows the profiles extracted from the images a), b) and c). 
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6.2. Synthetic lateral heterostructures of MoS2 and WS2 
Van der Waals vertical heterostructures have demonstrated the possibility of tailoring 
their physical properties by interlaying the 2D materials. However, it is essential to consider 
the anisotropy in their physical properties. For the out-of-plane direction, in the direction of 
the stacking by the weak van der Waals forces, the materials present very different properties 
when compared with the in-plane properties. The anisotropy does not need to be a 
disadvantage, because, for certain applications different properties are required, for example 
electric and thermal transport, in selected directions. Similarly, the lateral structures of 2D 
materials are of interest due to the linear interfaces between dissimilar 2D materials. Here, 
we present an example of a lateral heterostructure between MoS2 and WS2 (see Fig. 6.7), 
where the interface junction is formed by covalent bonds between the atoms of the two 
different species. The structure was CVD grown, firstly the WS2, followed the MoS2. 
 
Figure 6.7 Optical microscope image of the WS2-MoS2 lateral heterostructure. Magnification 
x40. 
This section focuses on the nanomechanics as well as the thermal transport of these 
WS2-MoS2 lateral heterostructures. Using our UFM, HFM setups, we could map the contact 
stiffness of these structures supported on a Si with native oxide substrate. With SThM, we 








Morphology and nanomechanics of the lateral heterostructures 
The investigation of the morphology and nanomechanics of such WS2-MoS2 lateral 
heterostructures is essential for understanding the interfacial interaction between the layered 
materials and the substrate, as well as the strain produced at the epitaxial interface between 
the TMDCs materials. These WS2-MoS2 heterostructures can be considered as atomical 
superlattices, in which metal dichalcogenides monolayers are laterally integrated with less 
likely defects in the plane despite the lattice mismatch 127. It has been reported in the literature 
that the physical properties of similar heterostructures by the control of the interfacial strain 
were produced as a consequence of the difference between the lattice parameter of the 
structure materials. 
During the nanomechanical mapping of these structures, some rippled regions were 
found. The undulated areas extend for a few microns from the possible interface between the 
WS2 and MoS2 following the growth direction. We observed that the topography images show 
reasonable periodicity in the ripples, suggesting more detailed analysis for understanding the 
wrinkling phenomena. We extracted a profile across the ripples (Fig. 6.8.a-b) and then 
performed a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the obtained profile (Fig. 6.8.e), using the 
predefined function in OriginTM. From the FFT, we selected the four most intense peaks at n1= 
8.07x10-6 m-1, n2= 8.85x10-6 m-1, n3= 9.83x10-6 m-1 and n4= 1.10x10-7 m-1. These peaks 
correspond to the wavelength values of λ1=124 nm, λ2=113 nm, λ3=102 nm and λ4=91 nm. 
Using these values, we tried to schematically present the undulated surface as the sum of four 
Fourier Transform components. The result is plotted in Fig. 6.8.b and shows reasonable 
correlation with the experimental profile. It is important to notice the uniform periodicity in 
the ripples, making it complicated to produce an accurate simulation using only four peaks of 
the FFT analysis.  
The nanomechanics of the same region was simultaneously mapped using the 
heterodyne force microscopy (HFM) technique, where the amplitude and phase images show 
the information related to the viscoelastic properties and the dynamic relaxation processes, 
respectively. In the HFM images presented in Fig. 6.8, one can see that the mechanical 
response in the region on the left (A), in both amplitude and phase HFM images, presents a 
stronger contrast than on the right side (B). Unexpectedly, this intense change in the 
mechanical response is not significantly evidenced in the topography image as a morphology 
change, whereas the boundary between areas A and B is well defined in the topography. The 
change in the mechanical stiffness arises from the frontier between the WS2 and MoS2. In this 
case, the area corresponding with the WS2 would be displayed brighter than the MoS2 region, 
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due to WS2 having higher elastic modulus than MoS2. In addition, the difference in the lattice 
parameter between both materials would create a compressive strain released by the rippling 
of the MoS2 layer. Assuming that this experimental case is analogous to the example presented 
in the literature by Xie et al. 127, only the material, which presents lower stiffness and a larger 
lattice parameter, should present the undulated morphology. It is also worth noting that, 
because the WS2 and MoS2 lattice parameters are closer than the WS2 and WSe2 of the 
experiment of Xie, one could think that, in our case, both materials could present the 
undulated pattern. In order to thoroughly confirm this hypothesis, the area should be mapped 
with a chemically sensitive technique to identify the species, like KPFM. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 Image a) topography of the rippled area. Image b) shows the of the profile extracted 
from a) in the area highlighted with the yellow dashed line. In the same plot the simulation of the 
surface undulation is also superposed. Images c) and d) show the HFM amplitude and phase, 
respectively. e) shows the plot of the FFT of the profile extracted from a) in the area highlighted 
with the yellow dashed line. 
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In addition to the HFM, we also performed nanomechanical maps via UFM, which are 
displayed in Fig.6.9, in another region of the heterostructure, close to the edge with the 
substrate. In the topography, the silicon region (#1) presents some contamination in the 
surface, which meant it was not straightforward to establish the substrate as the completely 
zero value in the extracted profiles and to refer the thicknesses of the layers to that level. The 
height of the substrate is very similar to area #4. Therefore, we had assumed that region #4 
corresponded with a monolayer of MoS2. Interestingly, it was found that region #3, 
corresponding with a bilayer of MoS2, presents higher contact stiffness than the monolayer, 
represented with brighter UFM contrast. We have to keep in mind that the increase in stiffness 
is not linearly dependent on the thickness, as is shown in the plot in Fig. 6.9.d. The thickest 
region shows the least stiffness in the map and this can be attributed to the fact that the 
thickest region appears to be overgrown from the edge of the bilayer, being weakly interacting 





Figure 6.9 a) and b) are the topography and UFM maps of the MoS2 region of the lateral 
heterostructure. Plot c) shows the profiles extracted from topography and UFM response in the 
region displayed with the dashed black lines in images a) and b). Plot d) shows the correlation 





Heat transport in lateral heterostructures of two-dimensional materials 
In the previous section, we reported the nanomechanical study of a WS2-MoS2 lateral 
heterostructure and, although the study of the thermal properties are not a main matter of 
this thesis, we have investigated the heat transport in such nanostructure, providing additional 
information.  
The experimental values of the thermal conductivity of monolayers of MoS2 and WS2 
have been reported as 34.5 W m-1 K-1 and 32 W m-1 K-1, respectively, far from the graphene 
value ~50005 W m-1 K-1. 128, 129 Therefore, these low values make MoS2 and WS2 interesting 
materials for the fabrication of devices that require poor heat dissipation. Due to the length 
scale of the TMDCs studied in this section, standard measurement techniques cannot be easily 
applied to measure nanoscale thermal properties of WS2-MoS2 heterostructures. Here, we use 
state of the art SThM, for qualitative identification of the different materials as well as changes 
in the thermal transport due to the underlying layers.  
 
 
Figure 6.10 a) Topography and b) SThM response in the 3rd harmonic maps of the boundary of the 
structure. c) SThM image in the 1st harmonic response. d) plots of the topography and SThM 
profiles extracted from the images a) and b) in the area presented with the white dashed line. 
 
SThM measurement can be operated using DC and AC modes. AC mode is generally 
more sensitive, with lower drift and less noise 130, 131.  In addition, AC measurements allow one 
to use the 3ω method, tracking the third harmonic of the Wheatstone bridge output, which 
shows the direct relation of the probe self-heating and therefore the heat losses 12. Here, we 
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report the first simultaneous recording of the first and third harmonics of the signal for a 
comparative study. 
 
Figure 6.11 Plot of the RMS response of the SThM measurements in the 1st and 3rd harmonic 
for the different materials and interfaces. 
 
 An example of topography and SThM image is shown in Fig. 6.10. The image shows 
areas of SiO2, MoS2 on SiO2 and MoS2 on MoS2. The SThM image (Fig. 6.10.b) shows the thermal 
conductivity response of each area. As expected, SiO2 shows the lowest thermal conductivity 
in the SThM map, followed by the MoS2 monolayer directly supported on the SiO2. The 
contrast displayed in the overgrown layer is very interesting, showing the same response in 
the area directly supported in the SiO2, whereas the region covering the homogeneous MoS2 
monolayer presents higher thermal conductivity. This effect can be explained as the 
overgrown MoS2 layer is less affected by the poor thermal conductivity of the SiO2 substrate 
due to the intermediate MoS2 monolayer.  These results are also shown in the plot in Fig. 
6.10.d, which are the extracted profiles of the topography and SThM response images in the 
regions indicated with the dashed white lines. The profiles have been extracted from the 
measurements in the third harmonic because the amplitude of the voltage measured in the 
third harmonic 𝑉3𝜔 is directly proportional to the increase of temperature due to Joule 
heating. 131 However, the response in the first harmonic includes the sum of the thermal and 
electric contributions 132. Consistent results were equally obtained in the SThM map, tracking 
the first harmonic in the response. In order to show that both methods present the same 
qualitative response, the RMS values of the SThM response in the analogous areas for both of 






























































6.3. Natural occurring heterostructures 
After the outstanding success of graphene, many studies have targeted the expansion 
of the family of 2D materials, investigating other layered materials in the search for interesting 
novel properties. During this, naturally occurring heterostructures have been found to be very 
fascinating, as they are layered materials whose atomic structure changes at each layer up to 
form a unit cell of several layers. These heterostructures could potentially solve the long and 
costly fabrication process of synthetic heterostructures and significantly decrease the 
problems of the randomness and cleanness produced in the fabrication of artificial 
heterostructures. 
6.3.1. Franckeite 
In this section, we report the first UFM measurements of the naturally occurring and 
air-stable heterostructure franckeite, which is a layered mineral with a structure composed of 
alternating stacks of SnS2-like and PbS-like layers. Franckeite has a narrow bandgap and p-type 
conductivity, which makes it an excellent candidate for the fabrication of optoelectronic 
devices. It has already demonstrated its potential technological application as a photodetector 
133, 134. 
 
Figure 6.12 Optical image of the franckeite flake and a zoomed-in section of the area with the 
thinnest region. 
 
Whilst electrical, optical and thermal properties of franckeite have been reported, no 
records of the nanomechanical properties have been found in the literature. Therefore, using 
UFM, we first mapped the franckeite’s mechanical response. Fig. 6.12 shows the optical image 
of the area identified with the presence of various and selected thicknesses for the UFM 
measurements. In Fig. 6.13, one can see the topography and the UFM response of the 
franckeite flake in a bulk-like region and a very thin film. As the UFM amplitude decreases with 







displayed in Fig. 6.13.c-d, one can observe that the contact stiffness decreases with the 
franckeite thickness. Such behaviour has also been reported in the literature of other 2D 
materials 135. As UFM has demonstrated to be sensitive to the features beneath 2D materials 
136, this phenomena can be attributed to the probing of non-uniform adhesion between the 
franckeite film and the substrate as a consequence of the corrugations present on the 
susbtrate surface, which might make the uniformly adhesion of the flake difficult. The thick 
part of the franckeite presents a stiffness comparable with the substrate value. In this case, 
the flake is excessively thick for the UFM sensing to the features of the substrate-flake 
interface. Therefore, the contact stiffness is determined by the bulk stiffness of franckeite.  
We hope that these first nanomechanical measurements of a franckeite bulk and thin 
layers will provide insights for the future development of franckeite devices. 
 
 
Figure 6.13 Images a) topography and b) UFM maps of an exfoliated franckeite flake. Several 
thicknesses can be observed with different mechanical responses. As the franckeite thickness 
increases, its stiffness increases as well. Images c) and d) show the plots of profiles 1 and 2 





2D material and their heterostructures show exotic behaviour and physical properties 
compared to their bulk counterparts, making them very attractive for the development of new 
devices for novel applications. For a full understanding of these new physical phenomena and 
optimal investigation of materials and structures defects, adequate characterization 
techniques with nanoscale resolution and material properties sensitive are required.  
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the outstanding capabilities of non-destructive 
ultrasonic AFM methods, such as UFM and HFM, for the mapping of buried defects in vertical 
van der Waal heterostructures of WS2. Then, based on the evidence of the presence of sub-
surface defects in such structures, we nano-sectioned the 3D pyramidal stacks of this TMDC 
using the BEXP method, allowing for direct access to the internal 3D properties of the 
nanostructure. Combining this with functional SPM techniques, UFM and D-EFM, we were able 
to identify two phases of WS2, suggesting a difference in the material crystallinity inside 
individual structures. Furthermore, we resolve the substrate-heterostructure interface, not 
observable in topographical images, and confirmed that two layers of TMDC have similar 
material composition, using local probing of the dielectric properties in D-EFM mode. 
The lateral heterostructures of MoS2 and WS2 investigated via UFM, HFM and SThM 
provided information of the morphology, local stress and contact stiffness, as well as heat 
transport of these structures by using the substrate as a reference. These measurements have 
confirmed the superior sensitivity of these functional SPM methods to the thickness of the 
layers and the interface between the layers, as well as with the substrate. 
Finally, using UFM, we reported the nanomechanics of the naturally occurring 
heterostructure franckeite, observing remarkable softness of this material for very thin layers 
compared to the significant stiffness of the franckeite bulk. 
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7. 3D structures of Compound Semiconductors 
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the combination of the BEXP and materials-
sensitive SPM analysis is a very powerful tool for the 3D exploration of subsurface defects in 
compound semiconductor (CS) quantum nanostructures, namely quantum dots, multilayer 
structures and nanowires. We use nanomechanical properties, electrical potential distribution 
and piezoelectric response mapping to analyse the 3D structures of these complex materials. 
These structures were produced by the Compound Semiconductor Manufacturing Hub UK 
(CSHub) in collaboration with University College London, and Cardiff and Sheffield Universities. 
7.1. Introduction 
Nowadays, silicon (Si) dominates the market of semiconductor devices with 
manufacturing pathways well established. At the same time, 3D nanostructures made of other 
semiconductors and their compounds can offer better physical properties than Si, improving 
the performance of electronic devices for multiple applications. However, the manufacturing 
of high-quality CS nanostructures presents a big challenge for the engineering and 
manufacturing of materials. Growing CS on silicon wafers seems to combine the established 
manufacturing processes and the performance of CS devices. Nevertheless, the lattice 
mismatch between CS and Si, and dissimilar growth conditions, create multiple defects at the 
interface, which propagate throughout the structures, affecting the quality of the structure 
and the performance of the final device. 
In order to develop successful CS – Si devices, suitable characterisation methods are 
required. Standard methods of materials property characterisation are limited to either 
surface or bulk probing and are not able to be evaluated, e.g. the electrical transport or 
charges distribution in the inner regions of the structures. Furthermore, the conventional 
methods for the study of the morphology or the composition of these nanostructures, 
including their internal structure, such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), are not 
sensitive to their local physical properties that are key to device performance. 
Various SPM techniques, such as Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), scanning 
spreading resistant microscopy (SSRM) and piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) allow the 
studies of local charges distribution, electrical transport and piezoelectric response with 
nanoscale resolution, but, unfortunately, they cannot assess subsurface properties. 
Mechanical cleaving of the samples is a possible solution to access their inner structures. 
However, it is only suitable for limited applications because it is affected by the local stresses. 
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It also produces a very sharp edge which hinders access with the SPM probes. Traditionally, 
focused ion beam (FIB) methods allow for sample sectioning; nonetheless, the nature of the 
ions implemented in the process, generally gallium ions (Ga+), are not best suited for exploring 
material properties. The high reactivity of the ions alters the sample physical properties and 
allows the ion implantation into the material. In addition, the big size of the Ga+ produces 
surface damage 137. Also, FIB produces cuts only a few µm wide, which is generally insufficient 
for using AFM probes. 
To tackle the problem, we employed Ar-ion beam exit cross-sectional polishing (BEXP), 
described in Chapter 4, to produce high-quality sections of the samples. By measuring via 
Kelvin force probe microscopy (KPFM) the wedge-shaped section of multiple-quantum well 
(MQW) structured samples, both with and without anti-phase domains (APD), we were able 
to map the surface contact potential difference (CPD) linked to the local work function 
(electron affinity) of the material. These allowed us to highlight the presence of APD-linked 
material defects that affect the potential distribution. Furthermore, we investigated the 
doping concentration in VCSEL structures, mapping the surface potential of the sectioned 
structures via KPFM. In the application of III-nitride nanowires onto the silicon substrates that 
we were able to cross-section using embedding of the nanowires with spin-on-glass (SOG), 
piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) allowed us to identify the polarity reversal in individual 
nanowires. Overall, we corroborated the feasibility of the BEXP+SPM methodology to explore 
buried defects and piezoelectric phenomena in complex CS nanostructures. The simplicity of 
this methodology and the excellent results settle our approach as a fundamental one in the 
applied material research and with enormous potential for future investigations. 
The nanomechanical analysis of the samples was performed via ultrasonic force 
microscopy (UFM), which offers very accurate qualitative measurements in the changes in 
elastic moduli for stiff samples, such as the III-V semiconductors. KPFM was then used for 
electrical characterisation. Finally, for the investigation of electromechanical coupling in the 




7.2. III-V multiple quantum wells nanostructures on Si 
Complex multiple quantum well (MQW) structures grown on silicon substrates were 
studied to investigate their physical properties, in particular the material defect called anti-
phase domains (APD). APD and anti-phase boundaries (APB) are arguably the most critical and 
detrimental defects in the growth of III-V on Si. These defects are produced due to the 
monoatomic steps created in the diamond lattice of silicon (one-atomic basis) and the two-
atomic basis of the zinc-blende structure of the III-V compound, creating APD at each terrace 
edge of the mono-atomic steps of the Si surface (see Fig.7.1). To get APD-free layers is needed 
to precisely double the Si surface steps density and/ or ensure the self-annihilation of all APD. 
138, 139 
 
Figure 7.1 Sketch of the APB formation in the [111] and [110] lattice planes of the GaP zinc-blende 
structure due to the presence of mono-layer steps on the Si surface. 139 
 
Among the diversity of the samples studied, here we report the most representative 
two samples, which were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in University College 
London (UCL) by our collaborators Dr Mingchu Tang and Dr Pamela Jurczak from Prof Huiyun 
Liu’s group. Both samples have the same structure and composition, but one of them had 
developed APD during the growth process. The typical sample structure is shown in Fig. 3.6 in 
section 3.2.2 of this thesis. The results presented below correspond with the two sets of 
dislocation filtering layers (DFL) made of 5 periods of 10nm of InAlAs and 12nm of AlAs, spaced 






7.2.1. Study of the 3D morphology and nanomechanical properties of 
DFL with and without the presence of APD 
The quality of the material interfaces is always a challenge for material engineering, 
especially in the case of manufacturing complex nanostructures, where there could be more 
than 25 different interfaces. Defect-free morphology at each interface is crucial to guarantee 
the sample quality. Therefore, a suitable methodology to assess their inner structures will 
facilitate the progress by early defects detection guiding the process improvement. 
 
Figure 7.2 Optical images of the BEXP section of the MQW structure sample. 
 
To approach the subsurface interfaces, we nano-sectioned the samples using the BEXP 
method described in Chapter 4, implementing a sample-stage with a shallow angle of 3°. The 
process was carried out in two steps: the first one involved removing the main part of the 
material by high energy beams (7kV) over 7 hours; the second polishing step was made at 1 kV 
for 10 minutes, to smooth the surface. The sample was then cleaned with acetone and IPA, 
both for 10 minutes in the ultrasonic bath. The optical images displayed of the sectioned area 
in Fig.7.2 shows the successful polishing result. The same fact was also confirmed by the AFM 
images and the corresponding profile (see Fig. 7.3.a), presenting almost negligible roughness 
in the section of the homogeneous material and a sharp end in the sample top surface. In Fig. 
7.3.b, one can see the 3D render of an example of the sample morphology with the presence 
of APD. In this figure, one can also see the propagation in the z-direction, from the bottom to 
the top surface of the APDs generated at the interface with the substrate. Fig. 7.3.c-d shows 
AFM images, comparing the morphology of the MQW area of the sample and presenting 







Figure 7.3 a) Profile of the topography of the 3D section. Inset: 3D render of the topography overlaid 
with KPFM response. b) 3D rendering of the topography, displaying the presence and propagation of 
APD. c) and d) Topography images of the area of the DFL structure, c) in the presence of APD; d) 
Sample free of APD. 
 
In Fig. 7.4, simultaneously recorded topography and nanomechanical maps – UFM 
image – of the InAlAs/AlAs DFL in the BEXP sectioned sample are shown. These DFL stacks of 
InAlAs/AlAs are also sandwiched between GaAs layers (300nm thick). The topography image 
shows some topography protrusions in the InAlAs areas of the DFL; these features can be 
explained as the material releasing the strain in the out-of-plane direction of the section, 
whereas the local oxidation cannot be completely ruled out. Analogous to the case of MQW 
of InGaAs/GaAs detailed in literature by Peter S.Z. et al. 140,  when a layer of InGaAs is 
pseudomorphically grown on GaAs, the InGaAs layer will be biaxially strained because the 
lattice constant of unstrained InGaAs is larger than that of GaAs. Equally, in the present case, 
the biaxially strained layer of InAlAs by the AlAs could relax in the out-of-plane direction after 
the BEXP nanosectioning, creating the topography features shown in the AFM images. 
Conversely, the lattice constant of AlAs and GaAs are comparable; therefore, the strain 





InAlAs. Complementary, the UFM image shows the sample stiffness. As one can expect, a 
material with lower elastic moduli presents lower stiffness in the UFM images – represented 
as a darker contrast. These results agree with the values found in the literature for GaAs, AlAs 
and InAs, summarised in Table 7. The InAlAs elastic modulus is determined by the 
concentration of Al. Therefore, this value is found between the moduli values of AlAs and InAs 
141. The profiles of topography and UFM maps, shown in Fig.7.4.c, were taken along the 
direction of the overlaid dashed line on the images. The profiles were performed strategically 
across the structure to show a variety of nanomechanical features.  One can observe that, 
generally, the crests in the topography profile (red line) correspond with the valleys in the 
UFM-line. Moreover, the presence of protuberant regions in the topography is remarkable, 
displaying very dark contrast in the UFM and denoting extremely little stiffness. We found that 
these features probably correspond with an initial oxidation stage of the InAlAs layers. One 
could think that the lesser stiffness denoted in the UFM map could disagree with the fact that 
the indium or aluminium oxides are very stiff materials, with Young’s Modulus equal to 150 
and 260 GPa 142, 143, respectively. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that the oxides formed in this 
case are amorphous phases, presenting a much lesser stiffness than the crystalline values 
obtained from the literature. 
Table 7 Elastic moduli and Young's Modulus of GaAs, AlAs and InAs. 
 
 
Parameter GaAs AlAs InAs GaN Si
C 11 (x10
10 Pa) 11.9 12.0 8.3 39 16.6
C 12 (x10
10 Pa) 5.4 5.7 4.5 14.5 6.4
C 44 (x10
10 Pa) 5.9 5.9 4.0 10.5 8




Figure 7.4 a) image of the topography of the rippled InAlAs/AlAs superlattice due to the APD. b) UFM 
image simultaneously recorded with image a). c) shows the profiles extracted from the images a) and 
b), the crests in the topography correspond with the InAlAs layers, which show lower UFM amplitude; 
the AlAs layers present the valleys in topography matching with the higher UFM response. d) shows 




7.2.2. Comparison of contact potential distribution in MQW structures 
with and without the presence of APD 
With confirmed evidence of the presence of APD in this structure via AFM and UFM 
images, it was decided to investigate the electrical properties of these samples to compare 
the consequence of the defects. SPM methods, such as KPFM, are potent techniques for the 
nanoscale mapping of electrical properties. Particularly for the development of semiconductor 
structures, these methods have demonstrated themselves to be essential tools for the study 
of doping concentration, band structure studies and charge distribution.  
 
Firstly, we locally mapped the surface potential via KPFM measurements in both 
samples, with and without APD. The results confirmed the devastating effects in the potential 
distribution with the presence of APD. Fig. 7.5 shows the comparison of the local contact 
potential difference (LCPD) maps of the DFL section of the MQW structures. These maps 
present KPFM images with superposed profiles of the potential distribution. Unexpectedly, 
the sample free of APD (Fig. 7.5a) shows different contrast between three layers of GaAs, being 
the same material. These GaAs layers are separated by the InAlAs/AlAs barriers, also very well 
defined and represented in both images in Fig. 7.5 with the darker contrast. A possible 
explanation for the unforeseen behaviour of the GaAs layers is that the GaAs layer sandwiched 
between the InAlAs/AlAs MQW could present different LCPD due to the InAlAs/AlAs layers 
acting as a charge barrier, confining the GaAs charges. This explanation is supported by the 
investigation made using a sample with the same structure with APD, which presents a 
different potential distribution compared with the defective specimen. In this second sample, 
 
Figure 7.5 KPFM images of the InAlAs/AlAs superlattices separated by the GaAs layer.  a) Image of a  
sample free of APD; the darkest contrast represents the  InAlAs/AlAs superlattice, GaAs is displayed 
by the medium and light contrast. b) Image of a  sample with APD;  InAlAs/AlAs layers are shown 










the disruption of the MQW that occurs due to the APD creates a more uniform potential 
distribution in both regions of GaAs. Therefore, we believe that the presence of APD could 
break the electron confinement effect of the InAlAs/AlAs DFL barriers. 
 
7.3. Charges transfer in complex structures for light-emitting 
applications – VCSEL 
The stimulated emission of radiation was first suggested by Albert Einstein; 
nevertheless, it was not until 1960 when the first laser was experimentally demonstrated. 
Since then, different technologies have been developed for the fabrication of lasers. 
Semiconductors are excellent candidates for solid-state lasers, typically producing light 
emission from the edge of the device that is cleaved. The vertical cavity lasers, such as the 
vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) can have provided a breakthrough for high-speed 
communication technologies with a much higher surface density of the devices made possible. 
These devices are more complex and generally require a quantum well or active region 
sandwiched between upper and lower distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs). Like in the MQW 
structure presented above, the VCSEL structure is also a superlattice formed by multiple 
interfaces, with the quality of the layers determining the performance of the device. In order 
to understand the potential distribution in the different regions, we nanosectioned the wafers 
and a final VCSEL device via BEXP followed by the KPFM study. 
 
 
Figure 7.6 Optical image in the dark field of the VCSEL wafer after BEXP sectioning. 
 
Three different samples were sectioned; two of them were the substrates with the 









structures and the gold contacts to contact the devices. The first sample (A) consists of a GaAs 
substrate with DBR of 34 periods of AlGaAs/GaAs, with the thickness of the layers 
corresponding to a quarter of the laser wavelength (850 nm) to optimise the reflectance. On 
top of this bottom DBR, there is the cavity (of approximately 3/2 of the wavelength in 
thickness) with the active region, in which there are 3 GaAs/AlGaAs QWs. This is followed by 
a 30 nm thick “oxidation layer” of Al0.98Ga0.02As above. This layer is only oxidised in the final 
devices, leaving the non-oxidised centre to concentrate the injection current. The wafer is 
topped with the top DBR, in this case only 20 periods, and the GaAs cap. In the second sample 
(B – 892nm wavelength), the structure is identical except for the active region, which is made 
by three In0.06Ga0.94As/AlGaAs QWs. The VCSEL sample of the devices studied in this work was 
processed in a wafer with structure A. 
 
In the quest to understand the potential distribution of the sample, KPFM 
measurements were performed on a BEXP sectioned sample. The KPFM maps display the 
changes in the LCPD for each of the individual layers of the DBR superlattice. Moreover, in 
Fig.7.7 a step between the level of the LCPD in the top and bottom DBR can be observed, 
reflecting the difference in the doping concentration between the two sections. Focusing on 
 
 
Figure 7.7 Topography and KPFM images of the VCSEL (A) section in the area of the active region. 
Profiles of both images plotted in the graph. 
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the active region and performing high-resolution imaging such as in Fig.7.8 it is just possible 
to identify the three QWs. As these measurements were made in the wafer and not in the 
device, the “oxidation layer” is not shown oxidised. 
 
 
Figure 7.8 High magnification of the topography and KPFM images in the active region area. 
Plot of the profiles highlighting the 3 QW in the active region with the green arrows. (VCSEL A) 
 
Having demonstrated the feasibility of the combination of the BEXP+SPM, we explored 
the possibility of observing the sectioned area via optical spectroscopy. Namely, as the BEXP 
sectioning with a small sectioning angle increases the projection of the thickness of the layers 
by around ten times, we contemplated that optical methods such Raman spectroscopy or 
photoluminescence could resolve the sub-micrometre thin layers. We performed Raman 
spectroscopy maps in the sectioned region, using the experimental setup described in Chapter 
4, with the green laser (532nm). In addition, a map of the same region was also obtained for 
the PL response. Conversely, in the PL measurements, the red laser (633 nm) was 
implemented. Fig.7.9 shows the Raman spectrum of the VCSEL A obtained in the BEXP 
sectioned region. Fig.7.9 presents the optical image of the region investigated in the Raman 
and PL measurements. The Raman and PL maps are also shown in Fig.7.9b-c, respectively. The 
maps do not resolve the individual layers, but in both cases it was possible to observe some 
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features which allow one to distinguish between the different parts of the structure, such as 
substrate, bottom and top DBR, and the active region. 
 
 
Figure 7.9  a) Optical image of the section area of the VCSEL A, with magnification x100. b) 
Raman map of the VCSEL A extracted in the area highlighted with the black square in a). c) Map 
of PL response of VCSEL A, covering the whole structure from the substrate to the top surface. 




7.4. Metamorphic III-Nitride nanowires on Si 
In this section, the mechanical, electrical and piezoelectric behaviour of GaN nanowires 
(NWs) grown on a silicon substrate is investigated. A novel methodology, never reported prior 
in literature, was used to embed the NWs in a SiO2 matrix for the easy BEXP sectioning and 
further SPM analysis. We, therefore, were able to directly map, using nanoscale resolution, 
the variations in the contact stiffness and the LCPD at the substrate-NW interface, with this 
last one showing the depletion region formed between GaN and Si. Finally, via PFM, we 
observed the orientation variation inside of individual NWs via observing the PFM 
piezoelectric response. 
 
In the approach to the inner structure with SPM tips, we used the methodology 
previously detailed in Chapter 4, which combines BEXP nano-sectioning with the functional 
SPM analysis of the surface and sub-surface. Samples with irregular surfaces, such as 
nanowires sticking out of the surface, pre-patterned devices or other complex 3D structures 
are very challenging for cross-sectioning techniques. This is especially prevalent in the 
particular case of BEXP, as the discontinuities in the surface can strongly affect the quality of 
the cut due to the geometry of the sectioning setup. The NWs can create shadows, which will 
affect the smooth resulting section. For these reasons, the GaN NWs samples were embedded 
in spin-on-glass (SOG) following the protocol described in Chapter 3: Materials. The SOG 
coating is a low viscosity liquid, making it adequate for the coating of the whole surface, 
including the gaps between the individual nanowires, which, after baking, produces a uniform 
silicon oxide solid layer. This additional step in the sample preparation has enabled marked 
progress in the study of the internal structure of GaN NWs. 
  
 
Figure 7.10 SEM images of the GaN nanowires. 
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7.4.1. Nanomechanical mapping of GaN nanowires 
In the quest to study the mechanical properties of the GaN NWs, we performed 
nanomechanical mapping of the sectioned region using the standard UFM setup described in 
Chaper 3: Materials. The results obtained during the scans are displayed in Fig. 7.11, where 
one can see the simultaneously recorded topography and nanomechanics maps. The Fig. 
7.11.a shows the topography image, which was flattened to highlight the morphological 
features. In Fig.7.11.b, the corresponding UFM image is displayed. In this image, one can 
identify the area with dark contrast, corresponding to the SOG. However, one can also notice 
the absence of contrast between the region corresponding with the Si substrate and the GaN 
nanowires. This effect is attributed to the sensitivity limit of the UFM response, occurring for 
large values of the effective contact stiffness (E*) of the sample compared with the tip. In the 
presented case, we used a standard silicon cantilever, which probably also presented a thin 
layer of native oxide in the tip surface, which additionally decreased the sensitivity. This 
interpretation has been supported by Fig.7.12, where theoretical values of the effective 
contact stiffness whilst increasing the sample stiffness for various tip materials were plotted. 
In this figure, one can see that all the curves saturate and this effect is occurring earlier for 
lower tip material stiffness, such as SiO2. In the figure the grey background indicates the range 
where the GaN Young’s Modulus is found. This area mainly covers the saturated part of the Si 
and SiO2 curves. Therefore, we can assume that the UFM response is not fully sensitive to the 
changes in the stiffness between Si and GaN, due to the GaN value of the stiffness found in 
the saturated region.  
Fig. 7.11.c-d present the profiles extracted from images a) and b) in the areas marked 
with the dashed lines. The plot corresponding with profile #1 shows part of the substrate and 
part of one of the nanowires. The topography profile presents a minor change in the slope 
between the substrate and the NW regions. In the UFM profile, as it was previously detailed, 
there is no evident change between the substrate and the NW. The plot of profile #2 shows 
the strong change between the slopes of the substrate and the SOG. Furthermore, the UFM 
profile also presents a clear decrease in the amplitude signal in the SOG, corresponding with 
a lower contact stiffness. The values found about the elastic moduli elsewhere 144 confirm that 





Figure 7.11 a) image of the topography of the substrate-NW boundary (beginning of the 
growth) of the sectioned area. b) UFM image of the same area as image a). c) and d) are the 
profiles extracted from images a) and b) in the highlighted regions with the dashed lines. 
 
 
Figure 7.12 Plot of the effective contact stiffness (E*) whilst increasing the sample stiffness 
(Esample) for various tip materials; Diamond, GaN, Si and SiO2.  
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7.4.2. Surface potential study at the substrate-NW interface  
The KPFM characterisation of piezoelectric nanowires has developed great interest due 
to the ability of these structures to perform as light-emitting diodes, sensors and 
electromechanical transducers for harvesting ambient mechanical energy. In the case of GaN 
nanowires, numerous studies of the surface potential using KPFM have been reported in the 
literature 145-148. However, these investigations do not report the surface potential at the 
interface between the substrate and the NW as it is generally not accessible by SPM. In this 
section, we use BEXP to access this area for the first time and to probe the local contact 
potential difference at the interface between the substrate and the nanowires.  
The results obtained during the KPFM measurements are displayed in Fig.7.13. 
Fig.7.13.a shows the topography of the sectioned area. The KPFM map is shown in Fig.7.13.b. 
The contrast of the KPFM allows one to distinguish between the substrate, which shows the 
brighter contrast, the GaN NWs, which presents the darkest contrast of the map, and the SOG 
that reveals the intermediate contrast surrounding the NWs. Fig.7.13.d shows a higher 
magnification of one of the nanowires at the boundary with the substrate. For a better 
understanding of the potential distribution at the interface with the substrate, we extracted 
the profiles of the topography and the KPFM images, which are displayed in Fig.7.13.e. It is 
worth noting that in the boundary between the GaN and the Si substrate there is no sharp 
interface in the potential (KPFM). The occurring gradient corresponds with the depletion 
region formed at the junction between the GaN and Si. In the plot of the superposition of the 
topography and KPFM profiles (Fig. 7.13.e), one can see that the gradient potential starts 
inside the GaN region and increases until it reaches the Si potential. The width of this depletion 





Figure 7.13 a) topography of the NWs forest embedded in SOG and BEXP nanosectioned. b) KPFM 
map of the same area of image a). c) and d) topography and KPFM images, respectively, of a higher 
magnification of one of the NWs, sectioned in the initial part of the growth. e) plot of the profiles 
extracted from images c) and d). f) scheme of the depletion region formed at the interface 






7.4.3. PFM mapping of polarity reversal in individual NWs 
The piezoelectric properties of III-nitrides, and in particular of GaN, have been widely 
studied over the last decades. It is well known that the piezoelectric response changes with 
the polarity and the crystallographic orientation 149. As it can be observed in the diagram in 
Fig. 7.14, the polarisation is determined by the angle to the c-plane with the piezoelectric 
response proportional to the piezoelectric polarisation vector (𝑃𝑝𝑒) as described by 
 𝑃𝑝𝑒 = 𝑒 × 𝑆, (80) 
where 𝑒 is the piezoelectric stress constant and 𝑆 is the mechanical stress. 150 
 
Figure 7.14 Total polarisation as a function of the angle in the c-plane. List of polar, non-polar and 
selected semi-polar planes with inclined angles to the c-plane. 151 
 
Gallium and nitrogen have different electronegativity, forming a dipole in each Ga-N 
covalent bond. The absence of a centre of symmetry in the c-plane direction of the GaN 
structure results in an accumulation of these dipoles, creating macroscopic polarisation along 
the c-axis. This phenomenon is known as spontaneous polarisation (𝑃𝑠𝑝). In the GaN, the 
spontaneous polarisation is anti-parallel to the Ga-polar growth direction, as is indicated in 
the scheme in Fig.7.15. Additionally to the spontaneous polarisation, when the material is 
mechanically deformed, the phenomena of the piezoelectric polarisation (𝑃𝑝𝑧) appears. This 
polarisation is proportional to the piezoelectric coefficients (𝑑), to the elastic constants (𝐶) 
and to the strain produced in the material under an elastic deformation. The piezoelectric 




Figure 7.15 a) Schematic of a unit cell of wurtzite GaN. The lattice parameters are indicated as a 
and c. Vectors 𝑎1ሬሬሬሬԦ , 𝑎2ሬሬሬሬԦ and 𝑐Ԧ are the bases in the hexagonal coordinates. b) Schematic of Ga-polar 
and N-polar GaN structures. c) and d) schematics of Ga-polar and N-polar atomic layers stacking 
with spontaneous polarisation (𝑃𝑝𝑠) indicated in each case. 
 
In the quest of the identification of reversal crystallographic domains in individual GaN 
nanowires with nanoscale resolution, we performed piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) 
measurements, simultaneously recording locally the vertical and lateral piezoelectric 
response. We used the same nanosectioned samples as in the mechanical and electrical 
studies. The implemented experimental setup was described in Chapter 4. In particular, for 
the set of measurements presented in Fig. 7.17, we used the lock-in amplifier, zi-HF2LI (Zurich 
Instruments, Switzerland), which allowed for the simultaneous excitation and demodulation 
of two different frequencies. This allowed us to track one of the frequencies corresponding 
with the first bending contact resonance of the cantilever, 𝑓𝐶𝑅 = 320𝑘𝐻𝑧 and the other one 
was the contact resonance of the first torsional mode 𝑓𝑇𝑜𝑟 = 817𝑘𝐻𝑧. The determination of 
both resonances was experimentally obtained following the procedure also detailed in 
Chapter 4, selecting the silicon substrate for the resonance frequency probing. The resonance 
peaks obtained during the sweeps have been plotted in Fig.7.16, presenting the bending and 




Figure 7.16 Plot of the frequency sweep of the contact flexural and the torsional resonances. 
 
Using these frequencies, we obtained the vertical and lateral PFM (VPFM and LPFM) 
maps of an individual nanowire shown in Fig. 7.17. Figures a) and b) show the amplitude 
images of the VPFM and LPFM, respectively. One can see that, in both images, the amplitude 
response in the SOG region is almost zero, as was expected. Inside the mapped nanowire, we 
can observe regions with different amplitude response in the VPFM, which do not fully 
correspond to a contrast in the LPFM. We speculated that this can be attributed to two 
different facts: one is that the crystallographic domains are not purely vertical, and the other 
is that they can have a lateral component that is perpendicularly oriented to the scan direction, 
therefore the cantilever is not very sensitive to the local displacement in that direction. The 
phase maps shown in Fig. 7.17.c-d present the phase inversion in both cases, VPFM and LPFM. 
Therefore, we can confirm that the orientation of the domain is not purely vertical, because 
of the contrast shown in the LPFM phase. However, with these results, it is not straightforward 
to conclude that the domains are normally oriented to the scan direction. In order to prove it, 
we should spin the sample exactly at 90 along the axis, normal to its surface, and perform a 
new LPFM scan. This precise rotation was a challenging movement due to some geometrical 
limitations in the used experimental setup and we did not succeed in the trial. Hence, this 
experiment is proposed for a future work, which would allow one to experimentally determine 





Figure 7.17 Amplitude and phase PFM images of the response of the vertical and lateral PFM 





7.4.4. Understanding of the electrostatic contribution in the  PFM 
response 
As PFM requires the electrical excitation of the tip or sample, electrostatic attraction of 
the cantilever to the sample can disguise the piezoelectric response of the material under the 
tip in the PFM maps. In order to distinguish between the piezoelectric and electrostatic 
contributions, PFM scans at different offset potential were performed. Fig.7.18 shows the PFM 
images recorded at different potential offsets (-1 V, 0 V and +1 V). The results obtained agree 
with the explanations found in literature from Balke et al., which explain the combined 
piezoelectric and electrostatic signal contributions.78 As it was explained in the literature 
review in Chapter 2, the electrostatic force depended on the applied DC offset voltage, 
whereas the piezoelectric response corresponding to the domain orientation is independent 
of the DC bias and depends only on the AC component.  
 
Figure 7.18 PFM images of an individual nanowire for different potential offsets, +1 V, 0V and -1 V. 
 
The changes and the inversion in PFM image contrast, for the various applied biases, 
can be understood with the help of the schemes shown in Fig. 7.19, with the vector 
representation of the piezoelectric and electrostatic contribution. The first case corresponds 
to the minimal electrostatic contribution to the AC signal; then, the vector’s moduli are equal 
for positive and negative piezoresponse. However, the phases are inverted 180. In the second 
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cartesian axis, the situation in which there is a positive electrostatic contribution (ES1) to the 
PE1 signal is emphasised. Likewise, in the first case, the absolute values of the amplitude are 
equal for the positive and negative response, just shifted by the electrostatic vector ES1. 
Whereas, the phase difference between positive and negative domains is much smaller, even 
showing the same orientation (same quadrant) 
 
Figure 7.19 Schematic analysis of the piezoelectric and electrostatic signal contributions. PE – 
Piezoelectric response. ES – Electrostatic contribution. Plot a) represents the piezoresponse 
vectors PE0 (with red arrows), in the cartesian coordinates and in absence of electrostatic 
contribution (ES0 = 0). Also, the representation of the phases of the PE vectors are superposed, 
represented by yellow and green arcs the positive and the negative responses, respectively. Plot 






The integration of compound semiconductor (CS) on silicon (Si) wafers combines the 
established manufacturing processed of Si and the outstanding properties of CS for more 
efficient devices fabrication. Nonetheless, the dissimilar growing conditions and lattice 
mismatch between CS and Si, create interfacial defects, which can propagate throughout the 
structures affecting the crystal quality and diminishing the efficiency of devices. Suitable 
characterization methods offering nanoscale resolution, material properties sensitivity and 
allowing the access to the internal structures are required to feedback the CS manufacturers 
for fast development of the CS-Si hybrid devices.  
In this chapter, we have presented the implementation of a unique method for the 
exploration of materials defects in nanostructures of compound semiconductors, merging the 
advanced nano-cross-sectional BEXP tool with the functional scanning probe microscopy. This 
methodology allows the 3D investigation of the defects, providing fundamental information 
about how the physical properties are affected by the presence of these defects. 
We were able to visualise the effects of the propagation of atomic-scale defects, such 
as antiphase domains (APD) occurring in hybrid structures of III-V and Si, in the morphology of 
the superlattices and the top surface. Furthermore, we observed the consequences of these 
defects in the surface potential distribution across the structure. The nanomechanical 
mapping allowed for the study of strained layers in the superlattice.  
In this chapter, we also reported the local changes in the surface potential caused by 
diverse doping concentration in multi-layered structures such as VCSELs. In addition, we were 
able to optically investigate the structures, thanks to the increase in the projection of the 
thickness of thin layers by the BEXP sectioning. 
Finally, we reported the feasibility of the sectioning of 3D nanostructures, such as GaN 
nanowires, using a novel process for the sample preparation. We studied, via KPFM, the 
surface potential distribution at the interface between the Si substrate and the GaN 
nanowires, finding the depletion region. Also, we were able to simultaneously map vertical 
and lateral piezoelectric responses inside of nanowires. By these measurements, we were able 




8.  Achievements and perspectives 
In conclusion, we have studied the physical properties of diverse low-dimensional 
structures of advanced materials using a variety of scanning probe methods. Below, we 
summarise the main outcomes of our work. 
8.1. Key achievements of this thesis 
 Multi-mode excitations in tuning forks for quantum turbulence and in-liquid 
SPM probing 
We investigated the complex oscillation behaviour of the tuning fork MEMS devices 
allowing simultaneous excitation and probing of two vibrational modes – torsional and 
flexural. We demonstrated that the torsional mode can be used for the detection of the 
damping produced by turbulence, simultaneously excited by the flexural mode. We also 
revealed that the critical velocity needed for the excitation of the quantum turbulence regime 
in 4He was not reached by the tines of the TF operating in the torsional mode. Furthermore, 
we presented a new SPM experimental setup using electrically shielded LiNbO3 tuning forks 
as piezoelectric probes. We demonstrated that these probes can effectively operate in a liquid 
environment for nanoscale resolution mapping. 
 Nonlinear point excitation-probing of resonating structures using 
modulation ultrasonic force microscopy (M-UFM) 
In order to explore nanoscale resonating systems, and reduce the linear coupling of the 
SPM probing tip to the nanostructure, we developed the method called modulation ultrasonic 
force microscopy (M-UFM), for the local excitation and detection of the vibrational modes of 
a silicon nitride membrane. In this approach, two significantly differing frequencies are applied 
to the tip (ft) and the probed MEMS structure (fs) that are outside of the structure or tip 
resonance, whereas the difference frequency (fs – ft) is equal to the resonance of the MEMS 
device. As a result, both the excitation and detection are performed simultaneously. We 
demonstrated that this method is sensitive to the vibrational modes and the subsurface 




 Study of dynamic and structural properties of graphene drums via nanoscale 
mapping of coupled vibrational modes of drum-SPM probe system 
In the study of the nanomechanical behaviour of a multilayer graphene drum via CR-
AFM mapping, we established the difference in the local stiffness of the drum as a function of 
the probing position and we found an excellent agreement between the experimental and 
modelling data. In addition, the modelling allowed us to confirm that the graphene flake 
behaviour is more comparable to a supported plate than a tensioned membrane. 
Furthermore, we confirmed that UFM is a very effective method to find the boundaries 
between the suspended and the supported regions of the graphene plate, allowing precise 
determination of the drum geometry. We also revealed that CR-AFM can provide misleading 
information of the diameter of the drum. In addition, we also demonstrated that CR-AFM 
provides useful information of the internal structure of suspended regions. 
 Nanoscale physical properties mapping and defect identification in 
heterostructures of 2D materials 
We studied buried defects in CVD grown vertical heterostructures of WS2 using UFM, a 
non-invasive and non-destructive method, able to image sub-surface features with nanoscale 
resolution. In addition, we performed for the first time the BEXP nano-sectioning of 2D 
material heterostructures and we demonstrated the possibility of directly mapping the 
material defects formed in the internal structure. We also confirmed that UFM is sensitive to 
the nanomechanical inhomogeneities in the internal structure, suggesting the presence of 
defective layers at the beginning of the grown heterostructure, being features not observable 
in the dielectric properties maps. Furthermore, we determined the local contact stiffness and 
heat transport of lateral heterostructures of WS2 and MoS2, and we confirmed the outstanding 
sensitivity of these functional SPM techniques to the interface between the layers. In addition, 
we revealed the local contact stiffness depending on the thickness of the layers in the natural 
occurring heterostructure franckeite. 
 3D Mapping of APD in III-V on Si structures – morphology and effects on the 
surface potential distribution 
We used the nanosectioning BEXP method to study the propagation of the APD from 
the Si substrate interface to the top surface of complex MQW structures. We demonstrated 
that the combination of BEXP sectioning and the functional SPM analysis creates an 
excellent methodology for the investigation of the effects caused in physical properties in 
the presence of APD. Via UFM and KPFM mapping of the sectioned structures, we 
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confirmed the distortion in the InAlAs/AlAs superlattices morphology and the alteration of 
the surface potential distribution in the GaAs layers surrounding the superlattices caused 
by the APD.  
 Piezoelectric domains diagnosis 
We demonstrated that the embedding of nanowires in spin-on-glass, followed by the 
BEXP nanosectioning of these structures, is an appropriate sample preparation methodology 
allowing the direct access to the internal structure and the substrate-nanowires interface via 
SPM techniques. In addition, we confirmed the presence of reverse piezoelectric domains in 
individual GaN nanowires and we also verified the presence of diverse polarity orientation of 
the crystallographic domains by the simultaneous mapping of vertical and lateral piezoelectric 
response via PFM measurements. 
8.2. Perspectives 
In order to provide insights into the future direction of the research of micro- and 
nanostructures of advanced materials using scanning probe methods, I can envisage several 
directions that may expand the research that was initiated in this thesis. There are a number 
of different experiments that will follow up in this research group, which could establish the 
methodologies developed along this thesis, as the state-of-the-art techniques to explore 
physical properties of advance materials with nanoscale resolution. Below, we summarise the 
main ideas. 
The shielded LiNbO3 tuning forks were found to be useful as piezoelectric probes for the 
nanoscale mapping in liquid environments. Further research in highly-conductive liquids could 
be carried out using these probes to study solid-liquid interfaces, such as between the cathode 
and/or anode in batteries with liquid electrolytes. This could result in a breakthrough in the 
battery research, allowing the in-situ nanoscale investigation of these solid-liquid interfaces. 
In addition, biological material and living cell, which also require immersive techniques, could 
be morphologically characterized using shielded LiNbO3 tuning forks as probes. 
The potential of the M-UFM technique was demonstrated using a commercial Si3N4 
membrane. Therefore, the implementation of the M-UFM to explore 2D materials resonating 
systems, such as the circular graphene drums investigated via CR-AFM and UFM, could be an 
interesting experiment. This will could establish M-UFM as a revolutionary technique for the 
local investigation of nanomechanical properties in high-frequency resonating systems. 
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In addition, other free-oscillating 2D-materials layers, such as the quasi-suspended 
structures produced in the lateral heterostructures of MoS2 and WS2 (explained in section 6.2) 
could also be investigated using M-UFM. 
The VCSEL structures were investigated in passive mode, using electrical SPM methods, 
such as KPFM. For a better understanding of the potential distribution and charge transfer 
across the VCSELs in-operando, we propose to use a wafer with VCSEL structures and 
patterned devices, as it is shown in Fig. 8.1. The devices can be sectioned at a steep angle, 
using a sample stage angled 30 in the BEXP machine. This allows the sectioning of full devices 
in the centre of the cavity and to keep part of the electrodes for electrical excitation of the 
structures. Using the sectioned devices, simultaneous KPFM or SSRM mapping of the section 
could be performed while operating the VCSEL devices. Other functional SPM measurements, 
such thermal studies using SThM, could provide essential information about heat dissipation, 
for further development and performance improvement of these devices. 
 
Figure 8.1 Optical images of the VCSEL devices after BEXP sectioning. a) shows the 5x magnification 
of multiple devices, some of them sectioned in the edge of the sample. b) shows 40x magnification 
of one of the sectioned devices. 
 
Finally, to provide a full diagnosis of the polarity of the piezoelectric domains in GaN 
nanowires, we propose to investigate these structures performing scans using two 
configurations, rotating the sample 90o in the x-y plane. This will allow one to extract the three 
components of the vector, which defines the direction of the crystallographic domains. In 
addition, COMSOL modelling of the piezoelectric response and potential distribution of these 
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Matlab code for the membrane modelling. 
 





dm=500E-6;  %membrane diameter - [m] 
tm=200E-9;  %membrane thickness -[m] 
em=166E9;   %membrane Young's modulus - [Nm^-2] 
ttm=1.2E9;  %membrane tension - [Pa] 
rhom=3.17E3;%membrane density - [kgm^-3meff=0.25;  %(TO CALCULATE) 
membrane effective mass coeff 
mm=meff*rhom*tm*pi*(dm/2)^2; %effective membrane mass - [kg] 
km=121.83;       %(TO REPLACE WITH DERIVED) membrane stiffness - 
[Nm^-1] 
%CANTILEVER 
lc=225E-6;  %cantilever length - [m] 
wc=28E-6;   %cantilever width - [m] 
tc=3E-6;    %cantilever thickness - [m] 
rhoc=2.32E3;%cantilever density - [kg m^-3] 
ceff=0.25;  %cantilever effective mass coeff (fundamental mode) 
mc=ceff*rhoc*lc*wc*tc;  %cantilever effective mass - [kg] 










L = zeros(nn-1,1); 
Ft = zeros(nn-1,1); 
  
for n=1:nn 
    l(n)=(dm/2)*n/nn; 
    ft(n)=1/(2*pi)*sqrt((km+kc*2*l(n)/dm)/(mm+mc*(2*l(n)/dm)^2)); 
    L(n)=l(n); 
    Ft(n)=ft(n); 






fileID = fopen('freq.txt','wt'); 
fprintf(fileID,'%6s %12s\r\n','l','ft(l)'); 
fprintf(fileID,'%6.10f  %12.8f\r\n',LFt); 
fclose(fileID); 
  
 
 
